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Abstract
Accurate predictions of the annual energy yield from wave energy converters are essential to
the development of the wave industry. The current method based on power matrices uses only a
small part of the data available from sea state estimations and it is consequently prone to inac-
curacies. The research presented in this work investigates the issue of energy yield prediction
and questions the power matrix method. This is accomplished by quantifying the influence of
several directional sea states parameters on the performances of wave energy converters.
The approach taken was to test several wave energy converters in the Edinburgh Curved tank
with a large set of sea states. The selected wave energy converters are a fix OWC, a set of two
OWCs acting as a weak directional device and the desalination duck model. Uni-modal and
bi-modal sea states were used. For the uni-modal sea states, parameters related to the wave
system shape were considered. For the bi-modal sea states, the relative position of the wave
system peaks was investigated and the uni-modality index was introduced to quantify the de-
gree to which sea states could be considered bi-modal. For all sea states, the significant wave
height was kept constant.
The experimental work required good spectral estimates. The MLM and MMLM were adapted
to deterministic waves to improve their stability and accuracy. A routine to isolate wave sys-
tems was also developed in order to estimate parameters with respect to each wave systems.
For uni-modal spectra, parametric models of the observed performances of the devices could
be devised. The frequency spreading and its interaction with the energy period proved to be
as important as the energy period itself, which suggests that the frequency spreading should be
used for energy production prediction. For bi-modal spectra, evidence of the duck sensitivity
to directionality was found while the OWCs were not affected.
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1.1 The need to get better at understanding WEC performances
Which hurdles do the wave energy community faces if it is to significantly contribute to the
energy mix of our future societies?
There are obvious engineering, environmental and public acceptance challenges. The current
and future devices must become more efficient, more robust, easier to deploy and maintain. To
gain public acceptance of those devices, the industry must demonstrate that their global envi-
ronmental benefit outweigh the disturbance to the local environment, it must engage with the
wider sea community and clearly show that positive effects can overcome the problems gen-
erated by large scale development of wave energy converters. While it is not specific to the
wave energy community, electricity grids must evolve to accommodate an ever increasing part
of local generation and they must strengthen their links between sources of renewable energy
and consumption hotspots.
The economic and financial aspect are not to be disregarded. The industry must secure resilient
sources of public support before reaching the stage of maturity needed to compete head to head
with long standing and established energy generation industries, such as fossil fuel or nuclear
powered plants. However, private investment is key at every stage of an industry development.
Significant efforts are required to continuously ease the way of the private sector into the wave
energy industry. One of them is the development of standards in order to bring clarity and
visibility to the sector. Several project are currently ran with this objective, such as EquiMar1
and the development of standards by IEC/TC 114 Marine Energy committee or The European
Marine Energy Centre Ltd (EMEC).
A specific aspect of this effort is the development of standardized, reliable procedures to esti-
mate the performances of wave energy converters prior to deployment. It is a crucial element
for the cost-benefit break down of a project, and it is also vital to provide fair comparison be-
tween devices for a site developer. Such a procedure should not be specific to a device, but care




With this point of view, this procedure cannot be based solely on estimations provided by
developers themselves. The different stage of development and the varied experience of each
development team means that such estimations, while very valuable internally for the device
understanding and optimisation, could be subject to different hypotheses and limitations.
To this day, the procedure fitting the requirement pre-cited is the combination of scatter di-
agram and wave energy converter power matrices as used in Babarit et al. (2006). Reports
such as Smith & Taylor (2007) have integrated this method into official guidance for electricity
production estimation, and is is currently widely accepted as a standard across the industry.
This method is not exempt of limitations and very little real sea experience over long periods
are available to asses its long term reliability. It is only based on a wave period parameter and
wave significant wave height. Consequently, lots of valuable information about wave climate
are averaged out during the process. The shape of the wave systems and the occurrence of
multi-modal sea states are discarded. By simplifying the sea state description, this process
could first introduce a bias as devices will not have the same sensitivity to other parameters,
and it also questions to reliability of the method. Holmes & Barrett (2007) demonstrated that
large variation of the energy output of a device can be expected for the same combination of
wave period a wave height, leading to energy production lower than expected.
Test and improvement on this method is thus needed and waited by the different actors of the
industry. Those improvements will have to aim mainly at reducing the financial risk taken while
investing on the development of a wave energy project by reducing the uncertainty linked to the
estimation of energy production from WECs. By introducing new parameters linked to other
aspect of the wave climate into the method, the uncertainty on the electricity generation could be
reduced and the confidence of private investors raised. This will also increase the fairness of the
comparison between devices. However, increasing the number of parameters will also increase
the method complexity, the number of tests needed to fully characterise device performance
and could finally make the method unusable out of academia.
The research presented in this thesis aims to help these improvements by quantifying the in-
fluence of some key wave climate parameters over a range of wave energy converters. It is
complementary to studies conducted by other groups such as Saulnier et al. (2010). The tests
presented are designed to get a clearer picture of which parameters are essential. It might be
that the significant wave heigh and a period parameter is all what is needed to get reasonable
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estimate, or each device might prove to need a set of different parameters to be correctly de-
scribed. Either way, the results of this research will bring understanding of the method currently
in use by the industry and it should contribute to the development of the wave energy industry
by working toward removing one of the hurdle the wave energy industry is facing.
1.2 Expected outcomes
It is important to clarify the possible outcome of this work. By quantifying and comparing the
influence of several sea states parameters over the performances of three wave energy convert-
ers, three possible outcomes were thought possible when starting this work.
First, it could be that on the three devices, none of the currently discarded parameters, such
as the spectral bandwidth and the directional spreading, was to be found to be significant by
comparison to the energy period or the significant wave height. Such results, while apparently
negative, would be welcomed as they will reinforce the current reliance on those two parameters
only for the estimation of power production from wave energy converters.
Second, several of those discarded parameters could prove to have a influence of comparable
magnitude with the influence of the established parameters. If these new parameters are com-
mon to all three devices, it would be a clear sign that those parameters should be included in
a generic extension of the current method for the estimation of performances of wave energy
converters. However, if the significant parameters are different for each considered device, this
could signify that a reliable method applicable to all sort of wave energy converters might be
impossible to reach, and that customized method for each type of wave energy converter should
be sought for.
1.3 The statistical approach
The chosen approach for this work is to evaluate statistically the influence of sea state parame-
ters over the performance of wave energy converters. While this approach might not provides
insight into how each parameters contributes to the performance of the wave energy converters,
it is seen as a way to handle multiple sea states parameters fairly between multiple devices. A
statistical approach gives the possibility the measure the significance of each observed effect
and interactions between variables can be assessed. Thus the statistical approach should allow a
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global view on the influence of the sea states parameters over the performances of wave energy
converters.
Practically, the average power output of three devices (see Section 5 on page 110) representing
different type of wave energy converters are measured as a function of a wide range of sea state
parameters (see Section 6.1.2 on page 123). Statistical models utilising the sea state parameters
for explanatory variable are fitted to the observed performances. With this method, it is possible
to assess the significance of each parameters used in the model, and to quantify its effect (see
Section C on page 211).
Three devices is not enough for generalisation over all types of WECs. This number was only
limited by the time constraint of this work. However, by using the same set of parameters, tests
on other models could extent the presented results. If nothing else, those results will provide a
better understanding of the base method currently in use and should help interpret the results
of electricity production estimation of wave energy converters from power matrices and scatter
diagrams.
1.4 Justifying physical model tests
Only physical model tests are used in this work. This decision was taken mainly over the
concern not to introduce limiting hypothesis over the behaviour of devices. Trying to assess
the influence of directional sea state parameters, it is thought that none of the effects such
as sloshing, rolling or viscosity that hard difficult to include in numerical models should be
neglected. The moorings arrangement had to be taken into account. Those are the physical
phenomenon that might introduce sensitivity of the wave energy converters to directional sea
state parameters. While numerical modelling of devices has shown positive progress in the past
years, this level of complexity is still difficult to achieve and it is extremely computationally
intensive. The statistical approach itself requires a large number of tests, each tests needing
long time series (at least half an hour at full scale) to be realistic. Providing this amount of data
numerically was just unrealistic in the time frame of this work, let alone the time needed to
build and tests the numerical models themselves. The physical model approach is providing the
means to acquire large amount of time domain data in complex sea states and no simplification
on the devices behaviour has to be made.
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1.5 The Edinburgh Curved Wave tank: a presentation
The Edinburgh Curved tank is the central experimental facility that is utilised during this work.
As the facility is at the centre of the work presented, a brief presentation is provided and a more
complete presentation is available in Taylor et al. (2003).
The tank was commissioned in 2003, following the decommissioning of the previous deep-
water ocean basin. Its main feature is to be built as a quarter of a circle, with 48 absorbing type
wave-makers aligned on its curved side. Due to the limited space, the use of sloped beaches
was prohibited and wedged beaches composed of several grades of open-cell foam material are
used instead on the long edge. Finally, the short edge of the tank is fitted with a glass panel
allowing intimate visual contact with the experiments taking place. Fig. 1.1 gives a schematic
representation of the tank and a photography of it taken in 2003.
The depth of the tank is constant at 1.2 m, allowing deep water waves at the nominal frequency
of 1 Hz. The usable range of frequencies extends from 0.4 Hz up to 2 Hz. The stroke of the
wavemakers (low frequency waves) prevents the generation of longer waves, and the narrower
wavemakers would be needed to produce good quality wave fronts at higher frequencies. The
deep water assumption 2d > λwith d the tank depth and λ the wave-length is only respected for
waves frequencies higher than 0.8 Hz. Waves a lower periods should be treated as intermediate
depth or even shallow water depth. However, during the course of this work, only deep water
wave theory is considered. An assessment of the tank capabilities was done during the course
of this work and outcomes are presented in Section 3.3 on page 26.
1.6 The selected WECs
The selection of WEC models used during this thesis has to satisfy multiple goals. Primary, they
should represent a broad range of WEC concepts for the results to be as generic as possible.
Second, the comparison of the effect of directional spectrum parameters over directional and
omnidirectional device is of particular interest, so the chosen devices must range from purely
omnidirectional (mooring included) to strongly directional. Finally, the Edinburgh Curved tank
can only accommodate deep water devices, and reliable models from prior work were favoured
as this thesis is not focused into developing new models.




(a) Schematic view of the Edinburgh curved tank
(b) 2003 photography of the Edinburgh curved tank
Figure 1.1: Photographic and schematic representations of the Edinburgh Curved tank.
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main goal is to study their performance variation relatively to the spectral parameters, absolute
performance is not a strong concern, and emphasis is put on the repeatability and precision of
the performance measurements.
Three WEC models are chosen according to those constraints and considering practical issues.
• A single fixed OWC model. The model utilised was developed by Queen’s University
Belfast, so it has been tested and validated before being used in this study. The single
fixed oscillating water column is a generic omnidirectional device. It is expected that its
performances will not be much affected by the effect of wave directionality.
• Two fixed OWCs. They are two identical instances of the previous model. By being
considered as a single device, the two OWCs are standing for a weakly directional device
that cannot align itself with the main direction of propagation.
• The desalination duck model. This model is an evolution of the Edinburgh Duck and it
has been developed and tested continuously at the University of Edinburgh during the
last four years (Pascal, 2006), (Salter et al., 2007), (Lucas et al., 2008) and (Lucas et al.,
2009). The desalination duck model is a fully directional device that can align itself with
the waves. As well as providing data for this study, the extensive testing in directional
seas will provide some valuable knowledge of the model behaviour in directional waves.
The time frame associated to a PhD work do not allow the use of more models. This work
should be extended in the future with other types of WECs to generalize the results.
No theoretical performance characteristics of the devices are provided. This work intended to
use previously developed models, hence no time was dedicated towards theoretical analysis or
numerical modelling. To the knowledge of the author, contents from previous studies of such
type of analysis with the selected device configurations for these tests were not published yet,
and subsequently cannot be referenced in this work. Further publication based on the material
presented in this work will hopefully includes such type of content to help understand and
discuss the observed experimental results.
1.7 Outlines of the thesis
This thesis is sectioned into seven main chapters describing the important section of the work
accomplished, or supporting its understanding. An initial chapter is focused on providing some
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background on the concepts used to described sea states and introduces the main sea states
parameters. The two following chapters are focused on the wave measurement and generation
in the Edinburgh Curved tank. The three following chapters are presenting in details the WEC
models, the test plan and the results of the tests. The main conclusions of this work are given
in a separated chapter, and supporting material is provided in appendices. The outlines of the
thesis is presented below:
• Chapter 2: Sea State Representation and Directional spectrum
A short introduction to the main hypothesis underlying the concepts utilised in this thesis.
The wave linear theory is presented as the main concept behind the description of a sea
state into its directional spectrum. Some consideration on spectrum discretisation are
given. The main concept of sea state modelling through standard spectral shape are
exposed and the sea states parameters used in this work are presented.
• Chapter 3: Generating Waves
This chapter describes how waves are generated during this work. The possibilities of the
Edinburgh tank are assessed to verify that the tank is capable of generating the required
sea states.
• Chapter 4: Measuring the directional spectrum
A description of the adaptation of the Maximum Likelihood Method and its derivative,
the MMLM, to the experimental set up is provided. The adapted method performances
are then assessed with simulated waves and a comparison with the industry standard is
provided.
• Chapter 5: Wave Energy Converters description and characteristics
The Duck and OWC models are presented, with some of their essential characteristics.
• Chapter 6: Experimental plan
This chapter first describes and discusses the set of sea states parameters selected in this
work. It then describes the experimental plan set up to measure the influence of the
selected parameters. Tank measurements of the planned sea states are also provided.
• Chapter 7: Results
The presentation of the results from the WEC tests in the tank and their statistical anal-
ysis. The influence of the selected parameters over the model performances is described
and compared. Discussion about the test results and their validity is provided.
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• Chapter 8: Conclusion
Conclusion of this work and main results are presented. A section on future work and
outcome is added.
• Appendices
Some point of method and extra material to the thesis are presented in Appendices. Ma-
terial presented in Appendices is referenced in the body of the text.
1.8 Disclaimer on the results
While implementing the corrections to the thesis requested by the examiner, an error in the
directional spectrum estimation appeared. In the time frame allowed for the corrections, it was
not possible to estimate again with the corrected method all the spectra and their associated pa-
rameters, therefore the values presented on this thesis are uncorrected and based on the method
used before the viva. However, rapid checks have shown that while all the sea state parameters
values are slightly different when computed from the corrected spectra, the main conclusions
of this thesis remain valid. Particularly, the method used to assess the influence of the the sea
state parameters still perform as well and puts in evidence the crucial role of the interaction
between parameters. The possibility to devise parametric models of the devices performances
is also confirmed with the corrected versions of the sea state parameters.
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Sea State Representation and
Directional spectrum
This chapter is intended to give a short summary of the concepts used in this thesis to mathemat-
ically represent sea states. It first presents the basics of linear wave theory underlying all further
development, and then it describes in more details the decomposition into directional spectra of
real sea states. Different forms of the directional spectrum are presented and the link between
wave amplitude and spectra is detailed. The basics of sea state modelling through standard
spectral shapes is outlined with reference to the main functions used. Finally, the description
of the directional sea states parameters used in this work are given, with their mathematical
description.
2.1 Linear wave theory
Underlying all sea state descriptions in this work is the assumption that any given sea state can
be described as an infinite sum of regular waves (Stokes, 1847; Bryden et al., 1990) of different
directions of propagation, frequencies and amplitudes.
For each of these components, the wave elevation η at a point M(x, y) at any instant t can be
written:
η(x, y, t) = a · cos(−ωt+ k(x cos θ + y sin θ) + φ) (2.1)
with
ω2 = kg · tanh(kd) (2.2)
a = amplitude of the wave
φ = phase of the wave
θ = direction of propagation the wave
d = water depth
10
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Defining the wave-number vector
−→
k = k(cos θ · −→x + sin θ · −→y ), Eq. 2.1 can also be written as




M − ωt+ φ).
In a real sea state, the phase φ of each component is assumed to be random. Eq. 2.2 is known as
the dispersion relation. It is a relation particular to gravity waves that links the wave frequency
and its wave number. This decisive relation in wave theory is first stated formally for water of
finite depth d in Airy (1841). During this work, only deep water waves were considered and all
following equations are given with the assumption that d→∞.
2.1.1 The directional spectrum
With only three non-random parameters defining each single components, a sea state can be
described in a 3-dimensional space. The representation of a sea state in this space is known as
its directional energy spectrum and was introduced by Pierson & Marks (1952). The decompo-
sition in single waves of a complex sea state is commonly done using tools based on Fourrier
transformation. A more in depth review of such tools is presented in Chapter 4 on page 48.
This decomposition assumes an infinite period of the considered sea state an that its character-
istics are stationary. In practice, samples of an half an hour to an hour are done during which
the sea state is considered constant. While this hypothesis is acceptable in most cases, works
such as Liu (2000) use time sensitive tools to show that sea states characteristics can vary sig-
nificantly during the course of a samples, specially during the building up or decay of a storm
event. This is a clear limitation to this concept but no convincing alternative is currently avail-
able.
The assumption of infinite period leads to continuous frequency and angular decompositions.
Thus, the wave elevation η(x, y, t) is modelled as:





a(ω, θ) cos [−ωt+ k(ω)(x cos θ + y sin θ) + φ(ω, θ)] dωdθ (2.3)
The finite length duration and discrete nature of the samples induces a finite and discrete fre-
quency and angular decomposition of Eq. 2.3. The wave elevation η can then be written at any
point M(x, y) of the considered area and at any instant t as:





apq cos(−ωpt+ kp(x cos θq + y sin θq) + φpq) (2.4)
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In the context of tank testing, only the discrete version of the spectrum is considered.
Three main forms of directional spectra can be found in the literature. They are all three easily
related but it is good practice to precise which ones will be used in this research. Most early
contributions Barber (1963); Capon et al. (1967) treating of directional spectral estimates are
based on the wavenumber-circular frequency spectra S(
−→
k , ω) (also known as wavenumber-
frequency spectrum). Those studies are not focused on gravity waves, so there is no dispersion
relation linking the wavenumber to the frequency and this form became more intuitive. How-
ever, in the case of ocean waves, the dispersion relation (see Eq. 2.2) renders the description
of the directional spectrum as a function of ω and
−→
k contra-intuitive as it is sufficient to talk
of the amplitude, frequency and direction of a wave to fully characterise it. Henceforth, the
directional spectrum of ocean waves is more commonly expressed in the frequency-direction
form S(f, θ) or in the circular frequency-direction form S(ω, θ).
The link between the two last forms is straightforward
S(f, θ) = 2π · S(ω, θ) (2.5)
and assumes that S(ω, θ) is already expressed only for the positive frequencies. When comput-
ing a spectral density S(ω), the initial results are expressed for ω ∈] −∞,+∞[. In that case,
Eq. 2.5 must be transformed in S(f) = 4πS(ω) with f ∈ [0,+∞[ (see Newland (2005) page
52).






with Gg the group velocity as defined by the linear theory.
In this work, everything related with the spectrum estimation is based on the wavenumber-
frequency spectrum as all the equations are using this notation. However, the parts focusing on
the wave generation or the computation of the statistical parameters of the directional spectrum
are using the frequency-direction form as it is more intuitive. Wave amplitudes of Eq. 2.3 are
directly related to the frequency-direction spectrum as in Eq. 2.7:
a(f, θ) =
√
2 df · dθ · S(f, θ) (2.7)
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In the discrete form, Eq. 2.7 is transformed into apq =
√
2 ∆f · βΘ · Sfp,θq .
Finally, the directional energy spectrum is often split into an omnidirectional energy spectrum
Sfp and a normalised directional spectrum Dfp,θq following:




Dfp,θq · βΘ = 1 (2.9)
2.1.2 Limitation of linear wave theory
First, all the wave components are assumed to be independent in the linear theory. This is
an approximation, and it has been shown that interaction between wave components can be
responsible for the build of extreme waves. This sort of phenomenon will not be accounted for
by linear theory.
Second, the linear theory assumed that propagating waves can be modelled as perfect sinusoidal
waves. While this is acceptable for waves which amplitude is much smaller than their wave
length, it is not the case for steeper waves. The actual form of propagating gravity waves
is cnoidal. The cnoidal wave form can be approximated by using higher order theory, but
these higher order theories are not compatible with the frequency analysis required to build the
directional spectrum. By simplifying the wave form, the linear theory looses some properties of
the waves, such as the induced drift force on structure. Additionally, trying to reproduce pure
sinusoidal waves in a tank is not possible. One can observe that ”bound” and ”free” harmonic
are always generated with the main component of a regular wave. It is therefore difficult to
reproduce perfectly a spectrum in a tank: the harmonics of the lower frequency components of
the spectra ass themselves to the higher frequency components of the spectrum in the frequency
analysis, but the ”bound” harmonic part of the wave travels at the velocity of the component it
is bound too.
2.2 Modelling of the directional spectrum
2.2.1 Models for spectral shape
Several attempt were conducted to model the directional spectrum in order to obtain a standard
shape that could be use in engineering applications. Some studies such as Pierson & Marks
(1952) focused on the omnidirectional spectrum, concentrating on the wave energy repartition
13
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as a function of the frequency. Empirical models were devised, usually taking one to three pa-
rameters. The most used spectral shape used in the wave energy community are the Bretschnei-
der spectrum (also called Modified or Generalized Pierson-Moskowitz) and the JONSWAP find ref
spectrum (Hasselmann et al., 1973). Those spectral shape are very convenient to the exper-
imenter as they allow the recreation of the omnidirectional from the peak period Tp and the
significant wave height Hm0 (see Section 2.3.3 for the definition of these parameters). The
Bretschneider spectrum required only an wave height and period parameters as input while
the JONSWAP spectrum requires a third parameters, γ, to control the broadness of the spec-
trum. For γ = 1, the JONSWAP and the Bretschneider are identical and by increasing γ, the
JONSWAP get narrower.
The directional distribution Dfp,θq was also the subject to several studies. Cartwright (1963)
introduced the most widely used representation of Dfp,θq as in Eq. 2.10:





with θm,p the mean direction of propagation at the frequency fp and F (s) the coefficient re-
quired to satisfy Eq. 2.9. Later on, specific work on the variation of the parameter s of Eq. 2.10
with respect to the frequency were published. Mitsuyasu et al. (1975); Hasselmann et al. (1980)
present different empirical models for fully developed seas. However, in both case s is increas-
ing from 0 to a maximum at f = 1.05fm, with fm the modal period defined as the peak of the
omnidirectional spectra. s decreases for higher frequencies with s→≈ 1 for f >> fm. In this
work, the wave generation method (see Section 3.2 on page 20) uses a constant s value for all
frequencies. This is commonly done in engineering application to simplify the process and this
simplification has been applied by Edinburgh Design Ltd in their wave generation software.
Alternatives to the Cartwright formula are mentioned by (Tucker & Pitt, 2001) such as the
wrapped-normal and the cosn formula. However, those are seldom used in practice and will
not be considered in this work.
2.2.2 Multi-modal sea states
In this work, it is often referred to the terms of bi-modal or multi-modal sea states. Those
terms refers to the fact that the wave observed in a real sea states can often have been created
by more than one meteorological system. Waves created by different meteorological system
will exhibits different characteristics such as direction, period or spectral shape. The waves
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issued from a single meteorological system are grouped into a wave system. When many wave
systems are present in a real sea state, it is described as multi-modal. Kerbiriou et al. (2007a)
has quantified for a specific location the number of observed multi-modal sea states. It appears
that over 65% of the observed sea states during the course of this study could be characterized
as multi-modal.
In the directional spectrum, multi-modal sea states are characterized by the presence of more
than one peak of energy in the (f, θ) plan. Such sea states cannot be represented directly using
the classical spectral shape and directional distribution presented in the previous section. The
modelling of such sea states is commonly done by the decomposition of the observed spectrum
into its different wave systems. Each wave system can then be modelled using the standard
spectral shapes (Guedes Soares, 1984; Guedes Soares & Nolasco, 1992; Kerbiriou et al., 2007a;
Boukhanovsky & Guedes Soares, 2009; Mackay, 2011).
2.3 Sea state parameters
From the spectral representation of sea states, it is often useful to derive a set of parameters that
will be used to form statistics about the wave climate of a location. It is commonly accepted
that it is better to get statistics on the parameters, and then to recreate the desired spectra by
using the standard spectral shape described in Section 2.2 than to try to obtain a representative
spectral shape specific to the considered site. The standard spectral shapes have indeed been
defined over larger range of observations and theoretical considerations.
Sea state parameters are used in this work both the evaluate the performances of the directional
spectrum estimation method (see Section 4 on page 48) and to question and maybe evolve the
common approach to estimate power production from WECs. This sections gives the definition
off all the parameters used in this work, and justify the choice of the selected bandwidth indi-
cator. Finally, the nomenclature associated to the isolated wave systems (see Section 4.4.2 on
page 66) is explained.
2.3.1 Selecting a bandwidth parameter
Numerous parameters related to the bandwidth of omnidirectional frequency spectra have been
proposed in the past. Saulnier et al. (2010) present an extensive list of those, as well as a
first study of the correlation between such parameters and the performance of WECs. There is
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currently no widespread consensus on which of these parameters are the most pertinent.
The decision was made to use fs (known as frequency spreading in Pascal & Bryden (2011);
Pascal et al. (2011)) as its physical meaning is obvious: it is the weighted average of the distance
to the energy frequency 1TE and its definition is given in Table 2.1. Fig. 2.1 shows the evolution
of fs with γ, the peak enhancement parameter in the JONSWAP formula. It shows that fs varies











Figure 2.1: fs as a function of γ the peak enhancement parameter of JONSWAP spectra for a
TE = 1 s.
substantially for a range of values of γ between 1 and 5. The most commonly used values of
γ are within that range (γ = 1 corresponds to a Bretschneider spectrum, and γ = 3.3 is the
standard value for JONSWAP (Tucker & Pitt, 2001)). As will be explained further on in more
detail in Section 6 on page 122, these two frequency spectra are the ones retained for testing
the scaled WECs, which makes fs relevant for this study as it should allow a clear distinction
between the generated sea states.
As fs is a weighted average by Sf of the distance each frequency bin to the energy frequency,
it is expected that fs will not be very sensitive to the higher frequency component of the spec-
tra. This is indeed a seek after characteristics and an advantage over other bandwidth related
parameters as the high frequency components of the spectra will be first chopped during the
wave generation process (see Section 3.2 on page 20) and then wave systems are isolated by a
method that is often discarding the tail of the spectra (see Section 4.4.2 on page 66).
Finally, while this work will only use fs as a bandwidth indicator and will not enter into com-
parison between the different parameters related to the bandwidth of omnidirectional spectra, it
is expected that conclusion relative to the influence of fs should be transferable to those other
parameters.
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2.3.2 Parameter linked to the variability of the mean direction of propagation
The possibility of variation in the mean direction of propagation θm(f) with respect to fre-
quency f was also considered. Such a phenomenon could be observed if the wind system
generating a wave system is moving, such as a fast moving storm (Ochi, 2003). As waves
of different period travel at different speeds, an observer at one point in space and time will
observe waves of different periods coming from different direction. The parameter βΘ was
introduced in this study as an attempt to account for such phenomena. βΘ is defined as the
coefficient of the linear regression fitted to the observed values of θm(f). It was thought to be
a relevant parameter as there is no prior knowledge of how a self aligning device such as the
Duck would align itself when exposed to wave systems with βΘ 6= 0.
2.3.3 Sea state parameters related to uni-modal sea states
The spectral density Sf is computed from the directional spectra as Sf =
∑
q Sfp,θq · ∆θ.
Table 2.1 shows all the sea states parameters used trough this work for the tests of the wave
energy converters, the definition of the sea states and the characterisation of the wave mea-
surement method. Those parameters are normally conceptualised with respect to a uni-modal
sea states, but can be computed for any spectral shape. θsp and ΘS are the discrete version of
the second definition of those parameters as presented in Frigaard et al. (1997). The subset of
these parameters which effect on WEC performances will be tested is presented in Table 6.1 on
page 124 alongside the description of the test plan.
2.3.4 Parameters of isolated wave systems
This work intent to explore the influence of the shape of wave systems and of multi-modal
spectra over the performances of WECs. For multi-modal sea states, the parameters of Table 2.1
can be defined with respect to each wave system of a multi-modal sea state. The parameters
defined that way are noted with an extra subscript, ordered by decreasing importance of the
wave system: the energy period TE of the dominant wave systems becomes TE,1. The wave
systems are sorted using their peak value. When parameters are estimated with respect to the
wave system only, the same mathematical expressions as in Table 2.1 are used, but the spectral
estimates outside of the isolated system (see Section 4.4.2 on page 66) are set to 0.
With parameters defined for each wave system, it is possible to define relational parameters
17
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Symbol Physical meaning Unit Equation
Hm0 the significant wave height [m] Hm0 = 4
√
m0
TE* the energy period [s] TE =
m−1
m0
Tp The peak period [s]
the period of the most energetic bin
of Sf . Tp = 1fm
TZ The zero crossing period [s] TZ =
m2
m0





the variation of θm,p along the
frequency axis deg(
◦)/[Hz]
the coefficient of the linear regres-
sion of θm,p as a function of the fre-
quency.
ΘM


















q Sfp,θq (θq − θm,p)2∑
q Sfp,θq
ΘS*






Table 2.1: List of parameters related to the spectral shape. The parameters marked by a * are
the parameters which effect on WEC performances will be tested.
between the different wave systems. Those are defined in Table 2.2 for the bi-modal case.
Symbol Physical meaning Unit Equation
µ uni-modality index - µ =
TE,1 ·H2m0,1∑
i TE,i ·H2m0,i
δTE Period Difference second δTE = TE,1 − TE,2
δθM Mean direction difference deg(◦) δθM = |θM,1 − θM,2|
Table 2.2: List of relational parameters between wave systems.
δTE and δθM are related to the relative position of the two wave systems in the (f, θ) plan. The
uni-modality index µ is introduced in order to classify sea state from completely bi-modal to
uni-modal. When both wave systems carry the same amount of energy, µ = 0.5. As the ratio of
energy between the dominated and dominant wave system decreases, µ increases from 0.5 to 1.
Through the uni-modality index µ, it is possible to explore the possibility that a threshold could
be defined: it would be indeed be interesting if multi-modal sea states with µ > threshold
could be considered as uni-modal for the purpose of estimation of WEC performances.
Finally, the isolation method can be applied to uni-modal sea states. Isolating the wave system
from the rest of the spectra makes the measures more robust to noise and could separate the
incident and the reflected part of the wave system. While the parameters defined on the isolated
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system and on the entire spectra corresponds to the same physical phenomenon, their value
are likely to be different due to the isolation. It is therefore needed that the notation allows
the differentiation between the isolated and non-isolated parameters. In this work, the isolated
parameters will be noted with an extra 1 subscript, as the dominant wave system of multi-modal






A novel implementation of the single summation method was used to generate the sea states
in the Edinburgh Curved tank during this thesis. This technique was first described by Jefferys
(1987) but it has been seldom used since. It differs from the common implementation standard
method described by (Rogers & King, 1996) and incorporated into Ocean, the wave program-
ming language provided by Edinburgh Designs Ltd as it ensures both a deterministic frequency
spectrum and directional distribution. Hence, it allows the exact specification of sea structure
required for this work, especially in the generation of bi-modal sea states.
The following sections discuss the use of this specific method and describe its implementation.
Then, a review of the tank characteristics is given. Emphasis was given to ensuring that the
experimental set up was able to sustain the generation method.
3.2 The deterministic approach
3.2.1 Rational for deterministic waves
Experimentalists need to consider whether their tests will be better served by using determinis-
tic or random wave generation. This question has generated a healthy debate in the tank testing
community since the early eighties, as discussed, for example, by J. Ploeg (1987).
In the context of wave energy research, tank tests are used for both survivability and perfor-
mance characterisation. For the later at least, exploring a large range of sea states is necessary,
implying that shorter run times are desirable, with a tight control of the incident wave field.
A disadvantage of true random wave generation is that the target spectrum is not entirely re-
alised unless an infinite time series is generated. The generated sea states using this method
are truly random and do not repeat themselves. By increasing the length of the time series, the
experimenter reduces the theoretical variance between the generated and the target spectra, as
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described by Miles & Funke (1989) and Jefferys (1987). In practice, it means that even using
the same target spectrum, variability of the results between runs is expected as the spectrum
realised in each run will be different. With a random wave generation method, it is always a
trade off between long time series and control of the generated sea state.
On the contrary, sea states generated with a deterministic method will repeat themselves over
the repeat time of the sea state. If an integer number of repeat time of the sea states is generated
and recorded, a deterministic method is thus offering a better control of the incident wave field
if ones only focused on its spectral characteristics.
However, waves generated with deterministic methods generally do not exhibit statistical prop-
erties identical to those of ocean waves that they should modelled. This is because they do not
simulate random Gaussian processes. The quantities measured using deterministic sea states
will only exhibit similar characteristics to what could be expected in a truly random sea state
when the number of spectral components utilised for the wave synthesis → ∞. Therefore,
quoting Tucker et al. (1984), statistics of wave groups are certainly affected while synthesising
sea states with a deterministic method (denoted random phase method in the work mentioned
above).
Significantly, Elgar et al. (1985) have shown that the condition mentioned above can be consid-
ered as satisfied if at least a 1000 spectral components are used. Their study reveals that when
the number of spectral component is& 1000, the difference in the average length of runs is less
than 2%.1
Additionally, Saulnier et al. (2009) demonstrated that deterministic waves do not introduce any
bias on the observed performances of wave energy converters compared with more realistic
random waves. This later study consequently dismiss the main reason not to use deterministic
wave generation method for the purpose of this work. Finally, the body of evidence designates
deterministic wave generation techniques as the most appropriate for the purpose of tank testing
of wave energy converters as far as power generation is concerned.
1in this work, around 1200 spectral components are used, see Section 3.2.2.
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3.2.2 Single summation implementation for this thesis
The legacy at the University of Edinburgh imposes to use of a deterministic approach as all
the equipment is designed for it. According to Section 3.2.1, this is also the most appropriate
approach for this study.
The intuitive method to generate deterministic waves is to use Eq. 2.4 with the aij coming
directly from the target directional spectrum. For every element of the discrete directional
spectrum, a regular wave is added to the final signal with the required amplitude, frequency and
direction and a random phase. This methods is commonly referred to as the double summation
method. The repeat period of the generated wave sequence equals the inverse of the frequency
resolution ∆F of the target spectrum.
However, it has its shortcomings as constructive interactions between regular waves travelling
in different directions but with an identical frequencies generate spatial patterns across the tank
(Miles & Funke, 1989; Jefferys, 1987). This phenomenon is known as phase-locking, and can
also be observed between the incident and reflected spectra (see Section 4.2.2 on page 50).
The method used in this study is the direct implementation of the method described by Jefferys
(1987). It avoids the phase locking problem by splitting every frequency band into N (number
of angles) sub-frequencies ∆f = ∆F/N so that no wave components are generated with
exactly the same frequency across the tank. Jefferys et al. (1981) demonstrated the benefit that
a small gap in frequencies between waves provides in respect to the directional resolution of
the Maximum Likelyhood Method (MLM). In Fig. 3.1, the resolution of the MLM is greatly
increased by introducing a small frequency gap between two wave fronts. Eq. 2.4 becomes:
η(x, y, t) =
M ·N−1∑
i=0
ai cos(−ωit+ ki(x cos θi + y sin θi) + φi) with ωi = 2πi∆f
(3.1)
For each frequency band ∆F , there is no formal recommendation about how to distribute the N
components into the sub-frequencies in the initial publication. In this study, an organised repar-
tition was arranged into each frequency band. The sub-frequencies are allocated incrementally
to waves which are sorted in an ascending order in respect of their direction of propagation.
Fig. 3.2 shows graphically the evolution from the target directional spectrum to the single sum-
mation method implemented in this study. This repartition lead to a formal expression of θi
as:
θi = θmin + ∆θ · i
′
with i
′ ≡ i mod(N) (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Figure extracted from Jefferys et al. (1981) showing the benefit to the MLM estimate
of introducing a small frequency gap between wave components.
The underlying hypothesis behind the directional spectrum definition is that regular waves are
propagating independently without interaction (see Section 2.1 on page 10). However, previ-
ous experiences in wave tanks has shown the limit of this hypothesis. A phenomenon called
tooth breeding reported by Salter (1981) and Keller (1984) exemplifies such interactions. In
this experiment, a sea states composed of two fronts with very close frequency is generated.
the resulting waves are measured at regular spacing from the wavemakers and it can be seen
that as the wave travel away from the wave makers, more and more components appear in the
measured spectrum. Thus, wave repartition inside each frequency band was selected as it pro-
vides the largest possible gap along the frequency axis between waves propagating in the same
direction, in order to reduce the probability of wave interaction altering the generated spectrum.
Section 3.3.1 explores the tank capabilities regarding this issue.
Fig. 3.3 shows the resulting auto-spectrum of virtual wave elevation generated from a very nar-
row directional spectrum. The spacing between each bin equals ∆f , and the spacing between
each peak equals ∆F .
The values related to the wave generation are summarised in Table 3.1
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Figure 3.3: Auto-spectrum from a perfect virtual wave elevation generated with the implemented
version of the single summation method.
Symbols Value Description
Fmin 0.375 Hz start of the lowest frequency band.
Fmax 1.75 Hz start of the highest frequency band.
M 45 number of frequency band.
N 32 number of direction of propagation per band.
∆F 1/32 Hz frequency resolution of the directional spectrum.
∆f 1/(32 ·N) Hz sub-frequency of the directional spectrum used for
the single summation generation.
θmin −40 ◦ minimum wave direction of propagation.
θmax 40
◦ maximum wave direction of propagation.
∆θ 80/32 ◦ angular resolution of the directional spectrum.
Table 3.1: Values used for the generation of complex seas using the single summation method
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3.2.3 Determining the amplitudes of each bin
After specifying the location of each bin in the (f, θ) plan, its spectral density has to be esti-
mated. In the most generic case, many wave systems (or mode, if referring to multi-modal sea
states) can contribute to the density in one bin.
For each wave system, its frequency spectrum is first defined at the frequency resolution ∆F
using a parametric spectral shape such as JONSWAP or Bretschneider. The energy in each band
is then spread between the different sub-frequencies ∆f of the band using a cos2s spreading
function of integral equals to one over the considered range.
There is two possibilities to handle the bins for which more than one wave system has a non
zero contributions. One can either take the sum of the contribution from each wave system,
or take the maximum contribution. The latest solution was initially preferred as it would have
yield clearer separation between wave systems (The trough between two systems would be
deeper by only choosing the max of the contributions and not their sum). However, the Ocean
language does not provide any conditional statement which make it impossible to select the
maximum between two values. Selecting the sum of the contributions had to be the practical
choice2. It is not ideal for the purpose of separating the wave systems in bi-modal sea states,
but it will be the directional estimation method to a stronger tests. Finally, the obtained energy
spectrum is converted into an amplitude spectrum using Eq. 2.7 on page 12. For uni-modal and
bi-modal wave systems, examples of the Ocean code used to generate the sea state are shown
in Appendix A.1 on page 187.
3.3 The tank characteristics
To sustain the proposed generation method, the wave tank must be able to generate wave fronts
with sufficient precision, both in terms of frequency and direction of propagation. While the
Edinburgh Curved Wave Tank has demonstrated over the years that it can generate waves at
accurate frequencies, data were needed to verify the directional characteristics of the tank as
well as the possibility of wave interaction affecting the frequency resolution during wave prop-
agation from the wave-makers to the measurement zone.
Measurements of the wave reflections were conducted during this work. These used mixed seas
2In afterthought, it appeared that Matlab could have been used to do the computation, writing into Ocean a list of
front to generate with all their characteristics already computed. This would have allowed the use of the maximum
of the contributions instead of their sum
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and add to the understanding of the processes taking place in the tank.
Finally, some remark over the tank calibration are presented at the end of this section. The
calibration of the tank revealed to have a significant impact over the spectral shape produced
during the course of this work.
3.3.1 Wave front distinction
As the proposed frequency resolution for the wave generation was very fine (∆f = 0.00098 Hz),
it was thought necessary to verify the capability of the Edinburgh Curved tank to generate dis-
tinct wave fronts at the required frequency resolution. Two measurement were taken, one in-
volving a sea state made of two wave fronts separated by the minimal frequency step ∆f of the
proposed wave generation method, and the minimum angular step ∆θ, and another sea state
composed of two wave fronts travelling in the same direction but with the larger frequency step
∆F .










(a) Spectrum of the record of two wave fronts separated by ∆f and ∆θ.












(b) Spectrum of the record of two wave fronts separated by ∆F and propa-
gating in the same direction.
Figure 3.4: Wave tank records of two waves separated only by a) ∆f and ∆θ and b)∆F . The




While measuring the waves, it was clear that in both cases the tank was generating different
fronts as a envelope of a very long period was clearly visible in the tank. Fig. 3.4a and Fig. 3.4b
demonstrate this by exhibiting very sharp frequency spectra, with the energy clearly limited to
the two specified wave fronts. It shows that the tank can effectively generate the required wave
fronts and that little wave interaction occurs between the wavemakers and the measurement
area.
3.3.2 Direction of propagation
An assessment of the wave directional accuracy was motivated by the wave generation tech-
nique presented in the above section. Complex directional seas are created using the single sum-
mation method (Miles & Funke, 1989) with wave fronts separated by only ∆θ = 8032 = 2.58
◦.
This relatively small angular gap between two theoretical consecutive wave fronts raised the
issue of the tank capability to generate singular wave front with the required angular precision.
The chosen process for this study was to measure the wave front direction of propagation of
each regular wave components one after the other. A method based on the phase differences
between three wave elevation gauges (PTPD method, Fernandes et al. (2000)) was chosen. Due
to the 2.58 ◦ angle step used between wave fronts, the method must be accurate and precise
enough to measure a wave direction of propagation to ± 1 ◦.
3.3.2.1 Computing the Angle from Three Probes
The three probes are set in the tank forming a triangle. The influence of their position on the
method’s performance is discussed later in this section.
The method relies on the measured phase differences between probes. It relates the wave phase
speed to the distance between probes to estimate the wave direction of propagation. The loca-
tion of the three probes is denoted as M1, M2 and M3.
Depending on the wave angle relative to the triangle orientation, more than one wave length
can fit between two probes, imposing the use of the absolute phase Φi instead of the relative
phase φi related by Φi = φi + 2πmi. mi corresponds to the number of wavelengths fitting en-
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Figure 3.5: schematic for the calculation of the Φi
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m2 andm3 are first estimated using the known target angle θt of the wave. As shown in Fig. 3.5,
they are computed as the integral part of the ratio of the distance between the phase origin and
the points M2(x2, y2) and M3(x3, y3) to the wave length λ. This ratio is computed through the
scalar product between
−→
d , the vector collinear to the wave direction of propagation and unit



































The wave angle θ is then estimated by relating the wave elevation observed at the probes ηo
and the wave elevation η as predicted by the linear theory. ao, ωo and φio are the parameters
computed by Fourier transform of the signal. Eq. 2.1 on page 10 is modified to take into account
the absolute phase. The error term in ηo is neglected. The wave elevation at a point Mi(xi, yi)
of the study area can be written has:
η(xi, yi, t) = a cos(−ωt+ k(x cos θ + y sin θ) + Φ0) (3.6)
ηo(xi, yi, t) = ao cos(ωot+ φi,o) = ao cos(−ωot− φi,o) (3.7)
η and ηo are equalized at each probe. Using the absolute phases leads to:
−φ1,o = Φ1 = Φ0
−(2πm2 + φ2,o) = Φ2 = k(x2 cos θ + y2 sin θ) + Φ0





Φ2 − Φ1 = k(x2 cos θ + y2 sin θ)







Φ2 − Φ1 = k(x2 cos θ + y2 sin θ)
cos θ =
Φ3−Φ1
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x3(Φ2 − Φ1)− x2(Φ3 − Φ1)
k(y2x3 − y3x2)
cos θ =
y2(Φ3 − Φ1)− y3(Φ2 − Φ1)
k(y2x3 − y3x2)
(3.15)
θ, the wave angle of propagation, is finally estimated in three different ways using the reverse
trigonometric functions (Eq. 3.16). The precision associated with each solution is discussed in
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the next section. 
θ1 = arccos(cos θ)
θ2 = arcsin(sin θ)
θ3 =
θ2 + sgn(θ2) · θ1
2
(3.16)
If the estimated angle differs radically from the target angle, the error probably comes from
one of the mi. An difference between θt and θ can lead to an error while estimating the mi in
critical cases when the absolute phase is close to a multiple of 2π. This is solved by iterating
the method, changing one of the mi at a time until the right set is found.
3.3.2.2 Precision and final probe layout
As stated in the previous section, the precision of the method must be below ±1 ◦. The angle
estimation is a function of the probe layout and the measured phases. Measurement errors in
those quantities (dx, dφ) generate errors in the wave angle estimation. The method’s precision
and the probe layout performances are investigated with a formal error estimations using the
mathematics package MapleTM.





∣∣∣∣ · dxi. (3.17)
This formula is applied to θ1, θ2 and θ3 of Eq. 3.16. The magnitude of the errors is assumed to
be similar for each probe: dφ1 = dφ2 = dφ3 = dφ, and dx1 = dy1 = dx2 = dy2 = dx3 =
dy3 = dx. While no formal assessment of the errors are available, a reasonable estimation
leads to dφ = 5 ◦ and dx = 5 mm.
The formal derivation of Eq. 3.17 for each θ is shown in Appendix A.2 on page 195. Each
solution results in a different pattern of error in respect of the incident wave direction of propa-
gation. A generic representation of those patterns is represented on Fig. 3.6.
From the patterns, the best solutions for each wave angle was extracted, and the performance
of the probe layout is evaluated by computing the average error δθ and the its standard deviation
σθ as a measure of the pattern curvature.
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Figure 3.6: Generic pattern of angle estimation error with the 3 possible solutions as a function
of the incident angle. Depending the the incident angle, the solution which is least sensitive to
the measurement errors is not always the same.
For symmetry reasons, the probes are set in an isosceles triangle with the symmetry axis corre-
sponding to the 0 ◦ direction of propagation. Using this, the probes layout is fully determined







Figure 3.7: Schematic of the probe layout
The influence of l and α over the method performance is explored systematically with a full
factorial design, using three values of α (60 ◦, 90 ◦ and 120 ◦) and three values of l (0.9 m, 1.1 m
and 1.3 m). The results are presented in Fig. 3.8.
The interaction plots in Fig. 3.8c shows that there is little or no interaction of the investigated
parameter (lines are nearly parallel) so each of them can be optimised independently. Looking























































































































































Figure 3.8: Graphic representation of the full factorial design experiment used to study the
probe layout for the angle precision estimation study. A description of boxplots and the interac-
tion.plots is provided in Appendix C on page 211.
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chosen for the optimal probe layout. One of the possible explanation is that as the ratio dxl get
smaller, the method is less sensitive to the probe position error.
On the contrary, Fig. 3.8a shows that there is no optimal α for δθ and σθ together. The interme-
diate level (90 ◦) is chosen to get an acceptable performance in respect to both criteria.
Finally, taking into account the geometrical constraint of the tank, the final probe layout had a
side length l = 1.2 m and a head angle α = 90 ◦. Its error level was formally investigated and
the results are shown in Fig. 3.9.
The method achieves a precision of 1.9 ◦ for a 0 ◦ wave direction up to 2.5 ◦ at ±40 ◦ incident
Figure 3.9: Error level of the final probe layout as a function of the incident wave angle.
angle.
Assessing the probe positions before every measurement is not practical. As a consequence, it
is difficult to average out the resulting error by repeating measurements. However, the errors on
phase measurements are due to the reflection pattern inside the tank, and some external random
factor. Hence, it is possible to take them into account by repeating measurements. Studying
the contribution of each factor to the total error bring a better understanding of the method’s
precision.
Fig. 3.10 shows the contribution of both sources of error for the [60 ◦; +60 ◦] range of incident
wave angles. Error contribution from the probes’ position are revealed to be small relatively to
the contribution from the error in phase measurement (1/3 at 0 ◦) and never higher than 0.5 ◦.








Figure 3.10: Contribution of the phase error dφ and the position error dx to the total error of
the method
in probe positions measurement, and replications of each measurement will be used to bring
down the total error below the target 1 ◦.
The error due to probe position are assumed to be independent of frame location. Measure-
ments were made on two different days, each day in a different position inside the tank working
area in order to allow averaging of the results and to provide some knowledge about the tank
repeatability and spatial variability. Finally, to reduce the number of runs needed for posi-
tion comparison, 6 probes were used forming two independent triangles. Fig. 3.11 shows the
experimental set up in the tank during the experiments.
3.3.2.3 Measures, Results and Conclusions
For the first set of measurement, wave elevations for wave angles in the [−30 ◦; +30 ◦] nominal
range with 5 ◦ interval were recorded. 5 measurements were made for each angle, in a random
order to minimise any variation due to daily variations. The results are presented in Fig. 3.12a.
Results from each triangle are not in agreement for wave angles less than ±25 ◦, probably due
to reflection from the side glass. For wave angles equal to or higher than 30 ◦, results were not
conclusive as the method fails to compute the angle in some cases. Otherwise, measurements
were encouraging, with good consistency between each run, and variations around 1 ◦ between
the triangles. This later value is slightly higher than the 0.5 ◦ maximum systematic error due to
the error in probe position but less than the estimated error for the method.






Figure 3.11: Final probe layout as set in the Edinburgh Curved Tank during the measurements
(a) Measure of wave direction of propagation - 1st day.
(b) Measure of wave direction of propagation - 2st day.
Figure 3.12: Measure of wave direction of propagation. The values represent the difference
between the corrected measured angle and the target angle. The measures from each triangle





































































































Figure 3.13: Mean effect of factors Day, Triangle and Angle on the error in direction of propa-
gation
propagation in the [−20 ◦ ; +20 ◦] range were recorded. The measurement method is identical
as the one used for the first test. The frame supporting the probes was located at a similar
position, so some measured difference could come from the difference in triangle position.
Measurements are shown in Fig. 3.12b.
Measurements from both days are summarized in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14. The first observa-
tions is that the factor Day do not seems to have any influence. The difference of the mean
between each day is likely to be insignificant as shown by the box plot, and there is little in-
teraction between Day and Triangle or Day and Angle. On the contrary, the factor Triangle is
likely to have a significant effect on the observations, both as a difference in mean values of
error (see box plot) and in interaction with the Angle continuous explanatory variable.
These results confirm the very good repeatability and low spatial variability of the tank (fac-
tor Day does not influence the results) already shown by previous studies such as Cruz et al.
(2006). It can be concluded that the tank can generate regular waves with an error in their direc-
tion of propagation below ±1 ◦ in a range of ±20 ◦ around its main axis. Compared to the 2.5 ◦
angular gap needed between each wave front of the generated spectra, it means that the tank
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Figure 3.15: Angular energy distribution of the 32 wave direction per frequency band.
can successfully generate distinct wave fronts in this range. However, out of the ±20 ◦ range,
the accuracy of the wave angle of propagation cannot be guaranteed due to wave diffraction
(θ < −20 ◦) or reflection on the glass (θ > 20 ◦). This makes it desirable to generate spectra
for which most of the energy will be contained in the ±20 ◦ range, thus limiting the type of
spectra to rather narrow angular distributions.
For the remainder of this work, the 32 wave fronts per frequency band will be generated in the
range ±40 ◦, which effectively constricts most of the energy to the desired range after applying
a spreading function. Fig. 3.15 shows the energy repartition as a function of the direction of
propagation for two different spreading parameters. The angular spreading function is cos2s(θ)
and the curves are normalised so that their integral is equal to 1. Even in the widest spreading
case used in this study (s=5), 77% of the energy is concentrated in the ±20 ◦ range.
3.3.3 Wave reflection assessment
Wave reflection in a multi-directional wave tank is a major concern with regard to the wave
quality, and the methodology used to conduct tests. Large amounts of reflection induce sig-
nificant reflected spectrum, which in turn affects the model performance in ways that can be
difficult to quantify. Thus, a study of the reflections coefficient of the beaches that has been
specially designed for the Edinburgh Curved Wave tank was conducted.
The work presented in this section was carried out jointly with Jorge Lucas and was published
in a conference (Pascal et al., 2009) during the course of this PhD. It included additional results
to those presented in Lucas et al. (2008), focusing on the variation of the reflection coefficient
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with wave amplitude. The beach reflection coefficient is computed as Rcoeff = ar/ai with ai
the incident wave amplitude and ar the reflected wave amplitude.
Figure 3.16: Detail of the lines of probes used to measure the reflection coefficients. The Qualy-
sis balls (optical tracking system) that can be observed on top of the platform were used to keep
track of the probes’ position. in this photo, the wave direction is parallel to the visible face of the
suspended platform
3.3.3.1 Layout and Precision
The reflection coefficients were calculated using the method introduced by Mansard & Funke
(1980). It uses three measurements points in line with the wave direction of propagation and
introduces a noise parameter in the computation process. For the best accuracy and in order to
avoid specific singularities, the probes should respect the distances suggested by the authors:
x12 = λ/10 and λ/6 < x13 < λ/3 (3.18)
with: x13 6= λ/5 6= 3/10λ
xij the distances between the i and j probes
λ: the incident wave length
The amplitudes of the incident and reflected waves are obtained by minimising the error through
least squares. The method allows the measurement of the reflections coefficient for each fre-
quency across a discrete frequency spectrum. Hence, simultaneous records of polychromatic
waves can be taken to reduce the time of experiment for each amplitude setting.
The spacing between the probes is necessarily a compromise as the wave length λ is not con-
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stant. For this study, the probe distances were based on the 1 Hz wave as it is the design
frequency of the tank. The corresponding λ = 1.56 m gives an optimal x12 = 156 mm. Given
the physical constraints of the experimental facility, the final set up is x12 ≈ 165 mm and x13 ≈
510 mm.
As remeasuring those distances before every test is not practical, any error in the probe relative
distances induces an imprecision in the results that cannot be averaged out by repeating the
measurement. The first step to mitigate this effect is to use two lines of probes closely located
and with the same geometry. However, to evaluate the maximum possible imprecision, we
tested the method’s implementation in Matlab against virtual data, introducing random errors
in the probe relative distances of up to 5 mm. The virtual wave elevations were generated using
linear theory, and they include a 10% Rcoeff . The frequency range investigated corresponds to
the working range of the tank. Fig. 3.17 presents the extreme boundaries of the induced error
for both lines at each frequency for a 1000 runs.
The final probe spacing of both lines were measured and found to be very similar. Conse-
Figure 3.17: Precision study of the reflection estimation study assuming a 5 mm error on probe
position
quently, the imprecision level is assumed to be nearly equal. Fig. 3.17 shows that in the worth
case, the error induced by errors on the probe relative distances is <1.5%, with a tendency to
larger errors at higher frequencies. Altogether, the error level was considered to be small and
controlled. A ±1% error was therefore assumed for the results of these reflection experiments.
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3.3.3.2 Measurements and Results
The Edinburgh Curved Wave tank is designed for optimal operation at 1 Hz. We investigated the
reflection coefficients for waves propagating normally to the beaches over a [0.75Hz ; 1.375Hz]
range, with a 0.0625 Hz step.
Three polychromatic waves were used for these measurements. Each wave is composed of 11
components equally spaced in the considered frequency range. The amplitude of each compo-
nent in a wave had a constant target value: 7.5 mm for the High wave, 6 mm for the Medium
wave and 4 mm for the Low one.
Records of wave elevation from regular wave at 1 Hz were also done to provide a point of com-
parison and further validation of the method.
For both set of measurements each records lasted 16 s, and two sets of three probes were used.
Two extra set of five measurements of the High amplitude wave were recorded at two different
positions to assess the tank spatial variability.
Figure 3.18: Measures of the reflection coefficient against the wave steepness for a monochro-
matic 1 Hz wave.
Monochromatic results Fig. 3.18 shows the measures of the reflection coefficient for the
monochromatic 1 Hz wave. Rcoeff for each amplitude is plotted against the wave steepness,
H/λ with H = 2ai, instead of the wave amplitude to allow easier comparison with earlier
studies (Jefferys, 1987; Lin, 1999). The plotted values are the average of the results given by
the two lines and the error bars are the standard error given by s/
√
n (where s is the sample
standard deviation and n the number of measurements).
As expected, the measured Rcoeff is inversely related with the wave steepness, ranging from
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around 21% for H/λ ≈ 0.005 (wave amplitude of 4 mm) to less than 7.5% for H/λ ≥ 0.02
(wave amplitudes higher than 20 mm) tanking into account the measured error and the 1% error
from probe position. The errors are also better controlled for higher wave steepness.
Figure 3.19: Reflection coefficient using polychromatic waves. 3 polychromatic waves of differ-
ent amplitude were used.
Polychromatic results In Fig. 3.19, it is more difficult to distinguish a clear pattern. This
figure represents the average Rcoeff measured from the records of polychromatic waves. Each
graph corresponds to one amplitude setting of the components, and generally smaller reflection
coefficient are observed at higher frequencies. This could be explained by the higher wave
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steepness of the waves at higher frequencies. The error bars associated with the high amplitude
records are also smaller than the ones associated with the medium and small amplitudes, which
agrees with the results observed in Fig. 3.18. Taking into account those error bars, the results
from both series of test appear to be in agreement at 1 Hz, even if the average values from the
polychromatic wave records are constantly lower than the one from the monochromatic wave
records.
To formalise the data analysis, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) has been done using R Devel-
opment Core Team (2009) over a linear model fitted to the data (see Appendix A.3 on page 202).
The factors used in this linear model are Position, Amplitude, Line and Frequency. Looking
at the normality plot of residuals, the best model proved to be the one including no interaction
between those factors.
The test showed that the null hypothesis (hypothesis that a particular factor does not affect the
average results) can only be statistically rejected for the factor Frequency. This is encourag-
ing as it validates the method robustness to the use of different lines of probes (no significant
influence of the factor Line), and it (see Appendix A.3 on page 202)confirms the low spatial
variability of the tank characteristics.
Interestingly, accepting the null hypothesis for the factor Amplitude also suggests that in the
case of a polychromatic waves, the amplitude of each bin does not have an effect over the beach
reflection coefficients.
Further testing by increasing the number of amplitudes tested are necessary to strengthen this
observation. It might also be interesting to monitor a wave height parameter such as Hm0 for
the polychromatic waves as a more appropriate parameter than the wave height of each individ-
ual component.
Overall, the measured reflection coefficients are satisfactory with values generally well under
10%, which compare favourably with values published in previous studies.
Discussion on the results These measures of reflection coefficient in the Edinburgh Curved
Wave tank show the good performances of the beaches with waves propagating normally to
them. The agreement between results from monochromatic and polychromatic waves validate
the utilisation of polychromatic waves, which is by nature less time consuming. From the
monochromatic tests, recommendations of a minimum wave amplitude could be given in order
to keep reflection under as acceptable level. In the case of the Edinburgh curved wave tank, a
minimum of 7 mm wave amplitude (corresponding to a steepness of 0.01) should be used with
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a 1 Hz wave to keep the reflection coefficient under 10%.
On the contrary, in the case of polychromatic waves, the results suggest that the amplitude
do not affect the Rcoeff . This is a markedly different to what was commonly observed with
monochromatic waves in this study and reported in other wave tanks (Jeffrey et al., 1978). It
is of particular interest while considering directional spectra as they are composed of a large
number of wave components, resulting in relatively low amplitude for any single one. It would
indeed be useful to experimentally confirm that the reflection characteristics of the Edinburgh
Curved Wave Tank do not degrade while using directional spectra.
3.3.4 The tank calibration
Calibrating a multi-directional tank is a difficult task. While it is rather simple to separate the
incident and reflected spectra using mono-directional waves, this is a much more complex tasks
when using directional waves. Some effort are currently done at the university (Reich, 2010) to
adapt a method described by Masterton & Swan (2008) which aim to avoid the reflection issues
with the use of focused waves. However, this work is not yet advanced enough to produce the
required calibration. Instead, the current calibration is based on the work of Lucas et al. (2008),
which only concerns the calibration of the waves propagation at 0 ◦. During the work, the gains
associated to the waves around 1 Hz were substantially diminished and the gains associated to
waves propagating in other direction were untouched.
It went unnoticed at the time but the wave measurement in the first phase (see Section 6.2 on
page 126) revealed that this modification introduced some unbalance between the gains around
the 1 Hz, 0 ◦ waves. This appears in the spectral estimation as a recognizable dip in the shape
of the spectra around this area. The effect is best seen when observing the average spectra over
the 5 runs of a wave as shown in Fig. 3.20. Instead of the long ridge along the 0 ◦ line that
should be observed, one can observe a small recession specially around 1 Hz.
This effect was only realised after the waves for the first phase of the tests had been generated,
recorded and used with the different devices. It would have been to time consuming to redo
all those tests using the old calibration file that does not exhibit this unbalance. This should
results in spectra broader than expected but as spectral shape is not crucial to this project, it was
thought to be acceptable. However, as the second phase of testing was not already started, the
calibration file was reverted to the previous tank transfer function for those tests.
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Figure 3.20: Average spectral estimate over the 5 runs of wave 15 of the first phase tests.
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Measuring the directional spectrum
4.1 Introduction
Good knowledge of the incident wave field is an important aspect of tank testing. This aspect
is emphasised in the context of this work where many sea state parameters influence will be
jointly evaluated. Indeed, in order to successfully separate the effect of each parameter and get
statistically significant estimates, good quality input is an absolute requirement. As a new wave
generation method is used (see Section 3.2.2) and directional wave measurement never took
place in the Edinburgh Curved tank previously, it was crucial to properly implement a measure-
ment method adapted to the directional sea state generated in the tank. Tests also require the
estimation of parameters relative not only to the complete directional spectrum, but relative to
different wave systems composing a directional spectrum. An wave system isolation technique
was required to allows those measures.
As a new probe layout had to be set up in the tank and the available measurement techniques
were investigated, it appeared they were all designed for ocean waves and were not using the
discrete nature of deterministic waves to optimise the estimates. Hence, the Maximum Likeli-
hood Method and one of its derivative, the Modified Maximum Likelihood Method that should
be able to take into account the wave reflection from the beach, was adapted to the generated
waves.
A method to isolate the wave systems was implemented to satisfy the testing requirement. It
is inspired from previous methods but differs significantly in its philosophy: it does not part
the full spectrum into wave systems but tries to isolate the identified wave systems from the
non significant part of the spectrum. This minimises the influence of the spectrum estimate
background noise in the estimated spectral parameters.
In this chapter, the underlying theory beyond the MLM is presented, and the developed method
including the wave system isolation is thoroughly tested with virtual wave elevations to assess
its performances. For this purpose, virtual data are generated in order to replicate the conditions
in the wave tank. An in depth description of the virtual data is given. Sources of degradation
of the method resolution such as wave reflection and uncertainty in the wave front direction
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of propagation are taken into account. Considerations into array design are developed, and the
sensitivity of the method towards to sources of errors is assessed using the final probe payout
arrangement, . Finally, some element of comparison between the implemented method and the
industry standard are given in order to judge the benefits of adapting the method to the nature
of the waves.
4.2 Theory of the MMLM
4.2.1 Introduction on directional spectrum estimation
Several methods to estimate the directional wave spectrum have been published and referenced
since the interest about this topic raised in the sixties. Benoit et al. (1997) gave a good overview
of the different generic methods available to analyse ocean waves. Of these methods, the Max-
imum Entropy Method (MEM), the Maximum Likelyhood Method (MLM) and the Bayesian
method and their derivatives are the most generic as they do not assume the shape of the direc-
tional spectrum prior of the measurement. They are consequently the only methods adapted to
measure spectra made of several wave systems.
In the later years, a new generation of tools based on wavelet transform and not on Fourier
Transform as been introduced. They are mainly used for 2D spectral analysis (Liu, 2000; Mas-
sel, 2001) but it has been extended to directional spectra measurement using techniques of
Phase-Path Difference method (Donelan et al., 1996; Fernandes et al., 2000). The principal
advantage of wavelet measurement is that time variation of the spectra can be studied as well as
the frequency and directionality dimension, allowing a better understanding of non-stationary
processes such as time varying sea-state. However, Donelan et al. (1996) specify that the extra
information on non-stationarity is gained at the expense of frequency resolution of the final
directional spectra. As waves in the tank, contrary to ocean waves, are stationary (see Sec-
tion 4.2.4.1) there will be no theoretical gain in using a wavelet based method, but only loss
in the frequency resolution. This latest point is critical with regard to the objective of the di-
rectional spectral measurement for this study where the method must be able to identify multi
peak spectra.
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4.2.2 Focusing on the MLM and its derivative, the MMLM
Much less work has been published on methods adapted to wave field that cannot be considered
random. The methods mentioned above are based on the assumptions of random phase between
the wave components. Close to a reflector or in a wave tank, a minimal level of wave reflection
cannot be avoided as shown by numerous such as Ouellet & Datta (1986); Lucas et al. (2008);
Pascal et al. (2009). This induces phase locked components described by Miles & Funke (1989)
in the wave field that affect the precision of the generic methods as discussed by Huntley &
Davidson (1998). In order to retain method accuracy in such cases, the Modified Maximum
Likelihood Method (MMLM) was presented by Isobe & Kondo (1984). Further works on this
method were published by Davidson et al. (1998) and Huntley & Davidson (1998). Taking into
account the geometric characteristics of the tank (see Section 4.2.5) and the level of reflection,
a version of the MMLM adapted to the wave characteristics was identified as the best way to
accurately measure directional wave spectra in the Edinburgh Curved Wave tank. The following
section describes the fundamental theoretical concepts associated with the MLM methods and
its derivatives.
4.2.3 Maximum Likelihood method: general concepts
The mathematical steps of the Maximum Likelihood method applied to gravity waves can be
followed in details in Davis & Regier (1977). It is useful to remind here the main concepts and
equations of the development.
4.2.3.1 spectrum to cross-spectrum relation
The generic MLM is based on the established relation under the linear wave theory between the
wavenumber-frequency spectrum S(
−→
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4.2.3.2 Data adaptive spectral estimators
Eq. 4.2 gives the relation between the directional spectrum and the cross-spectrum. However,
by sampling the wave elevation in a limited number of points, one can only get an estimate of the
spatially legged cross-spectrum Φ̂nm(ω) between each pair of points (An, Am) , leading only
to an estimate of the wavenumber-frequency spectrum Ŝ(
−→
k , ω). From Eq. 4.2, the spectrum
estimate is naturally searched as a linear combination of the estimated cross-spectra:
Ŝ(
−→





k , ω) · Φ̂nm(ω) (4.3)
Assuming that the cross-spectra estimates are unbiased, Eq. 4.3 is used to derive a fundamental
relation between the estimate of the spectral estimate and the spectrum itself:
< Ŝ(
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Then, a second assumption is done to characterise the window function: the αmn coefficients
are factorisable as αmn = γn · γ
∗
m
, which in turn forces the window function to be always
positive.
At this point of the development, Davis & Regier propose two different options for computing
the spectral estimates from the cross-spectrum. The first one called the Maximum Likelihood
Estimator (MLE) follows the path set by Capon et al. (1967), and the second is referred to as
the Data-Adaptive Spectral Estimator (DASE).





k ) = 1 (4.5)
physically meaning that in the absence of noise and considering a wave field composed of a
single wave train propagating with a wavenumber vector
−→
k0, the spectral estimate is directly
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linked to the signal variance E(
−→
k0) in the form:
Ŝ(
−→




















In the case of a complex sea state, the directional spectrum estimator for each discrete wavenum-
ber is computed by considering the observed wave field as a simple wave train of the same
wavenumber plus noise corresponding to all the other single wave train forming the sea state.
This finally come down to minimise the convolution between the window function and the
remnant noise spectrum, which is equivalent to minimising the variance estimator Ê(
−→
k0) itself.


















and the spectral estimates Ŝ(
−→
k , ω) are directly computed from this using Eq. 4.6.







k ) · d
−→
k′ = 1. (4.8)
This physically mean that the DASE estimator does not compute Ŝ(
−→










k0. This is arguably a much more elegant solution when it comes to compute
discrete estimates of a process inherently continuous.
From this point, Davis & Regier show that the problem can be reduced to an eigenvalue problem
where the optimal estimate is:
Ŝ(
−→
k0, ω) = λ
−1
max (4.9)





−1 · Tlm (4.10)















The parameter ∆ as to be adjusted depending on the settings of the analysis.
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Davis & Regier compare both estimators, estimating that the DASE is better adapted to the
continuous nature of S(
−→
k , ω). However, in the case deterministic waves generated from a
discrete spectrum, the MLE estimator should be the method of choice. The MLM uses directly
the MLE, and this will be the method benchmark for the rest of this thesis.
4.2.3.3 Modification done by the MMLM to the MLM
? consider the case of a wave field affected by the presence of a reflector made of an infi-
nite rectilinear wall of reflective coefficient Rcoeff (
−→
k , ω). The authors propose to treat the
problem of phase locking due to the reflected wave components by considering the observed
wave field as the sum of an incident wavenumber-frequency spectrum SI(
−→
k , ω) and a reflected
wavenumber-frequency spectrum SR(
−→
k , ω) linked by the relation:
SR(
−→
k , ω) = Rcoeff (
−→
k , ω)2 · SI(
−→
k , ω) (4.12)
For the rest of this section, the notation Rcoeff (
−→
k , ω) is simplified to r(
−→
k , ω) to clarify the
equations.
This results in a modified formulation of the relation between the total directional spectrum
S(
−→
k , ω) = SI(
−→
k , ω) + SR(
−→
k , ω) and the observed cross spectrum Φnm(ω) between two





























k , ω) · d
−→
k (4.13)
AR andBR are the reflected point ofA andB relative to the reflector. It is interesting to rewrite
Eq. 4.13 in the discrete case. The links between the cross-spectra as a function of the frequency































The complete derivation of Eq. 4.14 is presented in Appendix B on page 204.
? presented a derivation similar to the one used for the DASE to estimate the reflection co-
efficient r̂(
−→
k , ω). However, the presented estimators for Ŝ(
−→
k , ω) are derived for the MLE
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estimator. For the pairs (
−→
k , ω) such as r̂(
−→
k , ω) ≤ 0 the normal MLE estimator is used to get
Ŝ(
−→
k , ω), and a correction term is added for the cases where r̂(
−→
k , ω) > 0.
4.2.3.4 Spectrum estimate normalisation
With the MLM, a normalisation of the discrete estimated spectra Ŝ−→
k ,ω
is necessary. This is
done by insuring that, at each w, Ŝω is equal to the mean of the auto-spectra observed at each












The normalisation method was modified specifically for the MMLM by ?. While it was used
successfully during previous study such as Davidson et al. (1998), the method presented did
not yield satisfactory results during the course of the project. It is thought that it is due to the
low level of reflection present in the virtual data and in the tank, and also due to the discrete
nature of the directional spectra used to generate the wave elevation. Consequently, Eq. 4.15 as
been used for both the MLM and the MMLM results exhibited in this study.
4.2.4 Adaptation to wave characteristics
4.2.4.1 discrete frequency spectrum
There are fundamental differences between working in a controlled environment such as the
Edinburgh Curved Wave Tank and working with ocean data. Specifically, when using pseudo-
deterministic wave generation methods (see Section 3.2.2 on page 22), the wave elevation time
series at a wave probe is periodic (excluding noise), whereas wave elevation records from ocean
waves are stochastic. Hence, it is possible to use discrete Fourier transform on the wave eleva-
tion records without pre-processing the wave elevation records (windowing, added zeros) and
get exact values for each bin instead of an estimation.
Two directional spectra can be defined following the generation technique described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2: the general discrete spectrum (frequency resolution ∆F ) for which the variance of
each set (ωp, θq) is noted S−→k ,θ, and an expended spectrum, with a frequency resolution ∆f , for
which the variance of each set (ωp′ , θq) is noted s−→k′ ,θ.
The method used to estimate the general spectrum from wave records taking into account the
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nature of the wave generated is:
• Compute the relevant cross spectra from the wave elevation records at the ∆f frequency
resolution.
• Using this cross-spectra, derive the spectral estimates ŝ−→
k′ ,θ
, either from the MLM or the
MMLM.
• Normalize the spectrum as described in Section 4.2.3.4
• Compute the measured the Ŝ−→
k ,θ
for each frequency band and direction of propagation
from the spectral estimate ŝ−→
k′ ,θ








, with u = f ∗ 32 (4.16)
4.2.4.2 discrete angular spectrum
In the case of the MLM and its derivatives, the spectral estimator Ŝ(
−→
k , ω) is computed by








k , ω), leading to a
narrow window function around
−→
k . For waves generated from a discrete spectrum, this is most
effective if the wavenumbers at which the spectrum is estimated corresponds to wavenumbers
used to generate the waves. As the spectrum is already estimated at frequencies matching the
one used for the spectrum generation, this is enforced by using the same angular discretization
for the wave generation and the spectral analysis.
However, this prior knowledge of the generated wave is only applicable if the wave direction
of propagation generated are precise and accurate. In the present case, the angle between each
wave component is ≈ 3◦, implying that any error in the direction of propagation > 1◦ is
significant. The results presented in Section 3.3.2 on page 28 show that the tank only comply
with this requirement in the [−20◦; +20◦] range. The spectra used for this thesis are generated
in the [−40◦; +40◦] range. This means that one cannot assumes that the recommendation given
above can be enforced over the full spectra, but it can be noted that the most energetic wave
components of the spectra are comprised in the [−20◦; +20◦] range (77% in the worst case of
this thesis, see Section 3.3.2 on page 28).
Finally, the same angular discretization are used both for wave generation and spectral esti-
mation, acknowledging its limitation. As a consequence, a random error is introduced in the
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Figure 4.1: Graphs from Huntley & Davidson (1998) representing the zone in which phase
locked or non phase locked method should be applied. The hatched zone shows the working zone
of this study.
simulated data used to evaluate the method performance in order to take into account the pos-
sible deterioration of the method performances due to this imprecision in the physical wave
generation (see Section 4.3.2.2).
4.2.5 Adaptation of the spectral estimation method to the tank geometry
Huntley & Davidson (1998) studied the conditions requiring the use of a method taking into
account phase locked waves close to a reflector. These conditions include the probes’ distance
to the reflector, the wave length and the length of the recorded time series. The authors’ conclu-
sions are summarized in Fig. 4.1. In some cases (zone A and B), methods taking into account
phase locking are required as others are loosing accuracy due to the reflection, but they will
produce spurious peaks (zone B). Those spurious peaks are the consequences of emphasised
uncorrelated noise close to theoretical nodes between incident and reflected waves. Their lo-
cation in the directional spectrum plan (f, θ) depends upon probe position. Estimating the
spectrum from several elevation gauges leads to several spurious peak patterns. This can be
seen as an advantage as they are averaging themselves out but they are also more difficult to
filter!
Fig. 4.1 superimposes the working zone of this study and the zones presented by Huntley &
Davidson (1998). It shows that, considering the tank geometry and the spectrum character-
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Figure 4.2: Estimated spectrum from virtual data made of random noise. A pattern of spurious
peaks can be clearly seen. It corresponds to the pattern shape described by Huntley & Davidson
(1998). By generating a large number of those spectrum and averaging them, a mask can be
constructed to help filter those peaks in the estimated spectrum
istics, experiments will be done exactly in the zone where phase locked methods such as the
MMLM are theoretically required but with the generation of spurious peaks.
4.2.5.1 Creating a mask to selectively remove unwanted spurious peaks
It is necessary to remove those artefacts from the estimated spectrum (see Fig. 4.2) prior to
computing any spectral statistics. This is done by applying a mask to the estimated spectrum,
preserving the real estimates but selectively erasing the spurious peaks where no energy should
be found. As the spurious peaks are linked to the probe positions, a specific mask has to be
created for every probe array considered. A theoretical approach has been first intended to
generate a suitable mask. The position of the spurious peaks can be predicted by searching the
pairs (f, θ) that corresponds to destructive interactions as a function of each probe position.
The results from each probes are them summed up together and normalized to form the mask.
However, this approach prove to be unsuccessful. Instead, an empirical method is used, based
on the observed spurious peak generated while measuring virtual data made only of uncorre-
lated noise (see Fig. 4.2)
An appropriate mask for each array is constructed by running the method several times with
virtual data made only of uncorrelated noise, then averaging and normalising (value in [0; 1])
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the estimated spectra. Fig. 4.3 shows that 30 iteration is a reasonable number as the difference
between the mask after 30 and 200 iterations is < 3% and only marginal gains can be expected.
The estimated spectrum used during these runs are previously corrected by forcing the energy
in the ±[85 ◦, 95 ◦] to 0, as very high level of spurious peaks are constantly observed in those
direction and that no energy is expected in the virtual or tank data for those direction of propa-
gation.
A mask with clear zones where spurious peaks should occur is obtained, but the main part of













5 probes 7 probes
Figure 4.3: Convergence study of the mask building process.
the mask shows values around 0.5. If applied directly, this mask will erase half of the energy
in large parts of the estimated spectrum. Hence, the mask median value is then computed, all
the values inferior to it are set as equal to the median, the median value is subtracted to the new
mask and finally the mask is re-normalised.
Fortunately, the zones with the highest values are located in the ±[35◦, 85◦] range of direction
of propagation, which means that the centre zones [−35◦,+35◦], where most of the energy is
generated, should be unaffected. This is further insured by not applying the mask in this central
range.
The mask is then inverted so that the value at the predicted peaks is 0. The spurious peaks in an
estimated spectrum are then filtered by multiplying, value by value, the spectrum and the mask.
The corrected spectrum is then normalised to ensure that m0 remains constant. An example of
the final mask is shown in Fig. 4.4.
Fig. 4.5 demonstrates the need of filtering the MMLM estimates. In Fig. 4.5a, zones with unex-
pected level of energy are presents at θ ≈ ±110 ◦ and a peak of energy is visible at θ ≈ −60 ◦.
The mask as efficiently reduced them in Fig. 4.5b.
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Figure 4.4: example of masks used to insure that spurious peaks due to the tank geometry and
the MMLM method are filtered before isolating the wave systems.
This masking technique proved to be efficient in filtering the spurious peaks. However, it
introduces directional sensitivity to the estimation method. The filtered MMLM can only be
used for incident wave spectra which mean direction is close to 0 ◦. While this is not a constraint
in the Edinburgh Curved Wave tank, it represents a limitation.
After generating the mask and realising that most of the peaks are located in the ±[40 ◦; 80 ◦]
and that very little energy energy would be located in those zones, it was arguable to limit
the spectral estimate to the center of the plan (f, θ) and discard the estimate with direction of
propagation above ±40 ◦. However, it was decided otherwise as this would have prevented any
chances of observing the reflected spectrum and it might have affected the estimates with the
broadest spectra used.
4.3 Virtual Data Characteristics
Virtual data are generated to explore the performance of the implemented MLM and MMLM.
The virtual wave elevation are based on Eq. 3.1 on page 22 and extra terms are added to simulate
the condition in a real wave tank. The following subsections describe and discuss those added
components components.
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(a) unfiltered MMLM estimate



















(b) filtered MMLM estimate
Figure 4.5: Visualisation of the mask’s effect on a estimated spectrum by the MMLM. a) the
mask was not applied. b) the mask was applied to the estimated spectrum
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4.3.1 Wave Complexity
While the generation of waves in the tank assumes linear theory, the real waves propagating in
it are cnoidal (Korteweg & De Vries, 1895). For the virtual wave elevation to be a step closer
to the real waves, second order Stokes waves are considered (Stokes, 1847; Craik, 2005). The










A ) + ϕp
)
(4.17)
Adding the bound harmonic is a simple process. However, adding the ”free” harmonics gener-
ated at the paddle due to their shape is not trivial, and is out of scope of this study. The effect
of evanescent waves created at the wave paddle is also neglected as the closet wave probes is
located > 2 m away from the paddle. According to Dean & Dalrymple (1991), 95% of these
should have been dissipated.
4.3.2 Wave parameters precision
4.3.2.1 Frequency
The Edinburgh Curved Wave tank proved itself to be very accurate while generating waves
at a specific frequency. A frequency analysis of regular wave demonstrate it as no spillage is
observed if the adequate record duration is used.
In the case of mixed seas, errors in the wave component frequencies could also be the results of
wave interactions. As shown in Section 3.3.1 on page 27, the phenomenon is limited and then
can be neglected. Hence, no errors is introduced in the wave components nominal frequencies.
4.3.2.2 Direction of propagation
As specified in Section 4.2.4.2, errors in wave direction of propagation cannot be neglected
while considering the waves in the tank. To simulate this inaccuracy in the virtual wave data, an
uniformly distributed error of up to 1 ◦ is introduced for each wave component of the spectrum.
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4.3.3 Probe position error
The location of the wave elevation measurements is an input to the estimation methods. These
positions are subject to two sources of error: the position of each probe relative to the others,
and the precise point of measurement while knowing the probe position itself. The cumulated
maximum error related to the gauge set up in the tank is estimated to ±2.5 mm. Hence, the
virtual wave elevation at a point A is actually generated at a point A′(xA′ , yA′) such as:
xA′ = xA + ε1 (4.18)
yA′ = yA + ε2 (4.19)





The use of the MMLM is mainly motivated by the need of taking into account the unavoidable
reflection in the tank. Including their effect into the virtual data is consequently necessary to
evaluate the advantage of using the MMLM instead of the traditional MLM. For this, a constant
reflection coefficient Rcoeff for all wave components is assumed. The effect of wave reflection
is then added to the virtual elevation at a point M by adding the contribution of each wave
component at the point Mr symmetric of M relative to the reflector.
The effect of reflection on the glass in the tank is not taken into account as only waves with a
direction of propagation > 30 ◦ will affect the area of measurement. While generating mixed
seas in the tank, those wave components are carrying low amount of energy (mean direction of
0 ◦) and so they can be neglected.
4.3.5 Probe and Uncorrelated noise
No measurement can be free of noise. To simulate the effect of noise due to probes, real signal
from the probes at water at rest is added to the final virtual wave elevation to account for the
inherent noise due to our measuring system. A different record is added to each wave elevation
to avoid correlation between them.
Finally, random noise is added to the signal. Its level is assessed by comparing directly tank
measurement data with virtual wave elevation with different level of noise. From Fig. 4.6, it
can clearly be seen that the plots with 1 mm of added random noise is more irregular than the
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Visual comparison to establish the "right" amount of uncorrelated noise
 
 
tank record 0.5mm noise 1mm noise
.
Figure 4.6: This plots shows 2 virtual time series with respectively 0.5 mm and 1 mm of random
noise added to the computed wave elevation and a real record from the Edinburgh Curved Wave
Tank
tank record (particularly obvious on the crest around 1 s).
The plot of the signal with 0.5 mm of noise is more similar to the tank record. Hence, this is
the level of noise selected to generate the virtual wave elevation.
4.3.6 Final expression






























+ Pn(t) + 2(rand− 0.5) · 0.5 · 10−3
(4.21)
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p = θp + 2(randpq − 0.5)
π
180
, randpq ∈ [0 : 1] randomly chosen
Pn(t) = measured probe noise at water at rest.
4.4 Spectrum analysis method
4.4.1 on the smoothing of the spectral estimates
Despite the adaptation to the wave characteristics and tank geometry, the directional spectrum
estimated by the MMLM is not usable as such. Instead of the expected smooth surface, the raw
estimation is very irregular, with sharp energy peaks located in the high energy density portion
of the spectrum as shown in Fig. 4.7.


















direction of propagation [deg]
Raw spectrum as computed by the MMLM
frequencies [Hz]
Figure 4.7: Directional spectrum as computed the MMLM before smoothing. Peaks of high
energy are principally located in the high energy part of the spectrum
them is to ”over-smooth” the estimated spectrum to the point that real features of the spectrum
can be lost. This is especially visible in double peak spectra for which the ”distance” in the
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(f, θ) plan between each peak is small. Smoothing also tends to spread the estimated spectrum,
which emphasises a problem seemingly inherent to the methods based on the Maximum Like-
lihood approach and reported by Ilic et al. (2000).
In this work, reasonably smoothed spectrum estimate are necessary, especially for the peak
isolation technique (see Section 4.4.2). A weighted square window WS was used, and was
parametrised by the side length in cells ls (an odd number) and a steepness coefficient Cs.
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Two constraints are imposed on WS . They limit the range of values that Cs can take as a


















Then, for each set (f, θ) of the discrete spectrum Sf,θ, a sub-spectrum Ssub is extracted as a







WS,ij · Ssub(i, j) (4.25)
Increasing the value of ls broadens the base of the smoothing window, while increasing Cs
gives more emphasis to the centre of the window.
It is essential to select good values for ls and Cs. In the case of double peak spectra, using a
too broad window mixes the information relative to each peak. Excessive smoothing also tends
to broaden the estimated spectrum. Fig. 4.8 presents the evolution of the angular spreading
parameter ΘS (see Section 2.3.3) computed from a directional spectrum estimate which has
been smoothed using different value for ls and Cs. It clearly shows that increasing smoothing
(increasing l or decreasing Cs) leads to a larger estimate of ΘS .
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Figure 4.8: Angular spreading parameter ΘS as a function ofCs for different smoothing window
bases ls.
In the presented results, ls = 7 and Cs is set at its maximum possible, i.e Cs = 13 . This was
observed visually to be the minimum smoothing possible in order to get regular enough spectral
estimates.
4.4.2 Peak isolation
Some spectral parameters are more easily computed only for a wave system rather than for the
whole spectrum. It can be of interest to compute parameters such as the energy period, and
angular and frequency spreading characteristics for such segments of the spectrum.
A method to isolate wave systems in a directional wave spectrum has been developed. Its goal
is mainly to isolate wave systems so that noise in the spectrum estimates does not affect the
computation of the parameters associated to the wave system. This is different than the ap-
proach taken by Kerbiriou et al. (2007b), where the entire spectrum is partitioned into wave
systems but the procedure used is also inspired by Hanson & Phillips (2001).
A general flow chart of the method is given in Fig. 4.9 for the bi-modal spectrum case. The fol-
lowing section describes the progression of the developed algorithm for bi-modal spectra. The
algorithm is simplified as needed for uni-modal spectra. The maxima of the spectrum are first
identified using a method fitting quadratic surfaces over portion of the spectrum. A maxima
is detected where both square coefficient are negatives. The two significant maxima are then
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I.1 Get the maxima
I.2 Select the 2 significant maxima
II.1 Set up the "weight matrix"
II.2 Compute the gradient norm   
and direction for each point     
III. Map accepted points  
IV.1 Define the main axis of separation
IV.2 Point by point acceptance
V.1 Excludes single points
V.2 Select "starting point" 
V.3 Round systems
V.4 Build freqIndex1  and thetaIndex2
V.5 Smooth wave system borders   







Figure 4.9: General flow chart of the wave system isolation method.
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selected as the highest two with significant separation between: a ’distance’ is defined between
the position of the spectra as dist =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2, with x and y the coordinate
indices in the discrete (f, θ) plan. Two identified submit are considered significantly separated
if dist > 5. This threshold is dependant on the angular and frequency resolution of the (f, θ)
plan.
A gradient map is built. For each point, a weighted average gradient magnitude and direction
is computed as described in Eq. 4.26 to Eq. 4.28. The weight matrix W gives more emphasis
to the frequency dimension as most wave systems are more elongated along it.
W =

1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 1
1 2 3 2 1
2 3 4 3 2
1 2 3 2 1
1 1 2 1 1




Lt,1 = Wu+4,v+3 · (Sp+u,q+v − Sp,q) · u
Lt,2 = Wu+4,v+3 · (Sp+u,q+v − Sp,q) · v
L18,1 = L18,2 = 0
(4.27)




















Each point of the spectrum is then tested for acceptance in the waves systems. The criterion is
that its gradient magnitude should be at least 23% (25% in the case of uni-modal spectrum) of
the highest observed magnitude or its spectral estimate should be at least 30% of the highest
spectral estimate. As many of the thresholds in this thesis, they were set by trial and error.
The two wave systems are then separated. The main axis of separation is defined. If the
separation along the frequency axis of the two identified maxima is higher than one and a half
time the separation along the angular axis, the main axis is set along the angular dimension,
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otherwise it is set along the frequency dimension. Each of the accepted point is then attributed
to a wave system. For the points in between the two maxima, the difference between the
gradient direction and the direction from the point toward each maxima is used. This part
results into two spectra which values are > 1 for the points attributed to the considered wave
system and 0 for the others.
Each spectrum is filtered and any single point is discarded. The wave system associated to each
spectrum is then rounded in order to identify the points forming its periphery. The developed
algorithm builds step by step a list of the peripheral points starting from the outer point on the
right of the identified wave system centre. The step by step procedure is described in Fig. 4.10
and Fig. 4.11.


























Figure 4.10: Division of the spectrum of accepted point into four zones as a function of the
direction between the wave system centre and the points. Depending on the zone, the order in
which the points will be checked changes. The colored zones represents the accepted points as
generated by point III and IV of Fig. 4.9
a list. At each step, the next point must be the most distant point from the wave system centre.
It is done by dividing the accepted points into four zones depending of the direction from the
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centre to the points as shown in Fig. 4.10. Depending of the zone, the algorithm checks the
adjacent points clockwise starting from a different points and moves to the first of those points
marked as accepted. Fig. 4.11 describes three steps of the methods, passing from zone A to zone
















Figure 4.11: Steps of the rounding method. Each matrix is a portion of the full spectrum. Given
angles are speculative. Blue squares identify points that are part of the wave system. The orange
square is the latest point included into the wave system boundary at each step and the darker blue
squares identify the points that are already included in the system boundary. The numbers define
in which order the method tries to move. The red arrow illustrates the direction outward the wave
system depending on the angle from the wave system center to the current point (orange).
when encountering a dead end. The algorithm ends when the list encloses an area containing
the wave system centre.
Finally, for each wave system, a frequency vector stores all the frequency indices present in the
list in an ascending order, and for each stored frequency the minimum and maximum angular
indices are stored in an angular matrix. Fig. 4.12 gives an example of bi-modal spectra with the
two wave systems isolated by the method described above.
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Figure 4.12: Exemple of bi-modal spectrum with wave systems isolated. The point stored in the
frequency vector and the angular matrix are set to 0 to visualise to wave system boundaries.
4.5 Probe array design
4.5.1 Background
The results on wave measurement presented in this thesis were all obtained using an identical
probe arrangement, both for virtual results and for measurements in the Edinburgh Curved
Wave tank. However, as the probe positions represent an input to the method, the question of an
optimal probe arrangement is automatically raised. Haubrich (1968) and Jefferys et al. (1981)
discussed this issue early during the development of the directional spectrum measurement
methods. Their main conclusion was that the final array should present a wide range of distance
between probes in order to effectively separate waves with different wave lengths. It is also
acknowledged that spatial aliasing, when some distances between probes are larger than the
smallest wave length of the measured sea state, can reduce the accuracy of the method as energy
in short wave lengths get allocated to their aliased long wave lengths. These conclusions should
lead to the design of relatively small arrays to avoid aliasing, with non symmetrical probe
positions to create a wide range of distances between probes.
Young (1994) extended those studies and quantified the errors on the measurement of Df,θ
as a function of the array geometry and the wave length. An error function is introduced as
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|Df,θq − D̂f,θq |∆θ (4.29)
The side length of the square enclosing each array under consideration is denoted R. Young
(1994) demonstrated a strong dependency of εf to the non-dimensional parameter λR . In most
cases, a abrupt decrease of εf is observed for λR = 1, and εf raises again for
λ
R > 10. It is
explained by the effect of aliasing at the lower end and the slow degradation of the cross-spectra
matrix when λ increases. The benefit of arrays with a wide range of distances between probes
is also demonstrated. They are shown to extend the λR for which εf is optimal. Finally, the
authors observed a general decrease of εf while increasing the number of probes from 4 to 10,
but only marginal gains can be obtained with array made of 5 probes or more.
The sensitivity of the methods to errors in the position of the wave elevation measurements can
also be a factor in array design. Young (1994) mentioned in their conclusion that their results
were subject to changes due to the inaccuracy by which the array geometry is known. Us-
ing twin wires conductivity probes, there is an inherent difficulty to estimates where the wave
elevation measurements are done. This adds to the difficulty to measure precisely the probe
position on the supporting frame. In the course of this work, the error in measurement position
is estimated to ±5 mm in both x and y directions. It is not suspected that this error will vary
significantly as a function of the array dimension. As the probe array gets larger, those errors
are less significant, which supports the design of a large array.
Requirements to keep the array dimension small enough to avoid aliasing do not necessarily
concur with the need of minimising the effect of the error in probe positioning. In the follow-
ing sections, the influence of both requirements on the method accuracy to estimate the wave
directional parameters is investigated.
4.5.2 Method
Contrary to the most common deterministic approach use to investigated array design (Haubrich,
1968; Davis & Regier, 1977; Young, 1994), the method used in this work is to investigate the
probe layout properties by mean of statistical analysis of the results given from a large number
of different arrays. While a deterministic method will provide some insight about the govern-
ing factors of the array performance, a statistical method allows to explore more configurations,
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Figure 4.13: Repartition of the parameter A, mstd, An and mn,std as a function of mL.
specially when considering bi-dimensional arrays. Additionally, the findings of the statistical
approach can be compared and discussed afterwards against the deterministic approach results.
Random arrays were created with 5 and 7 and 9 probes. For each probe number, 25 arrays with-
out spatial aliasing and 25 arrays with spatial aliasing were created. Each array was then tested
with virtual wave elevations generated from five uni-modal sea states based on a Bretschnei-
der spectrum. For each test, differences between target and estimated spectrum parameters are
recorded along with the array swept area A, the mean distance mL between each pair of probes
and the standard deviation mstd of the distance between each pair of probes were recorded.
Normalised standard deviation mn,std = mstdmL and area An =
A
m2L
are introduced to effectively
decorrelate both parameters from mL as shown in Fig. 4.13.
Two parameters are used to investigate array performances. The normalised difference εn,Θ
between the estimated isolated and the target isolated integrated angular spreading, the total
difference εT and a weighted total difference εw,T between the estimated and the target spectra.
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Figure 4.14: Observation of εn,Θ and εw,T as a function of the probe number.





εw,T = 100 ·
∑





εn,Θ is used as the MLM based techniques have a tendency to over spread Ŝp,q which affects the
estimation of the integrated angular spreading. In order to be able to quantify the effect of the
integrated angular spreading on the scaled WECs, the method to estimate directional spectra
must provide good estimation of this parameters. This justifies using εn,Θ as a performance
indicator of the method. εw,T provide a more global assessment of the method performances.
It measures how much estimated spectra differ from target spectra. As it is weighted by Sfp,θq ,
the noise outside of the target spectra (where Sfp,θq = 0) is discarded. A survey of different
versions of εw,T is presented in Appendix D.1 on page 217.
4.5.3 Results
4.5.3.1 The probe number
The probe number is first investigated and its effect is thought to be independent from the other
array parameters. Fig. 4.14 shows the observations of the two selected criteria in relation with
the number of probes in each array generated. There is no clear effect of the probe number
on those graphs. The difference between the means do not seem to be significant in any case.
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Nonetheless, a trend to decrease εn,Θ by increasing the number of probes is suggested, which
agrees with the initial intuition.
4.5.3.2 Observation using εn,Θ
Fig. 4.15 presents a summary of the εn,Θ observation as a function of Θ̂S and the three array
parameters mL, mn,std and An. Results from large and small array (ml < 0.4 m) are differen-
tiated.
The driving parameters is clearly Θ̂S,1. As shown later in Section 4.6.1.1 in more details, there
is a clear decrease of the overspread of the estimated spectra by the MLM when Θ̂S,1 increases.
The differentiation between small and large arrays also put in evidence the difference between
the two types of arrays. For large values of Θ̂S,1 (Θ̂S,1 & 12 ◦), no large difference between
small and large array can be expected. However, large arrays handle narrow spectra much better
than small arrays. This is a significant argument in favour of large arrays. Finally, there is little
evidence of the influence of either the normalised standard deviation mn,std and normalised
area An of the arrays. A regression differentiating between large and small arrays provide a
























































mL < 0.4 [m] mL > 0.4 [m]
Figure 4.15: Observation of εn,Θ as a function of An, mL and mn,std.
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good model for the observed εn,Θ. Equations related to this model are given in Eq. 4.32 and a
representation is displayed in Fig. 4.16. Details are available in Appendix D.1.2 on page 219. εn,Θ = e
1.647−0.316·Θ̂S,1+0.006·Θ̂2S,1 mL < 0.4 m
εn,Θ = e
1.150−0.386·Θ̂S,1+0.010·Θ̂2S,1 mL > 0.4 m
(4.32)
The model is not entirely satisfactory as it tend to infinity for Θ̂S,1 → ∞. A piecewise model













































































































































































































































































































● mL < 0.4 [m]
mL > 0.4 [m]
Figure 4.16: Models fitted to εn,Θ.
based on the observations of Section 4.6.1.1 might be more appropriate but it was not thought
necessary to implement it here.
The main conclusion from these observations of εn,Θ and model is that large arrays (mL >
0.4 m provide a significant improvement on the handling of narrow spectra over small arrays.
4.5.3.3 Observation using εw,T
Fig. 4.17 presents a summary of εw,T observations. As for Fig. 4.15, results from large and
small array (ml < 0.4 m) are differentiated.
Again, the principal parameters controlling εw,T observations is Θ̂S,1, and a different behaviour
between large and small array is evident. No influence of An or mn,std can be detected.
As expected, εw,T decreases when Θ̂S,1 increases, confirming that the MLM does not eval-
uate correctly narrow spectra. For narrow spectra, large array seems to be better than small
ones. However, the slope of the decrease is more marked for small arrays, which mean that for
Θ̂S,1 & 12 ◦, small arrays do perform better than large ones according to εw,T criterion.
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mL < 0.4 [m] mL > 0.4 [m]
Figure 4.17: Observation of εw,T as a function of An, mL and mn,std.
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Those results probably show that small arrays spectral estimation are not as affected by noise
as large arrays. Source of this noise could be aliasing, particularly in the tail of spectra (com-
ponents with the shortest wave lengths).
4.5.3.4 Array performances conclusions
First, minor improvements were correlated with an increase in the number of probes, specially
by looking at εn,Θ. However, the size of the arrays (mL) and the integrated angular spreading
have a much stronger influence on the observed results. The two other array geometry param-
eters, the normalised area An and the normalised standard deviation mn,std do not have any
visible influence on the two performance criteria utilised.
The previous results show that in the worse conditions for the MLM (narrow spectra), large
array perform better. In those condition. it is likely that both εw,T and εn,Θ were dominated by
spectra overspread.
However, using a criterion robust but still sensitive to noise, it is shown that the spectra from
small improves more than results from large array when analysing broader spectra. As all
source of noise where identical for all arrays, this seems to show that small arrays are jointly
more impacted by the error in probe positions but less sensitive to aliasing.
Assuming that hypotheses made on the errors on probe positioning are realistic, it appears that
spatial aliasing is not critical while designing the array. It seems a better compromise to use
large arrays to obtain more consistent performances aver the full range of spectra and allow
some level of aliasing affecting the performance of the estimation over all type of spectra. In
case only broad spectra were to be utilised, a small array might be preferred, but it is not the
case in this work, specially for the purpose of separating bi-modal spectra.
Young (1994) mentioned the accuracy at which the array geometry is known as a source of
errors for the estimation of Df,θ. However, they did not quantify this errors and did not reckon
that it might have a stronger negative effect than spatial aliasing. The presented results in this
section proved that the array geometry accuracy must be taken into account at the same level as
aliasing as a source of errors.
4.5.4 The final array
During the thesis, timing constraints forced the probe layout to be fixed before the finalisation
of results presented above. Fortunately, a rather large array was chosen only on suspicion
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Figure 4.18: Final probe layout used to measure directional spectra and its co-array (Haubrich,
1968).
that probe positioning error will be the driving constraint. 7 probes were used as this was
the maximum number of probes available. A schematic of the array is presented in Fig. 4.18
with its co-array and the array parameters are given in Table 4.1. The co-array is defined by
the points formed by the vectorial difference between each pairs of points of the array. It can
be linked directly to the spectral estimates as in Eq. 4.4. A full description of the co-array is







Table 4.1: Parameters of the probe layout used to measure directional spectra.
regards of the parameters range as seen in Fig. 4.13. As it is, it should have performance in line
with the results presented in Section 4.5.3.
Compared to the type of array presented by Young (1994), this probe layout without symmetry
exhibits an interesting co-array, with a large number of spatial lag evenly distributed across
the plan. This should normally be the sign of good performances for a wide range of wave
direction.
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4.6 Results with virtual data
4.6.1 Method choice and performance characterisation
This initial test using virtual data is primarily intended to aid the selection of which version of
the method (MLM or MMLM) is the most appropriate for the type of wave encountered in the
Edinburgh Curved wave tank. While the MMLM is potentially the best suited method, the low
level of reflection ( less than 10% of the wave amplitude) and the presence of spurious peaks
may make the MLM the best method for estimating directional spectra.
Initial observations of both uni-modal and bi-modal spectra do not allow a clear distinction be-
tween the two methods (see Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20). Both methods captured relatively well the
two spectra, and both methods are able to separate the two wave systems in the bi-modal case.
A formal study is performed on uni-modal and bi-modal spectra with random spectral param-
eters. The results are analysed following the method described in Appendix C on page 211.
For uni-modal spectra, the method’s performance is evaluated by investigating the value of the
spectral parameters computed from their spectral estimates. For bi-modal spectra, the ability to
separate the wave systems is selected as the performance indicator.
4.6.1.1 The uni-modal case
The spectra used are Bretschneider and JONSWAP (with γ = 3.3), Tz ∈ [0.63 s 0.96 s],
Hm0 ∈ [0.05 m 0.075 m] and s ∈ [1 100] (see Fig. 3.15 on page 40).
The main interest of the uni-modal tests is to get awareness of the method’s capability to esti-
mate the integrated spreading parameters (frequency and angular) of the spectra.
the integrated angular spreading For both methods separately, Fig. 4.21 shows the esti-
mated isolated integrated angular spreading Θ̂S,1 as a function of the integrated angular spread-
ing of the corresponding target spectra ΘS .
An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) is done. The linear model includes the two levels factors
method (’MLM’ and ’MMLM’) and type1 (JONSWAP and Bretschneider), the continuous ex-
planatory variables ΘS and Θ2S and all the 2-way interactions. The summary of the associated
minimal adequate model is presented in Appendix D.2.1 on page 222. The results of the model
are presented in Fig. 4.21, omitting to differentiate between the treatment associated to the two
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(a) Uni-modal spectrum estimated by the MLM.



















(b) Uni-modal spectrum estimated by the MMLM..
Figure 4.19: Identical uni-modal spectrum from virtual waves estimated by the adapted MLM
and the adapted MMLM. The estimated spectrum is slightly wider in the MMLM case, suggest-
ing that the MLM gave a better estimation as both methods have a tendency to overspread the
spectral estimates.
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(a) Bi-modal spectrum estimated by the MLM.



















(b) Bi-modal spectrum estimated by the MMLM..
Figure 4.20: Identical bi-modal spectrum from virtual waves estimated by the adapted MLM
and the adapted MMLM.
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Figure 4.21: Observation of the isolated estimated angular spreading Θ̂S,1 with respect to the
target angular spreading ΘS . A linear model including the square term Θ2S to account for the
curvature in the data is fitted to the observations.
types of spectra (JONSWAP and Bretschneider). The lines for each method are parallel as the
minimal adequate model do not retain any interactions between the method and any other vari-
able. This is an important observation as it means that differences in using the MLM or the
MMLM are not dependant on the other considered factors. Any conclusion over the methods
is valid independently of ΘS or the type of frequency spectrum.
The second conclusion of this ancova test is that the relation between the measured angular
spreading and the theoretical one is not linear: the square term, while having a small coeffi-
cient, is highly significant (Pr(> |t|) < 2e− 16). However, a square model for these data with
a positive coefficient is not realistic, as it will lead to an ever increasing difference between the
target and the measured values.
A second model is fitted to the data using the information on the first model. The curvature in
the data is modelled by a piecewise linear model and do not include Θ2S . Fig. 4.22a shows the
representation of this model, omitting to differentiate between the treatment associated to the
two types of spectra (JONSWAP and PM). The breaking point is estimated by looking at the
evolution of the residual standard error of the model as a function of the breaking point value
and choosing the minimum as the optimum (Fig. 4.22b). The minimum residual standard error
is observed for a breakpoint located at 12.8 ◦.
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A series of standard test plots does not reveal any particular issue about the fit of the linear
piecewise model. Finally, an anova test between the two models does not show significant dif-
ferences between their respective explanatory power. The details of the model and the check
plots are available in Appendix D.2 on page 222 (see Fig. D.4). All the terms are marked as
significant. This evidence leads to the acceptance of the fitted linear piecewise model as appro-
priate.
The first conclusion is that the MMLM tends to predict angular spreading coefficient 0.30± 0.7 ◦
higher than the MLM. While this value is not large, it is still statistically significant. As both
methods are known to overspread the estimated spectra, this leads to the use of the MLM in-
stead of the MMLM for the estimation of uni-modal spectra.
The angular spreading of broad spectra (spreading > 12.8 ◦) is well estimated by both meth-
ods. The coefficient of the slope is 1.09± 0.02. From all practical matter, ΘS is considered to
be correctly estimated for broad spectra as the errors are contained under 10% (see Fig. 4.36).
For the narrow spectra, there is no constant offset (slope is ' 0.65). It is more likely that the
method cannot predict narrow enough spectra and this effect is more pronounced the narrower
the target spectra. The intercept of the model with the y-axis in the MLM case is 4.74± 0.76 ◦,
which can be considered as the maximum error due to the measurement method itself.
The integrated frequency spreading The integrated frequency spreading parameter fs is
more straight forward. An ancova model is fitted to the observed f̂s,1. The factors used are the
target values fs and TZ of the target spectrum and the methods. TZ is used instead of TE as it is
the one used directly into the formulas of the spectral shape. The associated minimal adequate
model retains fs, TZ and the intercept as significant factors. The average difference observed
between the MLM and the MMLM is not recognised as significant, hence each method can be
use indifferently to estimate the frequency spreading. The summary of the model and the tests
plots are available in Appendix D.2 on page 222. The fit of the model is not entirely satisfactory
as the residuals show some sign of heteroscedasticity. However, standard transformation of the
response variable or the use of generalised linear model did not yield significant improvements.
It is likely that the repartition of f̂s,1 in two clusters is an obstacle to achieve a more satisfactory
model. Indeed, it do not seems natural to fit a line trough two clusters of point. Further work
could focus on using several gamma values to better monitor the performances of the method
relative to the estimation of the integrated frequency spreading.
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(a) Linear piecewise model fitted to the observed data. The lines for each
method are parallel as the model do not include any interactions between
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(b) Residual standard error of the linear piecewise model as a function
of the breaking point.
Figure 4.22: Characteristics of the piecewise linear model fitted to the observed Θ̂S .
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Figure 4.23: Graphical representation of the linear model fitted to the estimated isolated f̂s,1.
The model line is drawn using the mean value of TZ . No distinction is made between MLM and
MMLM results as the two treatments are not found to be significantly different.
The mathematical expression is presented in Eq. 4.33 and graphical representation of the model
using the mean value of TZ is shown in Fig. 4.23.
f̂s,1 = (−0.060± 0.005) + (1.34± 0.02) · fs + (−0.060± 0.004) · TZ (4.33)
From this graph, it is clear that the integrated frequency spreading is underestimated by the pro-
cess of directional spectrum estimation followed by the isolation method. The isolation method
is probably the main reason for it: the tail of the wave spectrum presents normally rather low
gradients, so they can be easily discarded by the isolation routine, which in turn reduce the
estimated frequency spreading.
Mean wave period and significant wave height Both methods tend to underestimate the sig-
nificant wave height. An initial investigation of the variation of estimated isolated significant
wave height Ĥm0,1 with respect to the parameters of the target spectra suggests a dependency
with Hm0, fs and ΘS . A linear model including Hm0, fs and ΘS , the method factor and a term
to test a curvature in the data related to Hm02, is fitted to the observed data. The summary of
the associated minimal adequate model is presented presented in Appendix D.2.1 on page 222
with the test plots provided by the R language. The resulting model is given in Eq. 4.34 and
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Figure 4.24: Ĥm0,1 as observed during the virtual data test with uni-modal spectra. The linear
regression represents Eq. 4.34 taking the mean value of fs and ΘS . The black line represents the
ideal case when estimated and target values match.
a graphic representation is provided in Fig. 4.24. A linear relation is observed between Ĥm0,1
and Hm0 (the Hm02 is not retained in the minimal adequate model). MLM: Ĥm0,1 = −1.2 · 10
−2 + 1.9 · 10−4 ·ΘS + 4.6 · 10−2 · fs + 7.7 · 10−1 ·Hm0
MMLM: Ĥm0,1 = −1.1 · 10−2 + 1.9 · 10−4 ·ΘS + 4.6 · 10−2 · fs + 7.7 · 10−1 ·Hm0
(4.34)
Focusing on the method, higher values of Ĥm0,1 are found on spectral estimates from the
MMLM after isolating the spectra. As the significant wave height is always underestimated, it
suggests that using the MMLM might be a better choice to estimate this parameters.
These observations are surprising as one would expect the MMLM coupled with the isolation
routine to produce lower estimated isolated significant wave height Ĥm0,1 than the MLM cou-
pled with the isolation routine. As the MMLM has been shown to produce broader spectra
than the MLM, it is indeed expected that less energy would be present inside the isolated wave
system. This could hint that there is more to explore than what was done in Section 4.6.1.1 as
they might be interaction between the estimates and the isolation routine.
However, a possible explanation is that the MMLM benefit from masking the noise in some part
of the spectrum (see Section 4.2.5), thus inducing higher values everywhere else as the spectra
is re-normalised after the mask is applied. Finally, as the significant wave height is not one of
the parameter which effect will be investigated (see Chapter 6 on page 122), those results do
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Figure 4.25: T̂Z,1 as observed during the virtual data test with uni-modal spectra. The black
line represents the ideal case when estimated and target values match.
not questioned the choice of the MLM instead of the MMLM.
The residuals observed from linear model fitted to T̂Z,1 are not following any common distri-
bution, and consequently it is difficult to conclude on the significance of any of the factors or to
comment on the error margin of the parameter estimates. In particular, no observations can be
done on the effect of the method as their magnitude is easily masked by the correlation between
T̂Z,1 and TZ . A simple regression gives nevertheless acceptable results, fitting a different slope
for each type of spectrum. The results are presented in Eq. 4.35 and the regression are presented
in Fig. 4.25.  JONSWAP: T̂Z,1 = 0.05 + 1.24 · TZBretschneider: T̂Z,1 = 0.13 + 1.07 · TZ (4.35)
The zero-crossing period is clearly overestimated in both cases. However, a distinction can be
made between JONSWAP or Bretschneider spectra. T̂Z,1 from Bretschneider spectra is consis-
tently less overestimated. The estimated slope is only 1.07 against 1.24 for the JONSWAP spec-
tra. As the wave elevation are generated considering specifying the zero-crossing frequency fz ,
it is easier to formulate explanations based on frequency rather than period. Fig. 4.26 is the
frequency version of the previous graphic.
Basically, the underestimation of f̂Z,1 increases with fZ . This is explained by the genera-
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Figure 4.26: f̂Z,1 as observed during the virtual data test with uni-modal spectra. The black
line represents the ideal case when estimated and target values match.
tion method. Any energy specified in the spectrum formulation above 1.75 Hz is discarded,
which induces a decrease of the frequency parameters. The discrepancy between JONSWAP
and Bretschneider spectra is explained by the isolation routine. This is based on the ratio be-
tween the highest gradient observed and the gradient of each point (see Section 4.4.2). The
JONSWAP spectra are sharper, so the gradient ratio in the tail of the spectra decreases faster
than for Bretschneider spectra. All the more, adding second order wave components tends to
create a small plateau in spectra’s tail, which in turn decreases even more the ratio of gradient.
As the JONSWAP spectra present a higher variation of energy between the peak and the tail of
the spectra, the spectral shape is more sensitive to this plateau effect. Those two observations
combined are probably a good interpretation for the difference observed between the two types
of spectra.
Overall, it has been decided to use the MLM instead of the MMLM to analyse uni-modal spec-
tra as the MLM does estimate narrower spectra. The 10% reflection included in the virtual data
seems to affect it less than the damage created by the spurious peaks inherent to the MMLM.
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4.6.1.2 The bi-modal case
The results presented in this section are built over the analysis of 100 different bi-modal spectra.
They were generated as described in Section 4.3, and the characteristics of the 2 wave systems
composing each spectrum were randomly chosen. The range of each characteristics is presented
in Table 4.2. Those ranges intend to cover the type of spectra that are both interesting for the
work conducted in this thesis and practical in the Edinburgh Curved tank.
For bi-modal cases, the critical aspect of the wave measurement method is the ability to
Parameter Range
Type Bretschneider or JONSWAP(γ = 3.3)
TZ [0.75 : 1.25] s
Hm0 [0.050 : 0.075] m
ΘM first wave system: [−25 : −5] ◦, second wave system: [5 : 25] ◦
spread s [1 : 100]
Table 4.2: Range of parameters used to generate the virtual bi-modal spectra.
separate the wave systems. The MLM and the MMLM are consequently tested to evaluate if
one method is more suitable than the other on this specific issue. It is important to note that
δθM = |ΘM1 − ΘM2| is higher than 10 ◦ for all the generated spectra. These results might
consequently not be relevant for spectra with two wave systems of identical mean direction of
propagation. At the time of this part of the work, it was not planned to test the WECs with sea
states 1,2, 5 and 6 of Table 6.3 on page 137.
The estimated isolated parameters Θ̂M,n, T̂Z,n, Ĥm0,n, ŝn, f̂s,n and the peak of energy maxn
are recorded for both wave systems. The wave system with the highest maximum is considered
predominant. For each sea state, the parameters are then arranged into primary and secondary
wave systems parameters (the primary estimated isolated main direction of propagation Θ̂M,p
equals Θ̂M,1 or Θ̂M,2 depending of which system is predominant). An extra set of induced
parameters is then introduced. They are presented in Table 4.3.
Nine parameters characterising each sea state are retained as variables to explain the observed
success and failure of the process. The method, MLM or MMLM, is added as a tenth variable.
The response variable is binary, 0 for failure to isolate the wave systems, 1 for success. The pre-
sented data analysis is following the method presented in Crawley (2007) for Binary Response
Variables.
An early examination of the data is done with boxplots (see Appendix C.1 on page 211). The
plots are presented in Fig. 4.27.
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Parameter Definition
δΘM |ΘM,p −ΘM,s|







interference measure of the system overlap. See Appendix D.2.2 on page 227
Table 4.3: Induced parameters introduced to explain the observed success rate of the wave
system isolation method.
From these plots, maxr, fs,p and δΘM seems to be the most important factors. The case of
interference is more difficult to interpret due to the many outliers. However, interaction and
correlation between the variables may change the interpretation.






At first view, the MMLM succeded more often than the MLM.
A tree model (Crawley, 2007) is built to examine the interaction structures between the 10
variables together. Such tree models are intended as a pre analysis of the data to sort out the
most influential parameters and are excellent to give an overview of the interactions between
variables. The tree is read from top to bottom. At each step, the variables that explain the most
variance of the observations is selected, and the observations are divided into two subsets. The
value given at each node is the threshold of the variable used to split the observations. At the
end of the branches, the mean value of the subset of observation is given. The first variables
to appear in the tree are likely to be the most important variables to explain the variance of the
observations. A complex tree, where variables appear at more than one node is the sign that
complex interactions between variables are at play.
The resulting tree is presented in Fig. 4.28. The indications from this tree model partially
confirms the early observation. maxr and δΘM are the most important parameters. For
δΘM < 21.1
◦ or maxr < 0.4, the method will probably not identify the two wave systems:
the mean Success is < 0.065. On the other side of the tree, a complex interaction patterns
between the variables can be expected. Interestingly, the variable fs,p is not given any signif-
icant role with this model. Its apparent significance in Fig. 4.27 may have been due to some
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Figure 4.27: Examination of the results of the bimodaltests with virtual data.
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ΘS,s <  83.20°










ΘS,s <  41.23°
ΘS,s <  34.86° δTZ <  0.36 [s]
δTZ <  0.23 [s]
δTZ <  0.26 [s]
H2mo,r < 0.81
Figure 4.28: Tree model of the results of the bimodal tests with virtual data.
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correlation with maxr (see Fig. D.7 on page 230). The method variable does not appear before
the very end of a branch of the tree. This suggests that it may not have any significant effect
over the observed results. Finally, the interference factor is not present in the three. Again, this
is probably that it is not significant.
Based on the previous observation, a statistical model is built including all the variable minus
fs,p and fs,2 as they are not present in the tree model and without Hm0,r (including two param-
eters related to the energy in the wave systems seems unnecessary). All the interactions up to
the third level are included in the model. The minimal adequate model associated is presented
below:
Initial model:
model← glm(Success ∼ (method+ δΘM + δTZ +maxr + sp + ss)3, family = binomial)
minimal adequate model summary:
Call:
glm(formula =Success ∼ δΘM + δTZ +maxr + sp + ss + δΘM : δTZ+
δΘM : maxr + δΘM : sp + δΘM : ss + δTZ : maxr+
δTZ : ss +maxr : sp + sp : ss + δΘM : δTZ : maxr + δΘM : maxr : sp,
family = binomial)
Deviance Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-2.2210 -0.5617 0.1270 0.6683 1.9910
Coefficients:
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Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(> |z|)
(Intercept) 3.463e+01 1.463e+01 2.366 0.017960 *
δΘM -1.734e+00 5.591e-01 -3.101 0.001931 **
δTZ -6.046e+01 2.858e+01 -2.115 0.034398 *
maxr -6.074e+01 1.998e+01 -3.040 0.002365 **
sp -5.374e-01 2.247e-01 -2.391 0.016788 *
ss 1.619e-01 4.458e-02 3.631 0.000282 ***
δΘM : δTZ 2.506e+00 1.091e+00 2.296 0.021656 *
δΘM : maxr 2.786e+00 7.658e-01 3.638 0.000275 ***
δΘM : sp 2.579e-02 8.762e-03 2.944 0.003240 **
δΘM : ss -5.148e-03 1.593e-03 -3.231 0.001234 **
δTZ : maxr 1.025e+02 4.116e+01 2.490 0.012787 *
δTZ : ss -1.302e-01 4.713e-02 -2.761 0.005756 **
maxr : sp 7.294e-01 2.935e-01 2.485 0.012955 *
sp : ss -6.748e-04 2.922e-04 -2.310 0.020911 *
δΘM : δTZ : maxr -3.938e+00 1.530e+00 -2.574 0.010060 *
δΘM : maxr : sp -3.228e-02 1.107e-02 -2.916 0.003544 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 252.23 on 199 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 149.27 on 184 degrees of freedom
AIC: 181.27
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 7
The model confirms the previous observations. First, the method variable is not retained in
the minimal adequate model. This means that the MMLM and the MLM cannot be separated
based on this test. As it is now, the MLM version will be used in future measures as it is less
computationally intensive.
The complex interaction structure is confirmed, and it is difficult to interpret it clearly. There is
no clear range of the parameters were the two wave systems are always identified.
The range of the investigated parameters must be acknowledged. δΘM was always > 10 ◦ and
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δTZ could only vary between 0 and 0.5 s ( equivalent to 5 s at full scale). It is expected that
with wider ranges, δTZ influence would have been stronger. As explained in Section 3.2.3 on
page 26, the generation techniques may also mask the effect of δTZ by limiting the wave system
separation for bi-modal spectra exhibiting small δΘM .
In term of accuracy and precision of the method, it is assumed that the results obtained for uni-
modal spectra can be applied to each wave system of a bi-modal spectrum when the isolation
method is successful.
4.6.2 Importance of adaptation to the wave characteristics
The sensitivity of the method (MLM plus isolation) to the error sources was analysed. The
level of reflection r, the uncertainty in the wave angle of propagation εd and the error in probe
position εp are considered. Due to the way the method is implemented, it is not possible to test
the effect of the use of an inadequate frequency discretisation (see Section 4.2.4.1 on page 54).
The method would simply not yield significant results.
Due to the complexity of the method, an analytical approach is not suitable. Instead, the sen-
sitivity is estimated by running a large number of tests (600) with different level of the three
considered factors. Tests were done using the final probe layout (see Section 4.5.4) and the
wave elevations were generated from a Bretschneider spectra characterised by Hm0 = 0.05 m,
TZ = 0.75 s and s = 15 corresponding to ΘS ' 10.3 ◦. For each iteration, a random level of
error for each source was applied. The reflection coefficient range is [0, 0.1], the uncertainty in
wave direction range is [0 ◦, 1 ◦] and the range of the error in probe position is [0 mm, 2.5 mm].
Details about how those errors are introduced into the virtual wave elevations are described in
Section 4.3.
Three parameters were used to evaluate the method performances: the total difference εT as
defined in Eq. D.1 on page 217, the normalised error over the integrated spreading parameter
εn,Θ defined in Eq. 4.30 on page 74, and the normalised error εn,Hm0 overHm0. εT relates only
to the MLM whereas εn,Θ and εn,Hm0 relate to the MLM combined with wave system isolation.
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4.6.2.1 Analysis of εT
Fig. 4.29 gives an overview of the sensitivity of εT to the 3 considered sources of error.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(c) εT as a function of Rcoeff
Figure 4.29: Observation of εT as a function of the 3 considered sources of error.
weighted difference. This is reassuring as a large array was specifically chosen to avoid is-
sues related to this. Fig. 4.29b do not show any strong correlation between εT and εd but it is
not possible to rule out completely the influence of εd: the minimum εT observed do seems to
increase with εd. Finally Fig. 4.29c shows a strong correlation and curvature between εT and
Rcoeff .
None of the common transformation of εT (square, root or logarithmic) yield reasonable linear
relation between εT and Rcoeff . Hence, a piecewise multi-linear regression model is fitted to
the data to take into account the observed the curvature. εd is introduced in the model as well as
its interaction with Rcoeff . The break point in the model is estimated by minimising the resid-
ual standard error with respect toRcoeff as shown in Fig. 4.30a. The linear model results in two
different formulation depending on the breaking point. Eq. 4.36 shows the explicit formulation.
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(b) multi-linear piecewise model fit the the observed εT as a function of
Rcoeff . Terms involving εd are neglected for the representation.
Figure 4.30: graphic representation of the piecewise multi-linear regression model fitted to the
observed εT .
A graphic representation of Eq. 4.36 is given in Fig. 4.30b neglecting the terms involving εd.

εT = 0.227 + 0.0876 · εd + 9.51 ·Rcoeff − 0.881 ·Rcoeff · εd ,
Rcoeff ∈ [0; 0.045], εd ∈ [0, 1]
εT = 0.452 + 0.0733 · εd + 4.87 ·Rcoeff − 0.881 ·Rcoeff · εd ,
Rcoeff ∈ [0.045; 0.1], εd ∈ [0, 1]
(4.36)
The summary of the model provided by R is available in Appendix D.2.4 on page 229. It shows
that the difference of coefficient for εd is not statistically significant. However, the negative
coefficient given to the interaction term leads to the conclusion that the influence of εd over
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εT decreases as Rcoeff increases. This test shows that wave reflection is the main parameter
inducing a resolution degradation of the MLM.
4.6.2.2 Analysis of εn,Hm0
Fig. 4.31 gives an overview of the sensitivity of εn,Hm0 to the 3 considered sources of error.
Concordant with the observation on εT , Fig. 4.31a shows clearly that there is no influence
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(c) εn,Hm0 as a function of Rcoeff
Figure 4.31: Observation of εn,Hm0 as a function of the 3 considered sources of error.
of the error in probe position over εn,Hm0. No strong correlation between εn,Hm0 and εd is
exhibited in Fig. 4.31b, but again it is not possible to rule out completely the influence of εd:
the maximum εn,Hm0 observed decreases with εd. Finally, Fig. 4.31c shows a strong correlation
and curvature between εn,Hm0 and Rcoeff .
As for εT , a piecewise multi-linear regression model is fitted to the data to take into account the
observed the curvature. εd is introduced in the model as well as its interaction withRcoeff . The
break point in the model is estimated by minimising the residual standard error with respect to
Rcoeff as shown in Fig. 4.32a. The linear model results in two different formulation depending
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(b) multi-linear piecewise model fit the the observed εn,Hm0 as a func-
tion of Rcoeff . Terms involving εd are neglected for the representation.
Figure 4.32: graphic representation of the piecewise multi-linear regression model fitted to the
observed εn,Hm0 .
on the breaking point. Eq. 4.36 shows the explicit formulation. A graphic representation of
Eq. 4.37 is given in Fig. 4.32b neglecting the terms involving εd.
εn,Hm0 = 0.0286− 0.0542 · εd − 3.57 ·Rcoeff + 0.910 ·Rcoeff · εd ,
Rcoeff ∈ [0; 0.0598], εd ∈ [0, 1]
εn,Hm0 = −0.0629− 0.0761 · εd − 1.82 ·Rcoeff + 0.910 ·Rcoeff · εd ,
Rcoeff ∈ [0.0598; 0.1], εd ∈ [0, 1]
(4.37)
The summary of the model provided by R is available in Appendix D.2.4 on page 229. Conclu-
sions are similar to the εT , although the difference of coefficient of εd is marked as significant.
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4.6.2.3 Analysis of εn,Θ
Fig. 4.33 gives an overview of the sensitivity of εn,Θ to the 3 considered sources of error.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(c) εn,Θ as a function of Rcoeff
Figure 4.33: Observation of εn,Θ as a function of the 3 considered sources of error.
influence. It must be noticed that the scatter in the observed data increases withRcoeff contrary
to what could be observed in Fig. 4.29c and Fig. 4.31c. This means that a simple linear model
as in the previous cases cannot be used (see Crawley (2007) on chapter 13) as the variance
is not constant with the mean. A clearer view of the evolution of the variance is shown in
Fig. 4.34a. It can be seen that there is a fairly linear relation between var(εn,Θ) and Rcoeff .
This is leading to fit a generalised linear model with poisson distributed error to the observed
data. The summary of the model is available in Appendix D.2.4 on page 229 with the plots
confirming the good fit between the model and the observed data. Fig. 4.34b gives a visual
representation of the model.
The resulting model for εn,Θ is presented in Eq. 4.38.
log(εn,Θ) = −4.60 + 24.0 ·Rcoeff , Rcoeff ∈ [0; 0.1] (4.38)
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(b) Graphic representation of the model fit to the observed log(εn,Θ) as
a function of Rcoeff .
Figure 4.34: Generalised linear model with Poisson distributed errors fit to the observed
log(εn,Θ) as a function of Rcoeff .
The minimal adequate model for εn,Θ does not retain any term involving εd or εp. It is probable
that the higher scatter in the data is masking the more subtle effect of εd shown with the previous
parameters.
Overall, it is demonstrated that the expected level of wave reflections in the tank have a much
stronger effect when looking at the degradation of the estimates from the MLM combined with
the wave system isolation. The rate of degradation of the estimates as a function of Rcoeff was
also shown to decrease whileRcoeff increases, either trough piecewise linear relationship or by
identifying a linear relation between log(εn,Θ) and Rcoeff . The uncertainty in the wave front
direction of propagations also have a statistically significant effect over εn,Hm0 and εT but none
has been identified over εn,Θ. When identified, this effect is also shown to decrease for higher
value of Rcoeff . Fig. 4.35 shows the effect on the spectral estimate of εn,Θ. Only the corrective
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term on wave angle uncertainty was added to the virtual wave elevation used to generate those
graphs. They represent the spectral estimate before any smoothing is applied. There is clearly
more noise in the estimate with error in angle direction of propagation than without.
It is also interesting to replace this sensitivity analysis in the context of the method precision
study of Section 4.6.1.1. Fig. 4.36 shows in the same graph the observed εn,Θ obtained during
the unimodal virtual wave analysis, the maximum εn,Θ observed in the sensitivity analysis and
the predicted value by the model fitted to the observed εn,Θ for Rcoeff = 0.1, εd = 0 and
εp = 0.
It can be seen that the predicted value (blue cross) lies very close to the lines resulting from the
gam model. Its value represent 87.7% of it. The missing 12% are statistically not significant, but
it is expected that the extra amount of errors included in the data would slightly increase εn,Θ.
The conclusion of those combined study is that the level of reflection is by far the predominant
factor driving the errors in all the studied parameters. Reducing the reflections in the tank is
consequently seen as the best way to improve the directional wave measurement and should be
the focus of any newly built directional wave tank.
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(a) Spectral estimate from the MLM without any error introduced in the virtual wave
elevation



















(b) Spectral estimate from the MLM with only error on the wave front direction of
propagation introduced in the virtual wave elevation
Figure 4.35: Comparison of the spectral estimate before smoothing with and without uncertainty
in wave front direction of propagation.
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error predicted for 0.1 r
error maximum
εn.Θ + gam solid line
Figure 4.36: Results of the sensitivity analysis over εn,Θ placed in the context of the precision
study. The black dots represent the observed value during the precision study, and the black line
results from a gam model fitted to them. The blue cross results from the prediction of the model
fitted to the observed εn,Θ during the sensitivity analysis with Rcoeff = 0.1, εd = 0 and εp = 0.
The red cross is the maximum of εn,Θ observed during the sensitivty analysis
4.7 Comparison with WavelabTM
A short comparison with the industry standard, WavelabTM(v3.34), has been done in order to
evaluate the benefit of the method. WavelabTM allows the use of both the traditional MLM and
the Bayesian Directional Method (BDM) (Benoit et al., 1997). The BDM normally estimates
narrower spectra and it is generally considered as the best performing method. The comparison
is done using measured wave elevation in the tank. The spectrum used was the 3rd run of wave
13 (see Table 6.2 on page 127). The BDM parameters are set in order to adapt the method
as much as possible to the generated wave: 140 angles are used and no windowing is done
for the cross-spectra computation. The first element of comparison is the running time. The
Matlab built adapted MLM produced its spectrum estimate much faster (ten times) than the
BDM implementation in WavelabTM. This is probably due to the fact that the cross-spectra
calculations are limited to the range of interest during the MLM. Therefore, treating a large
number of sea states will be much more practical with the method developed during this work.
The mean direction results are presented in Fig. 4.37 and the angular spreading in Fig. 4.38.
The results are only valid in the [0.4 1.5] Hz range where the wave system as been isolated. The
first impression is that the results from the BDM are less stable than the results from the MLM.
This is caused by not using a frequency resolution matching the resolution of the generated
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Figure 4.37: θ̂m,p estimated by the BDM and the adapted MLM. The black line represents the
target value.
















Wave 13 run 3






Figure 4.38: θ̂s,p estimated by the BDM and the adapted MLM. The black line represents the
target value.
waves. The BDM tries to estimate the mean direction at frequencies where little energy has
been produced, propagating at direction far off the target mean direction of propagation. As
the MLM uses the same frequency resolution ∆F to compute θ̂m,p over a larger number of
significant Sp,q, it can produce a smoother estimate.
The same type of observation is true for the angular spreading graphs. However, it can be seen
that the BDM do produce a slightly narrower estimate while still being less stable over the
range of interest. This really shows the advantage of the BDM over the MLM as the spreading
estimates from the BDM were made over the full spectrum and not the wave system only.
Knowing the MLM characteristics, the more stable θ̂s,p estimates of the adapted MLM across
the frequency range might make it easier to get a real estimates of the wave system spreading.
The BDM performance was good compared to the adapted MLM and it is suspected that much
of the instability observed in the predicted θ̂sp and θ̂m,p will disappear if the same adaptation
was done. As it is now, these results demonstrate the benefit of the adaptation of the MLM to
the generated waves and the system isolation for the computation of the spectral estimates. The
adapted MLM, with very short computational times, provided overall better results than their
WavelabTM counterpart.
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4.8 Discussion and summary
A novel implementation of the MLM and one of its derivative, the MMLM, has been done.
Common measurements methods such as the MLM actually estimate directional spectra at spe-
cific points of the (f, θ) plan, effectively discretising the frequency spectrum. The contribution
of this work is to ensure that the discretization of the (f, θ) plan is matching the discretization
used for the wave generation.
The MMLM was considered as it takes into account reflection which are always present in the
testing environment. However, a masking method had to be developed to minimize the effect
of spurious peaks generated by the method due to the geometric constraint of the tank. Those
peaks are extremely concentrated at angles of propagation equal to ±90 ◦. This is limiting the
use of the MMLM to spectra with the energy restricted in the centre, away from the peak con-
centration. No specific study was conducted on this aspect to this date, hence it is not possible
to issue recommendation about the maximum angular range that can be handled by the MMLM
The aim of these measurement was to consistently and precisely evaluate a list of sea state
parameters. Some of these parameters, such as the angular spreading, must be defined relative
to a wave system in case of multi-modal spectra. Hence, a wave system isolation method had
to be used. The previous methods were more precisely dedicated to partitioning the spectra
into wave system, instead of identifying the systems and isolating from each other and from the
noise in the rest of the spectrum. This lead to the development of a novel method. It is based
on the same idea as the previous one, i.e on the gradient at each point of the spectra, to attribute
a point to a wave system.
In this chapter, this new method was tested with simulated time series. Chapter 6 on page 122
provides examples of the isolation method used with directional spectra estimated from tank
measurements. The method was successful, both with uni-modal and bi-modal spectra, as long
as the separation between wave systems in the estimated spectra was clearly visible. Visual
evaluation shows that the wave systems are well tracked around the peaks. However, the method
shows significant weakness in the tracking of spectra tails. This do not damage significantly the
estimation of most parameters as spectra tails do not contain a significant part of the energy and
the method was safely be used for the remaining of this work. However, spectral parameters
such as the crest period Tc or even the zero-crossing period Tz based on the higher moments of
the spectra could be affected.
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The probe layout is always an issue in such study. Contrary to previous published research,
the effect of uncertainty on the array geometry was incorporated in this work along errors due
to noise or wave reflection. Using random generated arrays, the effect of the average distance
between probes, the standard deviation of the distance between probes and the area covered by
the arrays were studied using a large number of uni-modal spectra.
Compared to previous studies, it was shown that spatial aliasing is not the main factor to con-
strain the size of arrays. Small arrays not subjected to aliasing have proved to be more likely
to overspread narrow spectra. This work shows that when the probe layout geometry is not
perfectly controlled, it is better to accept some level of spatial aliasing to minimize the ef-
fect of error in the probe position. Spatial aliasing is also affecting primarily high frequency
components of the spectra where there is less energy.
Overall, based on the simulated wave elevation used in this chapter, the MLM offered better
performances than the MMLM. The MMLM did not show any significant resolution advantage
estimating either uni-modal or bi-modal spectra.
In uni-modal tests, the MMLM consistently estimated broader spectra than the MLM. As it is
also more computationally intensive than the MLM, it was decided to use the MLM for the
rest of this work. A possible explanation is that the low level of reflection (10% in amplitude
translating into 1.5% of the energy) do not deteriorate the MLM results as much as the MMLM
results are affected by the presence of spurious peaks in the spectral estimate. However, these
conclusions have to be taken with care as the spectral estimation methods were evaluated jointly
with the wave system isolation techniques. There is maybe some interactions at play between
the two stages of the sea state parameter estimation (1st-estimation of the spectra, 2nd-isolation
of the wave system) that were not explored in details.
In bi-modal spectra tests, a statistical analysis of the success rate of the isolation technique to
effectively separate both wave systems did not show any significant advantage of the MLM or
the MMLM. This do not mean that they are equivalent, but only that if a difference exists it
could not be identified with the currents tests.
The MLM abilities with the final probe layout to estimate key spectra parameters were charac-
terised with simulated waves. A linear piecewise relation was established between the estimated
spreading parameter θ̂S and the spreading parameter θS of the target spectra. It shows that θS is
well estimated with an offset around +4 ◦ for θS > 10 ◦. For narrower spectra (θS < 10 ◦), the
method cannot properly estimate the spreading parameter and the difference can be measured
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up to +6.5 ◦. fs and Tz are well estimated by the method and no noticeable care is needed
to interpret the method results. Finally, Hm0 estimates shows a linear relationship between
estimate and target values, but with a coefficient significantly lower than 1.
The sensibility of the method to the error in probe position, uncertainty in wave angle of prop-
agation and wave reflection was also tested. The reflection results to be by far the dominant
factor to explained the observed deviation between target and estimated parameters, The effect
of probe position error is negligible. The uncertainty in wave angle of propagation has a faint
effect that was identified in some cases, and its importances decreases as the reflection coeffi-
cient increases (negative interaction). The results of the sensitivity analysis are well matched
with the results from the method accuracy exploration. It appears that the reflection alone are
probably the cause of nearly 90% of the observed error on the integrated spreading parameter.
Those results have to be considered with the test conditions in mind. The probe layout that was
used was rather large, so it is not unexpected that the sensitivity to probe position is low. It
would be interesting to repeat this part of the work using a smaller array and also to compare
the results from both the MLM and the MMLM. Altogether, there is a lot of parameters that are
involved to produce those results. This make any observations specific to the current setting.
Such study should be repeated with the value of each parameters chosen in accordance to the
experimental environment in which directional spectra measurement method will be used.
Finally, the MLM was compared to the BDM implemented in the industry standard WavelabTM
using real wave elevation from the Edinburgh curved tank. The newly implemented MLM show
as accurate and more stable spectral estimate across the considered frequency range, while the
BDM is normally reckoned as a better performer. It shows that the adaptation to the deter-
ministic waves characteristics was successful and generally improved the MLM performances.
However, it is expected that similar adaptation to the BDM could be done, improving further
more the BDM for the purpose of estimating directional spectra of deterministically generated
waves. The MLM should retain a computing time advantages over the BDM and it is already
showing good performances for all spectra but the narrowest (ΘS . 12.8 ◦).
Overall, the combination of the newly implemented MLM and wave system isolation method
was judged precise and stable enough to use it for the estimation of directional spectra param-
eters required for this work. Detail results of the spectral analysis of the sea states used in this
work are presented in the second part of this work.
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Wave Energy Converters description
and characteristics
This chapter describes the WEC models utilised during the course of this work. The design and
instrumentation of the scaled down WECs is detailed and the choice of damping for the OWC is
presented. Some considerations on the repeatability of the power measurements are provided.
The scaled oscilating water column are presented first, then the Duck is introduced.
5.1 The OWC models
5.1.1 Design
Figure 5.1: SolidWorks model of the OWC provided by Queen’s University Belfast.
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The main body is constituted of a 300 mm high column Perspex tube of 240 mm inner diam-
eter. The designed immersion from the bottom of the column is 110 mm, giving a theoretical
resonating frequency of 1 Hz.
The water entrance is set between the bottom of the column and a plate located 62.5 mm under
it. The edges of the entrance are rounded as shown in Fig. 5.1 in order to reduce turbulences in
the flow.
The power take-off is simulated by an orifice at the top of the column. The pneumatic power
dissipated trough the orifice is estimated by measuring the volume of air flowing through the
orifice and the pressure differential accross it.
For the first phase of tests, the devices are provided by Queen’s University Belfast. They had
to be replicated for the second phase. However, some change had to be made during the manu-
facturing process, which may induce some inconsistency in the results between the two phases.
Differences between OWCs are described in more details in Section 5.1.4.1.
5.1.2 Instrumentation
The sensors consist of two wave gauges and a low pressure transducer.
The wave gauges are conductivity wave gauges and they require calibration on a daily basis
(Pascal, 2006). Using a pair of wave gauges allows to reduce the error due to sloshing inside
the water column. Some errors can be expected, particularly with high amplitude waves inside
the column. In such cases, miniscus effects between the walls of the column and the rods can
be visually observed. However, the measurement where satisfactory in much cases, and there
is no particular source of concern. The volume of air flowing deducted from the wave elevation
measures by numerical derivation.
The low pressure sensors are PX277-05D5V from Omega1. Sensors are pre-calibrated at the
factory and do not need further calibration. The high pressure entry is link to the air chamber.
The low pressure entry is open to the atmospheric pressure surrounding the experiment. The
pressure sensors are set to deliver ±10 V output for a ±625 Pa pressure differential.
5.1.3 Power estimation
The average pneumatic power P dissipated through the orifice during each sea state is computed
from the volume flow rate Q through the orifice and the pressure differential Pd,o as shown in
1http://www.omega.com/pptst/PX277.html
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Pd,o ·Q · dt [W ] (5.3)
5.1.4 Performance characteristics
An initial investigation of the orifice characteristics is done in order to define a suitable setting
for the rest of the experiments. This setting is kept for all the following tests.
As the OWCs are designed to be resonating at 1 Hz, the orifice characteristics is explored by
measuring the energy produced by the column during 16 s with a incident 1 Hz regular wave.
Three measures for each damper setting are taken. Fig. 5.2 shows the variation of the pneumatic






















Figure 5.2: Normalized energy produced as a function of the damper setting for 1 Hz regular
waves. 0 is the highest damping possible (closed orifice). The larger error bars for damper
setting of 6, 7 and 8 are due to measure uncertainty of the air flow associated with large amplitude
of the water column. This was obtained with the first generation of OWC.
energy as a function of the damper setting. From this test, the damper is set to 5 as this is the
setting delivering the highest energy with very controlled errors.
It is important to acknowledge that the sensitivity of the OWCs to sea state parameters is a
function of the damping level. The results related to the OWCs presented in this work are
then only valid for the selected damping level. It is not expected that the structure of the device
responses presented in Eq. 7.6 on page 150 and Eq. 7.10 on page 155 would be entirely different
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by changing the damping by a reasonable amount (10% - 20%), but the value of the coefficients
would vary.
5.1.4.1 Difference between first and second set of OWC
As stated above, the OWCs had to be replicated for the second phase of tests. While most of
the pieces were just copies of the initial ones, some parts had to be redesigned. A particularly
important piece is the damper, which had to be made new. Fig. 5.3 provides a detailed view
of the new orifice. However, the dimension of the new damper where slightly different, and
Figure 5.3: Detailed view of the new orifice.
Figure 5.4: Schematic of the new orifice and damper settings. The numbers represent the damper
setting used in Table 5.1.
it appears that the setting corresponding to position 6 and 7 on Fig. 5.2 could not be reach.
Consequently, the plot cannot be reproduced for the second set of OWC. As a similar level of
damping was necessary to allow comparison between the results of both phase, replication of
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OWC Damper setting energy produced [W]
First Phase 29.98
Second Phase 1 31.88
Second Phase 2 30.54
Second Phase 3 26.58
Table 5.1: Results of the tests for the second set of OWC. The damper setting do not correspond
to the damper setting of Fig. 5.2
tests of the first phase were done to choose the good setting for the new damper. Sea state 13
was used (see Table 6.2 on page 127) and the results are presented in Table 5.1. From those
results, a damping between 2 and 3 (see Fig. 5.4) was selected.
5.1.5 A double OWC: a weakly directional attenuator
The double OWC consists of two identical OWCs. The axis formed by the centre of each
columns is aligned with the 0 ◦ wave of the tank. The column centres are separated by 660 mm.
The disposition can be seen in Fig. 5.5.
Using a tandem of devices is the simplest possible model of an array. It is expected that the
results could provide an insight into the influence of sea state parameters over array of devices.
5.2 The Desalination Duck model
As mentioned previously, the Duck model used during this work has been extensively tested at
the University of Edinburgh during the last 4 years. While the intended testing ground always
was the Edinburgh Curved Tank, the model was designed with a rather low resonant frequency.
Depending of the configuration, it varies between 0.5 and 0.75 Hz, which puts it definitely in
the low range of the tank. The test planned for this work will be centred around 1 Hz, so the
duck will not be exploited at the maximum of its possibilities. This should not be a problem for
the planned tests are there is no interest in the absolute value of the devices performances.
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Figure 5.5: Photo of the double OWC during the second phase of measurements. These are the
second version of the OWCs.
5.2.1 Design
5.2.1.1 main body and working principle
The desalination duck model is an evolution of the Edinburgh Duck design presented by Salter
(1974). The came shape of the initial device was approximated by a cylinder pitching around
an off-centre axis. The point here is to use a much simpler shape, a cylinder, to approximate
the ideal device at a much lower cost. Most of the testing of the model at the University of
Edinburgh was focused on assessing the performance lost due to the shape approximation. It
should now be assessed relative to the cost saving associated if this device was to be developed
for full scale operation.
The power take off of system is unusual: it is primary designed for water desalination instead
of electricity generation. It is based on the action of a water pendulum occupying a bit more
than half the volume inside the cylinder. The upper part of the cylinder is divided longitudinally
into two separate chambers. While the cylinder is pitching, the water pendulum is compressing
and decompressing successively each chamber and the pressure differential can be used to run
a vapour compression desalination process. Salter et al. (2007) and Lucas et al. (2008) describe
in more details the principle of ”pumping with waves”. Fig. 5.7 shows a schematic cut of the
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Figure 5.6: Underwater photo of the desalination duck model moored in the Edinburgh Curved
Wave tank.
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desalination duck.
In the model, the pressure differential between the two chamber is used to let an air flow passing
trough orifices from a chamber to the other. The damping coefficientKd of the orifices has been
measured by Lucas et al. (2008). It allows to measure the power dissipated trough the orifices
by knowing only the pressure differential across the chambers (see Eq. 5.4).
Figure 5.7: Schematic cut of the desalination duck.
5.2.1.2 mooring arrangement
The Duck model is moored to the bottom of the tank trough two rigid legs forming a triangle as
seen on Fig. 5.6. The legs are made of a neutrally buoyant material so the mooring arrangement
should be dynamically neutral.
At the bottom, the head of the triangle is linked to the foundation trough a joint allowing free
rotation in pitch and yaw. When built initially, it was not though necessary to remove any con-
straint in roll, but later observation have shown that any imbalance of the duck body create a
torque at the bottom which is transferred into a rotation along the yaw axis. This is slightly
limiting the ability of the duck to align with the waves and could have generated unwanted
effect, specially with bi-modal spectra.
On the Duck body, a systems allows to vary to attachment point of the legs, in order to effec-
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tively vary the position of the off-centre axis. The chosen combination (hole number 10, slider
plate angle 15 ◦) is issued from work conducted by Lucas (2011). It is the combination for
which the resonant frequency is the closest to 1 Hz, the centre of the range explored during this
work.
5.2.2 Instrumentation
• The air pressure sensor: is is the most important instrument for the experiment of these
study. The air pressure sensor allows the record of the pressure differential between the
chambers during the experiments.
• The force sensor: for a more general assessment of the device and survivability tests, a
force sensor is mounted on the fixation points of the moorings.
• The Qualysis R© motion tracking system: an optical motion tracking is installed in the
Edinburgh curved wave tank. It enables contact-less motion monitoring of a model in all
the 6 axes of freedom. This will enable the evaluation of the duck model alignment with
the wave direction of propagation. The pitch records can also be used as a proxy to the
power trough the relation described in the following section. Fig. 5.9 shows the Duck
model in still water with 5 markers used by the Qualysis R© system.
5.2.3 Power estimation
The average pneumatic power P dissipated through the duck partition during each sea state is










· dt [W ] (5.4)
with: Kd = 29953.7 [s ·m−5] (Lucas et al., 2008).
5.2.4 Relation between angular velocity and pressure
From the working principle of the Duck, a direct relationship between the angular velocity of
the main body and the pressure differential across the partition is predicted. This relation was
established for the configuration of the duck used during this work using the records of the sec-
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ond phase of tests (see Section 6.2 on page 126). The pressure records from the first phase turn
out to be unusable due to problem with water getting inside the pressure sensor box. Fig. 5.8a
show the established relation between the average pressure P and the average angular velocity
Av. The markers of different colours and shape show the records from different runs. The black
point is the only record of a sea state from the first phase. The test was repeated at the end of
the second phase and was added to the curve to verify that the relation could be utilised to infer
the power from the pitch records of the first phase of test.
A simple linear regression do not fit the observed data properly. Specifically, a linear re-
gression between the average pressure and the average angular velocity requires an non-zero
intercept, which is not possible. The square relationship presented offers a better fit, and cru-
cially, the intercept is non-significant (the origin point is inside the confidence interval). During
the pressure sensor calibration exercise, Lucas (2011) demonstrates that the damper itself was
linear but some leakage were measurable. Those leakage are small orifices and the damping is
quadratic is relation to the air flow in such cases. It is believed that the quadratic law observed
in Fig. 5.8a is due to the contribution of the damper and the leakages.
Fig. 5.8bshows the actual relation used to derive the power from the angular velocity records.
The square relation between the average power and the average angular velocity models the
observed data very satisfactorily. It is presented in Eq. 5.5. The intercept is close to insignif-
icant as it fell just outside the 95% confidence interval (dashed grey lines) of the model. The
model provides good confidence in estimating the power from angular velocity records in the 0
to 50 ◦/s range. Where needed, the power will be estimated from the angular velocity records
with :
P = 4.093 · 10−3 + 2.444 · 10−4 ·Av
2 (5.5)
Whenever needed, the angular velocity is computed as the absolute value of the derivative of
the pitch records from the Qualysis R© system.
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Relation between pressure and angular velocity















dP= −1.4888 +  1.8109Av+ 0.0073Av
2
● Confirmation test, 1st phase
Run 1, 2nd phase
Run 4, 2nd phase
Run 3, 2nd phase
Run 2, 2nd phase
(a) Relation between the average angular velocity of the average pressure differential.
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● Confirmation test, 1st phase
Run 1, 2nd phase
Run 4, 2nd phase
Run 3, 2nd phase
Run 2, 2nd phase
(b) Relation between the average angular velocity of the average power dissipated by the
damper.
Figure 5.8: Relations between the average angular velocity of the Duck and a) the average
pressure differential across its chambers and b) the average pneumatic power dissipated in the
damper.
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Figure 5.9: The desalination duck model waiting for the waves to come. The model is equipped




This chapter discusses the selection of sea state parameters included in the test plan. Justifica-
tions for including or discarding each parameters are provided.
From the selected parameters, an experimental plan is derived. Its main target is to allow the
quantification of the influence of each selected parameters over the set of Wave Energy Con-
verter models (see Chapter 5 on page 110) while keeping in mind the practical aspect of the
testing environment.
Finally, the estimation of those parameters from tank measurements are presented. Comments
are done about their consequences on methods used to analyse the device performances.
6.1 Sea state parameters list and discussion
As stated in Section 1.1 on page 1, the principal aim of this work is to question and maybe
evolve the common approach to estimate power production from WECs. This common ap-
proach is based on the use of two wave parameters computed over the entire directional spectra:
TE and Hm0. Those parameters were initialy chosen as their knowledge is enough to estimate
the energy in the sea state. However, they do not convey any information about the energy
repartition across the (f,Θ) plan. An infinite number of sea states with the same TE and Hm0
can be observed.
In this work, the sensitivity of wave energy converters to other parameters is investigated. Those
parameters are either taken from the literature or newly devised. They are separated into two
groups. The parameters related to the shape of a wave system are considered first. Then a
second set of parameters describing multi-modal sea states is introduced.
An upper limit in the number of considered parameters is required to keep the amount of hours
of tank tests needed under a practical limit. It is inevitable that some simplification about
energy repartition must be done. With this consideration, this work is limited to uni-modal and
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bi-modal sea states. Together they represents a large portion of the commonly observed sea
states (≈ 70%) as shown by Kerbiriou et al. (2007b).
6.1.1 Constrain on the parameters
In order to use a parameter for the performance estimation of wave energy converters, it must
satisfies two constraints: 1) it must be possible to infer it from the directional spectrum S(f, θ)
characteristic of a sea state, and 2) it must be possible to turn it into a statistical quantity
describing the wave climate of a location by repeated sea states measurements over a long
time period.
Individual directional spectra observed normally do not exhibit the standard spectral shape
commonly used for modelling and testing WECs. Hence, it must be possible to compute the
selected parameters from any spectral shape.
6.1.2 The selected parameters
The selected parameters included in the test plan can be classified into three categories. They
are listed in Table 6.1. Their definition and mathematics formula has been presented in Ta-
ble 2.1 on page 18 and Table 2.2 on page 18.
• omnidirectional parameters
The first category includes parameters that are not linked to any wave system, such has the
energy period TE . Those parameters are the ones traditionally used in scatter diagrams.
Only TE is kept for the purpose of benchmarking the influence of other parameters. Its
influence over different WECs can vary, and it could be interesting to see this variation
in relation with the influence of other parameters. The energy period was preferred over
other period period parameter as it is directly linked to the wave energy in deep water and
most previous works investigating the estimation of performances recommend the use of
the energy period.
• Spectral shape parameters
The second category includes parameters that are linked to a wave system. The angular
and frequency spreading parameters intent to measure and quantify wave system shapes.
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Parameter Symbol Unit Physical Meaning
omnidirectional parameters
linked to the energy in deep water PT







wave system specific parameters
Local energy period TE,n second energy period of a wave system
the coefficient of the linear regression
Mean Direction Variability δθm,n deg(◦) fitted to the values θmean,p
of the considered wave system
Local integrated angular spread factor Θs,n deg(◦) wave spreading factor of the wave system.
Local integrated frequency spread factor fs,n hertz frequency spreading factor of the wave system.
relational parameters between wave systems
uni-modality index µ - µ =
TE,1 ·H2m0,1∑
i TE,i ·H2m0,i
Period Difference δTE second δTE = TE,1 − TE,2
Mean direction difference δθM deg(◦) δθM = |θM,1 − θM,2|
Table 6.1: List of the parameters which influence over WECs is evaluated.
As soon as two wave systems are present, those parameters have to be estimated sep-
arately for each system. A general spreading parameter for a multi-modal sea state is
unlikely to be meaningful.
The variability of the mean direction of propagation as a function of the frequency is
included to simulate the effect of waves created by a fast moving weather system. As
long and short wave do not travel at the same speed, a variation in their main direction of
propagation can be expected.
In the case of uni-modal sea states, the influence of omnidirectional energy period TE
and of the isolated energy period TE,1 should be similar. They indeed represents the
same physical phenomenon, but as stated in Section 2.3.4 their values may differ due to
the isolation method. Only one of those two parameters is used in such case.
• Parameters linked to the relation between wave systems
Finally, the third category groups parameters that describe relations between wave sys-
tems. Those parameters can only be defined for multi-modal sea states. Specifically, the
index of uni-modality µ is introduced to quantify to which level a sea state can be con-
sidered multi-modal. For multi-modal sea states, the wave system noted 1 is the wave
system conveying the most energy.
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6.1.3 The discarded parameters
• The significant wave height
In order to reduce the number of parameters to explore, the significant wave height is
left out of this work. Only the energy period will be used for comparison with the other
parameters. This choice was motivated by the hypothesis that all wave energy converters
will be sensitive to the significant wave height Hm0 while some non-resonant devices
such as the wave dragon may show a limited sensitivity to period related parameters.
• The frequency dependant parameters
For this part of the work, it is important to be select parameters which can be expressed
as a single number for each sea state. The frequency dependant parameters do no comply
with this requirement, therefore the level of details they provide on the spectral shape
cannot be used at this level.
• The mean direction of propagation
The initial plan of this work was to study the reaction of single wave energy converters to
several sea state parameters. One of the main hypothesis was that deep water WECs are
either omnidirectional or able to align themselves with the wave main direction of propa-
gation. Consequently, the main direction of propagation of wave systems is only relevant
to compute δθM for bi-modal sea states. The effect of the main direction in uni-modal
cases was not to be tested and understanding the effect of the shape of the wave system
was prioritized. It is acknowledged that the main direction of propagation would have its
importance with deep water devices when array would be considered.
With the introduction of the double OWC (see Section 5.1.5 on page 114), the hypothe-
sis is no longer valid. However, the emphasis was kept as intended on the effect of the
spectral shape of uni-modal spectra. Later work could explore the influence of the main
direction of propagation, specially if arrays of wave energy converters are formally con-
sidered.
• Time series parameters
Parameters related to time series had to be neglected. The waves generated in the Edin-
burgh Curved tank are deterministic, and it induces an error on the parameters statistics
linked to time series and extreme values distribution. A detailed explanation is available
in Tucker et al. (1984). This prevents a systematic study of the effect of those parameters.
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Five realisations of each sea states with different phase spectra will be utilised to average
out the effects of such parameters.
6.2 The tests: Method and Plan
A large number of sea state parameter are considered in this study. It is impossible to consider
a full factorial design including all the parameters in one extensive experimental plan. It would
require to much experimental time, and the subsequent data analysis will be extremely com-
plex. Such a experimental plan might even be counter-productive if no significant results arises
from it: confidence on the results and measurements is key, and complexity is not the easiest
way to generated it.
The experimental plan is separated in two phases. The first phase is aimed at testing the in-
fluence of the parameters related to the shape of wave systems (group 2). The second phase
is focused on the parameters helping to position wave systems relatively to each other (group 3).
6.2.1 First phase: uni-modal sea states
The four parameters relevant to this phase are: TE , fs,1, ΘS,1 and δθm,1.
It is largely know that a linear relationship between TE and resonating wave energy converters
cannot be expected, so three levels are used for it. For the other three parameters, only 2 levels
are used in order to minimize the number of combinations. The two levels of fs,1 are generated
by utilising two different Types of spectral shape: JONSWAP and Bretschneider. The angular
spreading values are modelled with a cos2s spreading function. s values of 5 and 100 are used.
The two levels of δθm,1 are achieved by varying τn = |θmean,max − θmean,min|, expressed in
degrees. The mean directions θmean,p of each frequency bands p (see Section 3.2.2 on page 22)
are linearly set between the values taken by θmean,max and θmean,max. The parameter τn is
thus directly linked to δθm,n.
Altogether, this leads to 24 combinations, and accounting for 5 runs of each, 120 different sea
states. As three models are considered and adding the dry runs needed to measure the waves,
a full factorial design needs 480 individuals measurements of 1024 s, roughly accounting to
150 h of tests. This is considered to be to upper limit of what is manageable in the scope of this
study. The list of sea states is described in Table 6.2.
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Sea State TE corresponding Tz τn ΘS Spectral shape
seaState 1 0.83 0.635 0 small Bretschneider
seaState 2 0.83 0.665 0 small JONSWAP
seaState 3 0.83 0.635 0 large Bretschneider
seaState 4 0.83 0.665 0 large JONSWAP
seaState 5 0.83 0.635 20 small Bretschneider
seaState 6 0.83 0.665 20 small JONSWAP
seaState 7 0.83 0.635 20 large Bretschneider
seaState 8 0.83 0.665 20 large JONSWAP
seaState 9 1 0.800 0 small Bretschneider
seaState 10 1 0.830 0 small JONSWAP
seaState 11 1 0.800 0 large Bretschneider
seaState 12 1 0.830 0 large JONSWAP
seaState 13 1 0.800 20 small Bretschneider
seaState 14 1 0.830 20 small JONSWAP
seaState 15 1 0.800 20 large Bretschneider
seaState 16 1 0.830 20 large JONSWAP
seaState 17 1.14 0.920 0 small Bretschneider
seaState 18 1.14 0.960 0 small JONSWAP
seaState 19 1.14 0.920 0 large Bretschneider
seaState 20 1.14 0.960 0 large JONSWAP
seaState 21 1.14 0.920 20 small Bretschneider
seaState 22 1.14 0.960 20 small JONSWAP
seaState 23 1.14 0.920 20 large Bretschneider
seaState 24 1.14 0.960 20 large JONSWAP
Table 6.2: List of sea state used during the first phase of tests. The Tz is indicated as it is used
to build up the spectra. The two levels of frequency spreading are generated using Bretschneider
and JONSWAP spectra (γ = 3.3). The two levels of angular spreading are generated applying a
cos2s function, with s = 5 and s = 100 for the ”large” and ”small” values respectively. For all
the sea states, the target Hm0 = 60 mm.
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It is important to note the small angular spreading corresponds to ΘS ≈ 4 ◦. Due to time
constraints, this value had to be chosen before the performance characterisation of the wave
measurement method was completed. 4 ◦ is unfortunately in the zone where the MLM cannot
produce narrow enough spectra to yield satisfactory angular spreading estimates. Large scatter
in Θ̂S,1 for small values of ΘS is therefore expected.
6.2.1.1 sea state measures
Measuring the actual values of those sea states is essential. The calibration of the Edinburgh
Curved Tank is not fully established as no practical mean of refining it is available. Hence,
differences between target and estimated values can find their cause either in the method in-
accuracy or in the waves actually generated by the tank. Each of the 120 runs were recorded
with the probe of arrays presented in Section 4.5.4 on page 78. The relevant parameters are
estimated for each run using the MLM and the wave system isolation method where required.
A summary the observations for each parameter is given in the following sections.
All the presented plots includes the parameters estimated after isolation (estimated isolated), as
well as the parameters computed from the target spectra but using the boundaries of the system
defined by the isolation routines (target isolated). The latest set of measures informs over the
performances of the isolation routine.
Θ̂S Fig. 6.1 relates the observed Θ̂S,1 in the tank to ΘS . The values are slightly larger than ex-
pected from the virtual tests, with more scatter. As the only differences between those measures
and the virtual test are the provenance of the wave elevation records (same generation method,
same estimation routines and identical array), the differences have to be explained either by the
inadequacy of the virtual wave elevation, or by extra variations present in the spectra. Given
that the results are mainly sensitive to the level of reflection (see Section 4.6.2 on page 96) and
that the 10% included in the virtual data is on the safe side (see Section 3.3.3 on page 40), it is
believed that the differences observed reflects real variations of the generated spectra. The tank
calibration used during those tests is the first possibility as described in Section 3.3.4. As the
level of angular spreading is shown to vary more than expected, it is difficult to treat Θ̂S,1 as a






































Figure 6.1: Graphic relating the observed Θ̂S in the tank and ΘS . The solid line is a reminder
of the model estimated from the virtual data. The bars represent the scatter observed in the
virtual data test. The dash lines represent the ideal case where observed and target values match
entirely.
Ĥm0 While the initial test plan did not include any variation of Hm0, clipping of the high
frequencies at 1.75 Hz, inaccuracies of the tank calibration and influence of the isolation routine
introduce Hm0 variations with respect to the spectra type, TE and the angular spreading.
Hm0 is not specifically a directional parameter, so for uni-modal spectra one should be able
to use an estimate of either Hm0 or Hm0,1. However, selecting the right estimator for the
significant wave height is problematic. The summary of the observed values in the tank given
on Fig. 6.2 shows that none of the two estimates is entirely satisfying. Correlations between
estimates of Hm0 and other values can be observed:
• A negative correlation is observed between Ĥm0 and TE while there is a positive relation
between the target isolated values of Hm0 and TE . The same trends can be observed
with respect to T̂E . In both cases, Ĥm0,1 appears to be decoupled from the energy pe-
riod estimates. This suggests that Ĥm0,1 should be the most relevant estimator for the
significant wave height.
• The correlation between the significant wave height estimators and Θ̂S expected from
the test with virtual waves is also present. Ĥm0 and Ĥm0,1 exhibit similar trends pointing
towards higher significant wave height for broader spectra. This is thought to be the
results of both the influence of the isolation routine and of the tank calibration.
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The examination of the correlation defines Ĥm0,1 as the most appropriate form. Also, Ĥm0 does
not separate incident and reflected spectra, which might be an issue while analysing the results
from a directional sensitive device. However, Ĥm0,1 values are low compared to Ĥm0 (∼ 60%),
which would leads to higher than expected estimations of capture width in comparison with
previous published studies. Finally, and for a consistency point of view, the estimated simulated
significant wave height Ĥm0,1 will be used for the performance analysis of the devices. Ĥm0,1
and Ĥm0,2 will have to be used with bi-modal sea sates to compute µ. However, the capture
width of the devices will be estimated using Ĥm0. It will make the numbers presented in this
study comparable with other works.
T̂E As Ĥm0,1 is selected over Ĥm0, T̂E,1 is preferred over T̂E for consistency. Fig. 6.3 sum-
marises the observations of the different energy period parameters relatively to the energy pe-
riod of the specified spectra.
First, the target isolated and the estimated isolated observations are matching very well. It
shows that the isolation routine is the driving force influencing the results. When the wave
system is isolated, the target spectra and the estimated spectra have very similar energy period.
T̂E,1 are consistently between 2% and 9% higher than T̂E and this error do not vary signifi-
cantly with TE . This is probably explained by the isolation routine that is cutting the tail of the
spectra, thus shifting the frequency parameters toward lower values.
In comparison, the omnidirectional parameter T̂E estimated from the full spectra shows very
different results. T̂E values are consistently lower than expected, and the difference between
T̂E and TE increases with TE . The values of T̂E do not show any scatter, indicating the the ac-
tual energy period of the omnidirectional spectrum in the tank (including incident and reflected
spectra) is very well defined and results entirely from the specified spectra, the tank calibration
and the reflection characteristics. A possible explanation for the lower than expected values of
T̂E is, as shown by Fig. 3.19 on page 44, the variability of the reflection with respect to the fre-
quency. It is expected to be higher for low frequency waves, thus shifting the period parameters
to larger values than the one specified.
The observed T̂E,1 are also not matching with the prediction for the virtual data tests. They are
lower than expected, which reinforce the observation that energy periods of spectra generated
in the tank are actually lower than specified. As TE,1 should not be affected by the reflected
spectra, this is an indication that the calibration of the tank itself could be adjusted.
Overall, the T̂E,1 are still very progressive, and there is not enough scatter in the data to bring
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 ● estimated isolated Ĥm0.1
estimated Ĥm0
target isolated Hm0.1
Figure 6.2: Various significant wave height indicators of the first phase of tests presented with
respect to the relevant spectrum parameters.
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Figure 6.3: Graphic relating the observed energy period parameters in the tank and TE . The
solid line is a reminder of the model estimated from the virtual data. The dash lines represent the
ideal case where observed and target values match entirely.
confusion between the three different level of TE as specified in the plan. Nonetheless, T̂E,1
will be introduced as a continuous variable in the analysis of the device performances.
f̂s Fig. 6.4 shows f̂s,1 as a function of fs. The values are fitting relatively well with the model
from the virtual wave testing, so there is no particular concern here. The same explanation
given in Section 4.6.1.1 on page 84 applies. Despite the scatter in the data, it is possible to
make a clear distinction between the two types of spectra, JONSWAP and Bretschneider. At
this stage, it is not clear if the scatter in the data really represents variation of fs for the same
type of spectra or if its only an artefact of the measurement method. Alternative model using
either the continuous variable f̂s,1 or the bi-level factor Type will be used in the subsequent
device performance analysis, and the final decision will be made on comparing which model fit
best the data.
Focusing on sea states 13 and 15 While it is not possible to give a detailed account of all
measures, it is informative to presents the frequency dependant parameters (θmean,p,1 and θsp,1
introduced in Table 2.1 on page 18) for at least two different sea states presented in Table 6.2.
Wave 13 and 15 are particularly interesting: they are both Bretschneider type so they cover a
wide range of frequencies, the mean direction of propagation is varying with the frequency and
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estimated isolated, f̂ s.1
Figure 6.4: Graphic relating the observed f̂s,1 in the tank and fs. The solid line is a represen-
tation of Eq. 4.33 using the mean value of T̂Z,1. The dash line represents the ideal case where
observed and target values match.
the effect of angular spreading can be studied.
Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6 show θsp,1 and θmean,p,1 for Wave 13 and 15 respectively. The mean di-
rection and the angular spreading are estimated for each frequency. Two estimates are provided,
one computed from the average spectrum estimated over the 5 runs of each sea states, and one
computed as the average of the parameters computed for each run. target isolated values of
those parameters are also presented. Finally, the omnidirectional energy spectrum is overlaid
on the background of each graph to give an information about the relative importance of each
frequency.
The first observation is that results are very consistent. Parameters estimated from the average
spectrum and the average of the parameters over the runs concord very well. The error bars
are showing that the scatter in the results is limited to a few degree in each case. It shows the
repeatability of the tanks and any errors between estimated and target parameters can probably
be interpreted as real characteristics of the generated incident spectra.
In the core of the spectra, where most of the energy is present, a close to perfect agreement be-
tween the target values and values obtained from the isolated wave system in the target spectra
shows that the isolation routine is performing in a very satisfactory way. Only in the estimation
of θsp,1 of wave 15 (broad angular spectrum) the method can be shown to discard significant
amount of the wave system as the observed values are considerably lower than the specified
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a) Wave 13−MLM−Mean Direction


















Target isolated, average spectrum
Estimated isolated, average spectrum
Target isolated average from measured spectra
Estimated isolated, average from measured spectra
Figure 6.5: Detail of θmean,p,1 and θsp,1 for wave 13 of the first test phase.
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a) Wave 15−MLM−Mean Direction


















Target isolated, average spectrum
Estimated isolated, average spectrum
Target isolated average from measured spectra
Estimated isolated, average from measured spectra
Figure 6.6: Detail of θmean,p,1 and θsp,1 for wave 15 of the first test phase.
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angular parameter. This effect is specially visible for frequencies between 1 Hz and 1.4 Hz.
For both sea states, it can be seen that the isolation routine clips the wave systems around
1.4 Hz. Part of the spectra tails are clearly discarded. Some future evolution of the routine
should focus on improving tracking of spectra tail.
From the mean direction graphs, it can be seen that estimating δθm,1 is not very meaningful.
The mean direction of propagation do not follow a linear evolution relative to the frequency as
specified in the target sea states. It is believed that most of the difference observed between
estimated and target values can be explained by the tank calibration. A decreasing trend can be
identified, consistent with the target values, but it is expected that the effect of the variation of
the mean direction over the performance of the devices will be difficult to identify.
Overall, the measures of waves 13 and 15 are in good agreement with the results on virtual
waves, specially regarding estimates of θsp,1. The details of the mean direction of propagation
shows that the method can follow a slow variation of θmean,p,1 as the scatter between measure-
ments is contained to ' 1 ◦. However, the observed pattern of variation of θmean,p,1 show that
the tank calibration as a significant effect over the spectral shapes and leads to the decision
described in Section 3.3.4 on page 46.
6.2.1.2 Conclusion on uni-modal sea states
Measures confirmed that the waves generated by the tank are globally adequate for the tests.
The levels of each parameters in the initial test plan can be identified at the exception of δθm,1
which was the least relevant parameter.
The scatter observed in ΘS,1 measurements is higher than expected from the virtual wave data
analysis. It is thought that the extra scatter is representing real variations of the sea states angu-
lar spreading and it might be important for the subsequent performance analysis of the devices.
The measured values will consequently be used as a continuous variable instead of using the
target values as a bi-level categorical factor.
The clipping of the spectra above 1.75 Hz also induces variation of Hm0,1 between the sea
states. The variations might be amplified by the tank calibration which may not affect all gen-
erated sea states uniformly. A measure of the significant wave height must consequently be
used in the analysis of the device measurements. The observations show that there is no ideal
estimator. Ĥm0,1 will be used for consistency as parameters specific to wave system will have
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to be used in the case of bi-modal spectra and to avoid correlation with the energy period mea-
surements. However, a positive correlation with the angular spreading might be a problem to
isolate the effect of each parameter.
6.2.2 Second phase: bi-modal sea states
The second phase of the experiments is focused on exposing bi-modal spectra effects on de-
vices. Due to the available frequency range, the maximum difference between the energy pe-
riods of the wave systems is set at 0.42 Hz (see Section 1.5 on page 5). δΘM , the difference
between the mean direction of propagation of the systems is set to 30 ◦. It is a compromise
between the need to clearly separate the wave systems and the tank possibilities.
From the first phase results, the slope and the angular spreading of each wave system are dis-
carded as shown in Section 7.2.2 on page 161. fs,n are also kept constant in most cases, mainly
to reduce the number of test due to time constraints on the project and it is also expected that
introducing a δTE will have a stronger effect.
From the test with virtual data, it was clear that the most difficult type of bi-modal spectra to
analyse for the method are the spectra with small δΘM . In order to get a clear separation be-
tween the wave system for the case with δΘM = 0 ◦, rather ”steep” frequency spectral shape
must be used and JONSWAP spectra were selected. After some early trial, it was found that the
”peakedness” factor γ of the JONSWAP spectra shape had to be increased from the standard
value 3.3 to 5 in order to insure that both wave system could be identified in the worth case
scenario (wave 2 in Table 6.3). The standard γ = 3.3 was used in the cases were δΘM = 30 ◦.
Sea State TE,1 [sec] Hm0,1 [m] ΘM,1 [deg] TE,2 [sec] Hm0,2 [m] ΘM,2 [deg] γ
seaState 1 1.21 0.05 0 0.79 0.05 0 5
seaState 2 1.21 0.06 0 0.79 0.04 0 5
seaState 3 1.2 0.05 -15 1.2 0.05 15 3.3
seaState 4 1.2 0.06 -15 1.2 0.04 15 3.3
seaState 5 1.21 0.05 -15 0.79 0.05 15 3.3
seaState 6 1.21 0.06 -15 0.79 0.04 15 3.3
seaState 7 1 0.05 -15 1 0.05 15 3.3
seaState 8 1 0.06 -15 1 0.04 15 3.3
seaState 9 0.83 0.05 -15 0.83 0.05 15 3.3
seaState 10 0.83 0.06 -15 0.83 0.04 15 3.3
Table 6.3: list of sea state used during the second phase of tests. The angular spreading are
generated applying a cos2n function with n = 50.
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A total of 10 sea states are defined. They corresponds to 5 relative positions of the wave sys-
tems. For each configuration, Hm0 ratio of 1 and 23 were used. With the range of frequency and
wave direction available in the tank, other configurations cannot be configured. The variation
of TE for the sea states with δTE = 0 s will be used to evaluate the effect of δTE , δΘM and µ
in regards to the effect of TE,1 evaluated during the uni-modal tests.
6.2.2.1 Calibration issues
An error in the way the wave gauge calibrated gains were used affected all wave measurements
during the 2nd phase of tests. The error was only uncovered in March 2011, much after all the
testing for this work was finished. Fortunately, the data could be recovered so the presented
measurements are as accurate as the 1st measurements. However, 2nd phase sea states were
calibrated to have the same level ofHm0 as 1st sea states using the wrong set-up, which resulted
in a ∼ 40% overestimation of Hm0. The final situation is that 2nd phase measures are accurate,
but real Hm0 levels are lower than 1st phase Hm0 levels.
6.2.2.2 sea state measures
Tests with virtual data (see Section 4.6.1.2 on page 90) did not allow to conclude on the supe-
riority of either the MLM or the MMLM for analysing bi-modal spectra. The MLM was thus
chosen as it is less computationally intensive. However, analysing wave records from the tank
proved that the MMLM had a slightly better resolution than the MLM. Wave systems are more
clearly separated. The difference between the method can be seen in Fig. 6.7a and Fig. 6.7b.
The MMLM clearly distinguished the two peaks of sea state 3 of the second phase (see Ta-
ble 6.3) while the MLM produce a directional spectra with only one peak.
It is not clear why the MMLM did not prove its superiority in the tests with virtual data.
It could be either from differences between virtual data and real real that affect both method
differently or the test was not well designed. Further investigation might be able to show the
extend of the superiority of the MMLM over the MLM.
The sea states of phase 2 are analysed with the MMLM. Only two runs did not yield good sep-
aration between the wave systems or consistent estimation and are consequently ignored. The
results of the other 38 runs are presented with satisfactory results. Fig. 6.8 shows a summary
of sea state parameters estimations. The differentiation between the wave systems is clear as
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(b) Spectral estimate from the MMLM of sea state 3 of the second phase.






































































































































































































































































Figure 6.8: Second phase, summary of the sea state analysis.
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Table 6.3) as expected from the uni-modal results. They are nonetheless very regular, and are
perfectly usable for testing the devices.
Ĥm0 is not as good. Sea states 1 and 2 exhibits higher values than expected compared to the
sea states 3 to 10. It will introduce a bias into the sea states comparison. However, it is not
possible to introduce Ĥm0 into the models, as its variation will be entirely correlated with the
variation introduced by δθM , as shown by Fig. 6.9. Focusing the data analysis on the relative





























































































































































Figure 6.9: Second phase, Ĥm0 variation as a function of the other parameters.
µ̂, the measure of bi-modality shows clear distinction between the pairs of sea states. The effect
of bi-modality should be shown with its variation. Finally, the estimations of mean direction do
not appeal for any special commentaries.
Overall, the tank and the MMLM have shown that bi-modal spectra with difference of 30 ◦
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could be resolved. The MMLM and the estimation of the cross-spectra at wave-numbers match-
ing the wave-numbers at which waves are generated proved to be a successful combination to
estimate directional spectra in the tank. Those results also demonstrates the good control of
the generated sea states provided by the Edinburgh Curved tank, with some exception for the
significant wave height.
6.2.3 Chronology
The chronology of the measurements may help the reader to get a better appreciation of the
results.
For each phase, the waves were measured first, then each device separately. The ideal setting
would have been to measure everything in a randomised order, but this is not practical. How-
ever, for each item (waves, duck, single OWC and double OWC), the order of the measurements
was randomised to average out external effect. The first runs of each sea states were measured
first in a randomised order, then the second runs, up to the last. Table 6.4 gives chronological
information about the tests.
Measures Date Observations
Waves 1st phase Mars-April 2010 5 runs
single OWC 1st phase April-May 2010 Queen’s University Belfast OWCs. 5 runs
double OWC 1st phase June 2010 Queen’s University Belfast OWCs. 4 runs
Duck 1st phase November 2010 Pressure sensor deficient. Power inferred from pitchrecords. 4 runs
Waves 2nd phase December 2010 4 runs
Duck 2nd phase December 2010 4 runs
double OWC 2nd phase January 2011 Edinburgh University OWCs. 4 runs
Table 6.4: Chronological order of the measurements.
6.2.4 Test phase: conclusion
Measurements in the tank confirmed the good quality of the wave generated. However, the
default of calibration have been highlighted by the measurements. Those calibration errors are
making it difficult to keep Hm0 constant trough the tests. While the variation are kept under
control for uni-modal spectra, bi-modal spectra have shown clear variation that will have to be
addressed in the result analysis. Focusing on the capture width of the devices instead of the
average power should help to hide the difference of Hm0 between the sea states. With more
time, a careful calibration of each sea states could decrease the variation of Hm0.
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There is also some scatter observed in the parameter estimations. It marks a clear distinction
from the experimental plan which was considering factors instead of continuous variables. In
most case, the scatter is believed to be true features of the generated waves but for fs,n were no
clear clue of the scatter origin is identified. Consequently, the statistical models of the device
performances will use the parameters as continuous variables. Only the effect of fs,n will be




This chapter describes and interpret the results from the WECs models tested in the tank during
the first and second phase of test. For the first phase (uni-modal spectra), an analysis of the
results of each devices is provided separately and the possibility of defining parametric models
for the power output of the devices is investigated. Some remarks about interactions between
the 2 OWCs are also provided. For the second phase (bi-modal spectra), an attempt to charac-
terise the data is done and a discussion about the relevant parameters for this type of sea states
is started.
7.1 The retained performance indicators
The purpose of this study is to establish and compare the impact on the WECs’ performance
of several sea state parameters. It is therefore thought useful to utilise a performance indicator
that will allow a direct comparison between the three selected devices. A normalised version
of P would satisfy this criterion and if emphasis is put on the power estimation directly, the
statistical models could easily be converted into models for P .
A normalised power Pn is used. First, for each sea state the average mean power output over
the runs is computed. Pn is then defined as the ratio of P to the maximum of the average mean
power output. Due to its formulation, the normalised power Pn can actually take values above
1 as it is not normalised by the maximum mean power output produced by the device.
The relative capture width Cw is used as well (in %) as it is a commonly used performance
indicators for wave energy converters. It follows the usual formulation as in Eq. 7.1:
Cw = 100 · P
ρg2
64π
· T̂E · Ĥ2m0 · Cl
(7.1)
with: Cl device characteristic length
The characteristic length of the OWCs is their outer diameter, Cl = Do,O, while the length of
the Duck model is utilised, Cl = LD. The values are given in Chapter 5 on page 110.
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7.2 First phase results: uni-modal sea states
7.2.1 Individual device results
This section presents the observed results for the three devices separately. Comments and
interpretation will be done in Section 7.2.3.
















































All observations, singleOWC, 1st phase
Sea states
P
Figure 7.1: Observations of P for the single OWC with respect to the 24 sea states.
Single OWC observations Fig. 7.1 shows all the measurement of P from the single OWC
during the first phase. Two runs out of the 120 recorded presented measurements with clear
signs of instrumentation malfunction and were therefore discarded. The following results are
consequently built over 118 measures. Also, the low variability observed for each sea states
implies that the phase spectra do not have a strong influence on the average power produced by
the devices.
Fig. 7.2 shows the variation observed between each of the 5 runs. Outputs for each run are very
similar, and there is little concern about the repeatability of the measurements. This observation
is creditable to the quality of the wave generated into the curved tank.
Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 show the variation of Pn and Cw with respect to the main sea state
parameters. Additionally to the 4 selected parameters for this phase, the estimated isolated sig-
nificant wave height Ĥm0,1 is included as wave measurements (see Section 6.2.1 on page 126)
show that it is not constant trough all sea states.
Results from JONSWAP sea states are marked by red triangles, and results from Bretschneider
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Figure 7.2: variation of Pn as a function of each run.
are marked in blue circles. They were differentiated in order to get a better view of the interac-
tion between the bandwidth of the sea states1 and the other parameters.
For both the normalised power Pn and the relative capture width Cw, Fig. 7.3a and Fig. 7.4a
show strong correlation with T̂E,1 with some degree of non-linearity.
On Fig. 7.3c, the results can be separated between points with Pn > 0.6 and points with
Pn < 0.6. The points in the second group correspond to the values of the estimated isolated
energy period T̂E,1 ≈ 0.9 s. It can be seen that the estimated isolated frequency spreading f̂s,1
does not have the same influence on both group of points. On the top group of points, a negative
correlation appears, while no evidence of correlation can be observed on the bottom group of
points. This is a strong suggestion that there is a significant interaction between the estimated
isolated energy period T̂E,1 and the estimated isolated frequency spreading f̂s,1. On Fig. 7.4c,
these observations are even more marked as a negative correlation can be observed between the
relative capture width Cw and f̂s,1 for points with Cw > 23% (corresponding to T̂E,1 > 1 s),
and a positive correlations for points with Cw < 23%.
Positive trends relative to Ĥm0,1 and Θ̂S,1 can be observed on graphs b) and e) of Fig. 7.3. It is
particularly visible for the group formed by the lower values of Pn. However, as some positive
correlation was identified between Ĥm0,1 and Θ̂S,1 on Fig. 6.2 on page 131, it is difficult to
give a definitive interpretation.
1At this stage, it is not known which bandwidth indicator is the most relevant between the estimated isolated
frequency spreading f̂s,1 or a two-level categorical factor taking the two values Bretschneider and JONSWAP
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d) Pn Vs T̂E.1 ⋅ f̂ s.1
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Figure 7.3: variation of Pn as a function of the sea state parameters for the single OWC
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d) Cw Vs T̂E.1 ⋅ f̂ s.1

















Figure 7.4: variation of Cw as a function of the sea state parameters for the single OWC
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The variations of Pn with Ĥm0,1 appear small but on the other hand, Ĥm0,1 only varies by
20% throughout the tests. This range of variation for Ĥm0,1 is limited but it should be bore
in mind that those variations were not expected in the experimental plan and are only due to
experimental variation and the Ĥm0,1 estimation method.
As is could be expected, the small level of positive correlation with Ĥm0,1 is gone when con-
sidering Cw. The correlation with Θ̂S,1 has also disappeared, which illustrates well the relation
between Θ̂S,1 and Ĥm0,1.
Finally, β̂θ,1 does not seems to have a strong influence on the results as it was expected from
Section 6.2.1.1 on page 132.
statistical modelling of the single OWC performances The statistical modelling of the de-
vice performances is interesting as it allows to evaluate the influence of each parameters. The
choice of parameters to include in the model is important as well as their form. The statistical
language R is used to perform either multi-linear regression or ANCOVA tests in order to help
the selection. It is also important to remember that these models are only valid for the range
of variation of the parameters explored in this study. For example, it is acknowledged that a
quadratic relation between the average power of a WEC and the energy period cannot be estab-
lished for the full range of energy period experienced by a device at sea. However, this more
simplistic model might be enough if considering only a portion of this range.
From the wave measurement (see Section 6.2.1.1 on page 128), it is not possible to say in which
form the spectral bandwidth should be included. It can be either as continuous variable using
the the estimated isolated frequency spreading f̂s,1, or a bi-modal factor Shape taking the two
values Bretschneider and JONSWAP.
Multiple linear regression models are fitted to the reduced dataset using either f̂s,1 or the two-
level categorical factor Shape to include the spectral bandwidth and all the other main parame-
ters. A quadratic term in T̂E,1 is introduced to take into account the observed curvature along
the energy period axis. The second-order interactions between the main parameters are also
included.The fit of the models is utilised to choose between the two forms.
The initial formulation in R of model are presented in Eq. 7.2 to Eq. 7.5. Their detailed meaning
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Minimal adequate models are derived from which all non-significant parameters have been
removed by first using the R step function (see Appendix C.5 on page 216) and then deleting any
non-significant parameters (Venables & Ripley, 2002; Crawley, 2007). The fit of the models
is evaluated with the standard set of plots provided by R and described in Appendix C.4 on
page 214. For the Pn models, those plots are presented together in Fig. 7.5. The plots related
to Cw models are presented in Fig. 7.6
First, the four models offer a relatively good fit. (max residuals ≈ 10% and most residuals<
4% for Pn, similar for Cw). In all cases, the highest residual are too high to be properly
normally distributed, but the majority of points are.
The normality plots of residuals are better in models using the continuous variable f̂s,1 rather
than the bi-level factor Shape. It gives credit to the hypothesis that at least part of the variation
of f̂s,1 is due to real features of the generated waves, and not only due to the isolation method.
f̂s,1 will consequently be utilised for any further models. None of the points presenting larger
errors was single out as highly influential in the Residuals vs Leverage plots. It means that
while they are associated with larger residuals than expected, they are not identified as causing
significant variation in the estimated coefficient of the statistical models. They are therefore not
excluded from the analysis.
The minimal adequate model issued of PnModel1 is presented in Eq. 7.6. Its summary is
presented in Appendix E.1 on page 235.
Pn = −(5.39± 0.22) + (9.35± 0.40) · T̂E,1 − (3.70± 0.18) · T̂E,1
2
+ (15.11± 1.98) · Ĥm0,1 + (3.50± 0.63) · f̂s,1 − (0.014± 0.004) · Θ̂S,1
− (4.73± 0.60) · T̂E,1 · f̂s,1 + (0.012± 0.004) · T̂E,1 · Θ̂S,1 (7.6)
The only parameter not retained as significant is β̂Θ,1. The estimated isolated angular spreading












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.5: Test plots for to evaluate the fit of the Pn models for the single OWC, 1st phase.
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Figure 7.6: Test plots to evaluate the fit of the Cw models for the single OWC, 1st phase. Plots
related to CwModel1 are in the top row, plots related to CwModel2 are in the bottom row.
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eters are similar: the coefficients attributed to their main effect and to their interaction with
β̂Θ,1 are of opposite signs. However, a negative coefficient is attributed to Θ̂S,1 but a positive
coefficient is attributed to f̂s,1. Section 7.2.2 compares the magnitude of each effect over Pn
for all the devices.
The minimal adequate model issued of CwModel1 is presented in Eq. 7.7. The summary is
presented in Appendix E.1 on page 235.
Cw = −(170.69± 7.62) + (326.86± 13.75) · T̂E,1 − (131.31± 6.21) · T̂E,1
2
+ (80.57± 37.91) · Ĥm0,1 + (159.55± 21.24) · f̂s,1 − (181.80± 19.81) · T̂E,1 · f̂s,1 (7.7)
In Cw case, the minimal adequate model is simpler. No directional parameter is retained as
expected for an omnidirectional device. Using the relative capture width did not mask com-
pletely the effect of Ĥm0,1. This could be either due to measurement variations not linked to
real features of the waves, or a real characteristics of the device.
Once again, the interaction between T̂E,1 and f̂s,1 is retained, as suggested by Fig. 7.4 d). It is
interesting as it highlights the ambivalent effect of the spectral bandwith: close the the resonat-
ing frequency (larger values of energy period in this case), a large bandwith as a negative effect
(more energy is spread away for the resonating frequency) while a large bandwith is positive if
the energy period is away from the resonating frequency, (more energy is spread closer to the
resonating frequency).
7.2.1.2 The Double OWC
Double OWC observations As the OWC had to be sent back to Queen’s University Belfast
at the end of June, only 4 runs for each sea state could be recorded for the double OWC.
Additionally, during the data analysis some records exhibited clear sign of instrumentation
problems and had to be discarded. This reduces the number of usable measures from 120
planned to only 84. While the number of test is still significant, it may lead to larger error on
the estimation of the coefficient and the significance of parameter’s effect may be more difficult
to assess as the estimated standard deviation of the coefficient will increase..
Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 show the variation of Pn and Cw with respect to the same sea state
parameters as for the Single OWC. Results from JONSWAP and Bretschneider spectra were
differentiated in order to get a better view of the interaction between the spectral bandwidth
and the other parameters. Fig. 7.8 shows the variation of Cw with respect to the main sea state
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Figure 7.7: Observations of Pn for the double OWC during the 1st test phase.
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parameters. As for the Single OWC, a strong correlation with some curvature can be expected
between the two performance indicators and T̂E,1. Again, f̂s,1 and its interaction with T̂E,1
seems to have the same type of influence over the observed results: broader spectra generate
less variation of the power output of the Double OWC. From the plots f) of each figure, the
influence of β̂Θ,1 should be negligible.
The observation related to the influence of Ĥm0,1 and Θ̂S,1 are different. No influence over
Pn can be suspected from the plots b) and e) of Fig. 7.7, whereas a negative trend for Cw can
be identified on Fig. 7.8b) and e). The trend with respect to Ĥm0,1 is more obvious, so it is
expected that it is Ĥm0,1 which drives those observations (there is a correlation between Ĥm0,1
and Θ̂S,1, see Fig. 6.2 on page 131). This could make physical sens as greater losses trough
viscous effect can be expected in more energetic sea states.
statistical modelling of the double OWC performances From the Single OWC statistical
models, it was concluded that fs,1 should be included in the models as a continuous variable
based on the estimated values f̂s,1. Initial calls in R for models of each indicator are presented

















The models are then simplified until the minimal adequate models are obtained. The mathe-
matical expression issued from PnModel is shown in Eq. 7.10. The model summary and test
plots are available in Appendix E.1 on page 235.
Pn = −(5.33± 0.24) + (9.61± 0.43) · T̂E,1 − (3.70± 0.19) · T̂E,1
2
+ (5.73± 1.15) · Ĥm0,1 + (3.14± 0.66) · f̂s,1 − (4.17± 0.62) · T̂E,1 · f̂s,1 (7.10)
This model is simpler than the one achieved for the single OWC. Θ̂S,1 was not retained as a
significant parameter. This is surprising, as the double OWC should have been more sensitive
to wave directionality than the single OWC. It is possible that the reduced number of tests made
it impossible to identify the effect of Θ̂S,1. Most probably, the effect of Θ̂S,1 in the single OWC
case is resulting from its interaction with Ĥm0,1. More tests, with a better controlled Ĥm0,1
would be necessary to clearly separate both effects.
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d) Cw Vs T̂E.1 ⋅ f̂ s.1

















Figure 7.8: Observations of Cw for the double OWC during the 1st test phase.
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The mathematical expression issued of CwModel is shown in Eq. 7.11. The model summary
and test plots are available in Appendix E.1 on page 235.
Cw = −(312.49± 21.24) + (623.43± 38.70) · T̂E,1 − (247.49± 17.44) · T̂E,1
2
− (331.07± 103.07) · Ĥm0,1 + (305.13± 59.01) · f̂s,1 − (336.15± 55.43) · T̂E,1 · f̂s,1
(7.11)
In accordance with the observation of Fig. 7.8, the coefficient of Ĥm0,1 is negative. This is
the opposite findings of the single OWC. It could be a different level of interaction between
the devices. The masking of the second device by the first could be positively correlated with
Ĥm0,1. From Fig. 6.2, Θ̂S,1 is also increasing with Ĥm0,1. It will be surprising is the higher
level of masking were occurring in broader spectra, so this tends to confirm a sensitivity to
Ĥm0,1 instead of Θ̂S,1. Again, further tests with variation of Ĥm0,1 and Θ̂S,1 clearly uncorre-
lated would be needed to gave a definitive answer. It is also important to notice the large error
in the estimation of the coefficient of Ĥm0,1, mos probably resulting from the uncontrolled and
limited variation of this important parameter. This emphasize the need to repeat the experiment
with a more controlled variation of Ĥm0,1.
7.2.1.3 The solo Duck
At the end of the testing period of the duck during this phase, it appears that the pressure sensor
had some issues with water getting in the sensor compartment. The records from run 3 and 4 are
consequently not usable. Instead, pitch records are used as a proxy for the duck average power.e
angular velocity of the Duck is derived and used in the relation established in Section 5.2.4 on
page 118. 4 runs of each sea states were done in order the shorten the experimental time.
After discarding some of the angular velocity records due to problems with the fixing of the
Qualysis R©reflectors, 90 measurements are available. None of the 24 sea states has less than 3
runs utilised in the analysis.
Duck observations Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10 show the variation of Pn and Cw respectively with
respect to the main sea state parameters. Results from JONSWAP and Bretschneider spectra
were differentiated in order to get a better view of the interaction between fs,1 and the other
parameters.
Compared to the OWCs, a larger variation of Pn can be observed (from 0.2 to 1). This reflects
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Figure 7.9: variation of Pn as a function of the sea state parameters for the Duck.
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d) Cw Vs T̂E.1 ⋅ f̂ s.1




















Figure 7.10: variation of Cw as a function of the sea state parameters for the Duck.
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the fact that the Duck resonating frequency is lower than 1 Hz, so the investigated range is not
located on the top of the performance curve of the duck, but on its steep side.
A strong correlation between T̂E,1 and Pn is shown on Fig. 7.9a), and Fig. 7.9c) suggests
a sensitivity to the frequency spreading f̂s,1. There is distinguishable influence of the other
parameters over Pn. As for the OWCs, there is signs of sensitivity of the Duck performances
and interactions between f̂s,1 and T̂E,1. From the graphs b), e) and f) of Fig. 7.9, there is little
evidence of influence of the other parameters.
The same observations can be done for Cw. The only difference is that Fig. 7.10b) and e) hint
that Cw might be decreasing with increasing Ĥm0,1 and/or Θ̂S,1. It will make physical sense
in each way, as the capture width of the Duck would be suspected to decrease with steeper
waves and/or more spread spectra. Hydrodynamic losses are not linear and would be expected
to decrease the efficiency in more energetic sea state. The Duck is also a directional device, so
a decrease of performance when subjected to sea state with larger directional sea states would
be expected.
statistical modelling of the Duck performances Initial calls in R for models of each indica-


















Models are then simplified until minimal adequate models are obtained. The mathematical
expression from issued from PnModel is shown in Eq. 7.14. The model summary and test plots
are available in Appendix E.3 on page 239.
Pn = −(2.16± 0.27) + (2.23± 0.17) · T̂E,1 + (12.38± 4.52) · Ĥm0,1
+ (3.46± 1.60) · f̂s,1 − (0.007± 0.002) · Θ̂S,1 − (3.69± 1.50) · T̂E,1 · f̂s,1 (7.14)
T̂ 2E,1 term is not retained in the minimal adequate model, showing that there is no evidence of
curvature in the observation of Pn with respect to T̂E,1. The model retains a positive contribu-
tion of Ĥm0,1, and a small negative contribution of Θ̂S,1. This could be evidence that despite
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the degree of correlation observed between those last 2 parameters, the data allows the statisti-
cal modelling to differentiate their influence.
The mathematical expression of the minimal adequate model issued of CwModel is shown in
Eq. 7.15. The model summary and test plots are available in Appendix E.3 on page 239.
Cw = −(312.49± 21.24) + (51.21± 1.55) · T̂E,1 − (0.18± 0.05) · Θ̂S,1 (7.15)
This is the simplest model yet. Only the effect of T̂E,1 and Θ̂S,1 were retained as significant.
While it is surprising, not much difference can be seen between this model and the model
retaining f̂s,1. Residuals are only increasing from 2.054 to 2.079, and the fit of the model do
not deteriorate. The details of the model including f̂s,1 are also given in Appendix E.3 on
page 239 for the reader to make its own judgement.
It is important to remember that this results do not mean that f̂s,1 has no influence on the relative
capture width of the duck, but that these data do not allow the identification of a significant
effect of f̂s,1. As it can be seen in Appendix E.3 on page 239, the fit of the model is also not as
good as the fit of the model issued from the OWCs data.
The interaction term between T̂E,1 and f̂s,1 visible in all the other model can also suggests that
the lower resonant frequency of the Duck do not allow f̂s,1 to have a significant effect.
7.2.2 Effect magnitude and relative influence
The main goal of this work is to establish a quantitative comparison of the effect on WEC
performances of each sea state parameters with respect to each other.
The effect magnitude of a parameter is defined in this work as the variation of the normalised
power or the relative capture width induced by the parameter. It is computed as the product of
the coefficient attributed to the parameter in the mathematical models presented in the sections
above with the observed range of variation of the parameters. In cases where models include
square terms of parameters, both coefficients are used to estimate the effect magnitude.
Fig. 7.11a presents the effect magnitude upon Pn of each significant parameters for the three
devices. Fig. 7.11b presents the normalised effect upon Cw. Normalising the effect over Cw
makes the comparison easier as Cw range varies from device to device.
Looking at Fig. 7.11a, it appears that the effect of T̂E,1, f̂s,1 and their interaction are the largest.
Ĥm0,1 is associated with a rather small effect. However, sea states were not designed to quantify








Effect magnitude on Pn
TE,1 Hm0,1 fs,1 ΘS,1 TE,1• fs,1 TE,1• ΘS,1
Single OWC Double OWC Duck
(a) effect over Pn




Normalised effect magnitude on Cw
Single OWC Double OWC Duck
(b) normalised effect over Cw
Figure 7.11: 1st phase Effect magnitude of the investigated sea state parameters over the per-
formances of the devices. For Cw, the effect have been normalised as the range of variation of
Cw varies greatly from a device to another.
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the Duck is not an omnidirectional device, the estimated effect of Θ̂S for the Duck is not more
significant than for the single OWC. A possible explanation is that the Duck model is extremely
sensitive to T̂E,1 for the range of TE explored, thus masking the effect of other parameters.
It is interesting to see a very similar pattern for these three devices. It gives hope that for
resonant devices, a common set of parameters could be used for performance prediction in
uni-modal sea states.
The picture for the effect of parameters upon Cw is rather different. Using the capture width
instead of the power emphasis the importance of the frequency spreading upon the performance
of the OWCs. However, f̂s,1 does not appear in the mathematical model for the Duck. There
is no suggested explanation about why using the capture width has a different effect depending
on the device.
From those two figures, it appears clearly that T̂E,1 and f̂s,1 are the dominant parameters.
Within the limitations of this work (limited range of variation of the energy period and the
angular spreading), there is no evidence that only the energy period and the significant wave
height should be retained for the performance estimation of wave energy devices. A convincing
way to present those conclusions is displayed in Fig. 7.12. The surface is a simplified version
of the parametric model presented in Eq. 7.11. The model has been reduced to a function of
only T̂E,1 and f̂s,1 by using the mean value of Ĥm0,1. The strong interaction between the two
variable can be seen by observing the change in curvature. The presented model is also very
satisfying as the surface fits the measured points rather accurately, and the difference between
the measured points and the surface do not follow any identifiable pattern.
7.2.3 Comparison between single and double OWCs
While this is not the main purpose of this thesis, it is interesting to compare the single and
double OWC performances. It was originally thought that using two OWCs aligned along the
main direction of propagation will induce different sensitivity to wave directionality. However,
the results presented above do not confirm this hypothesis as effects of ΘS,1 or β̂Θ,1 are not
significant in the double OWC case.
A first element of comparison is obtained by looking at the performances on a sea state by sea
state basis. The results are shown in Fig. 7.13.
Fig. 7.13 a) shows that both the pair of OWC and the single OWC have a very similar perfor-
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Figure 7.12: Tank measurement of Cw for the double OWC overlayed upon a 3D representation
of the R parametric model.
mance variation in relation to the different sea states. For sea states 1 to 8, it can be observed
that the double OWC produces systemically less than the single OWC. This observation cannot
be made for sea states 9 to 24.
It indicates a higher sensitivity of the double OWC to the energy period which can also be
observed in Fig. 7.11a. It might be the marks of different interactions between the OWCs de-
pending of the energy period of the sea states.
Fig. 7.13 b) plots the power developed by each OWC with respect to the sea states. It highlights
an important aspect of the double OWC. In average, the power output of each OWC do not
match the power output of a single OWC. This observations is valid for all the sea states. It
shows that the interaction between the devices are destructive overall.
The interaction factor q is defined in Eq. 7.16 in accordance with Folley (2009) and Child &
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of the single and double OWC performances during the first test phase.
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The interaction factor is related to the set of relevant parameters in Fig. 7.14. A positive cor-
relation between q and T̂E,1 and with P2owc can be observed, as well as a negative correlation
between q and Ĥmo,1 and Θ̂S,1. No apparent effect of f̂s,1 or P̂w can be suspected from those
plots.
A direct correlation between T̂E,1 and P2owc has been shown in Section 7.2.1.2, and a strong
correlation between Ĥmo,1 and Θ̂S,1 is apparent on Fig. 6.9 on page 141. It is consequently
difficult to untangle the effect of each parameters. It makes physical sense to relate a higher
significant wave height with a higher level of interaction between the devices. This could be
the source of the negative correlation. However, using linear theory, Child & Venugopal (2010)
shoes that q is sensitive to variation of the wave angle of attack relative to the WEC array.
Hence, broader spectra could indeed have an influence over q. Further work decoupling varia-
tions of Ĥmo,1 and Θ̂S,1 should clarify this issue.
Child & Venugopal (2010) also show a clear sensitivity of q with the wavenumber. This suggest
a strong correlation of q with the spectra’s energy period.
In order to look more closely at this interaction, Fig. 7.15 shows the average power output from
each OWC for each sea states. The single OWC records corresponds to the tests with only one
column in the tank. The 1st OWC and 2nd OWC correspond to the individual power output of
each device during the double OWC tests. The records of the single OWC and 1st OWC are
issued from the same device. For the sea states 1 to 8, the results of both OWCs from the double
OWC test are inferior to the output of the single OWC test. However, for the sea states 9 to
24, the power output levels from the 2nd OWC are similar to the single OWC, while the power
output from the 1st OWC are lower. The destructive interaction seems to affect principally the
power output of the 1st OWC.
Much more work and data analysis could be done on the subject of interaction with the col-
lected dataset. However, it is not the core of this work, so no attempt to develop this section
beyond those observations is done.
7.2.4 Discussion: 1st test phase
The observations have first confirmed once more the quality and the repeatability of the waves
generated in the Edinburgh Curved tank. There is very little variation observed in the power of
the devices from run to run. It also means that the power output of the devices is not influenced
by the phase spectra.
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Figure 7.14: Interaction factor q of the double OWC for the uni-modal sea states, related to a
set of relevant parameters.
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Figure 7.15: Average power output for each OWC during the first phase tests. The results from
the single OWC are presented alongside the results from each individual OWC during the double
OWC tests. A small shift along the x axis between the three records is included for the clarity of
the graphic.
The number of observations on the duck model or the double OWC seems sufficient to isolate
the effect of each sea states parameters, so only 4 runs instead of 5 of each sea state will be
used during the 2nd phase of tests.
The pattern of variation of the performance indicator of the double OWC and the single OWC
proved to be very similar. Small level of interaction were witnessed between each individual
OWC during the double OWC tests, and they did not vary by a large amount. The interaction
factor q was < 1 for all sea states. For the second phase of test, only the double OWC will be
used in order to reduce the experimental time.
The 1st phase of tests has demonstrated that parametric models of wave energy converters
performances are achievable in the case of uni-modal wave spectra. It appears that the effect of
fs,1 and its interaction with TE,1 is as significant upon the power output of the three devices as
the effect of TE,1. The case to average the effect of fs,1 and reduced the parameters taken into
account to Hm0 and TE to estimate the performance of WECs do not seems not justified.
The effect of wave directionality, measured by ΘS,1 and β̂Θ,1, do not seems to be prominent.
The effect of ΘS was identified has significant over the relative capture width of the duck, but
is magnitude is limited in comparison of the magnitude of the effect of TE,1
Three factors limits the scope and validity of those results:
• Limited angular spreading available.
As shown in Babarit et al. (2007), the effect of ΘS,1 over the SEAREV is marked for s
values inferior to 5, which is the smallest s value used in this work. Using larger angular
spreading might be necessary to demonstrate its effect, but it will need careful monitoring
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of the waves prior to any measurement to verify that the tank can produce such sea states.
• Limited number of devices.
Only three devices were used. Prior to formulate recommendation about performance
prediction of devices, more WEC models should be tested with the same sea states and
Fig. 7.11 should be completed with their results. A device with compliant moorings
would be particularly suitable, such as the sloped IPS buoy (Payne et al., 2008) or a
freely floating point absorber (Gilloteaux & Ringwood, 2009).
• Scale of the duck model.
The duck model has a resonating frequency below any of the TE,1 used during those
tests. A new duck model, with a resonating frequency close to the resonating frequency
of the OWCs will allow better comparison between those devices.
7.2.5 A better test plan for uni-modal sea states
Finally, it is thought important to formalise what will be an improved test plan with the gathered
information from this part of the work. First, the number of repetitions for each test can be
limited to four, as no large variation of power outputs between the runs of each sea states was
witnessed. Second, at least 2 levels of Hm0 must be introduced into the plan. This is absolutely
needed to make sure inevitable variations of Hm0 will not be correlated with other parameters.
On the contrary, βΘ should be dropped as its estimation is problematic, its effect at best minimal
and its occurrence in realistic seas not clearly documented. Retrospectively, introducing it in
the test plan was clearly an error, and the extra 12 sea states introduced to integrate it would
have been better used for an other parameter such as the significant wave height.
ΘS should be kept as a bi-level factor to limit the number of required tests, but broader spectra
should be used. If the angular spreading is modelled through a cos2s function, values of s
around 1 and 20 should be utilised to make sure an impact of ΘS could be monitored. This
involves probably the generation of waves over a broader range of direction, probably between
[−60 ◦; 60 ◦].
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(a) Duck power output

























(b) Double OWC power output
Figure 7.16: Power output of the duck and the double OWc for both phase. Unimodal sea states
(1st phase) are represented in red triangle, bi-modal sea states (2nd phase) are represented in
blue circles
7.3 Second phase results: bi-modal sea states
7.3.1 Results coherence with the 1st phase.
At the start of the second phase, tests were done to insure that the observations will be coherent
with first phase observations. Particular concern was given to OWCs as different devices were
used during each phase. A few runs from the first phase were repeated with the new devices to
insure that power outputs were comparable.
Due to the issues with the calibration of the wave gauges (see Section 6.2.2.1 on page 138),
power outputs from both Duck and OWCs during the 2nd phase were as expected lower than
during the 1st phase. A summary of the power output for both devices and all tested sea states
is presented in Fig. 7.16
Several step of verification were done to insure the quality of the results from the 2nd phase
before finding the problems in the wave measurements.
• The waves. As shown on Table 6.4 on page 142, waves for the 2nd phase were measured
in December 2010, and the double OWC measurements were done in January. In order to
minimize any doubts on the waves themselves, sea state 3 was re-measured on the 2nd of




• Waves analysis method. Wave elevations from the 1st phase were analysed using the
MLM whereas wave elevations from the 2nd phase were analysed with the MMLM. To
ensure that this did not introduced an error, analysis of 2nd phase wave elevations were
repeated with the MLM. The results are presented in Fig. 7.17. There is no evidence of a
difference between MMLM and MLM results. Ĥm0,1 estimates are slightly higher with
the MMLM, confirming that this method is probably producing sharper spectra.




















































































































Figure 7.17: Comparative analysis of 2nd phase sea states parameters with the MLM and the
MMLM. Red circles represent the MLM results and blue triangles represent the MMLM results.
• Difference between the OWCs. As shown on Table 5.1 on page 114, power outputs from
the new OWC are similar to Belfast OWCs used during the 1st phase. While this does
not insure that the devices are identical, large difference in power output seems unlikely
to be the results of the change of devices. It also rules out differences in the acquisition
system or the instrumentation of the OWCs.
• Difference on the analysis. All results presented in this work are issued from analysis
done with the same routines after the last tests were done. Looking at each test separately,
results are consistent and follow similar patterns for the three devices. Additionally,
power outputs from the single and double OWCs are coherent, with the power output of
the double OWC being roughly twice the power output of a single OWC.
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• On the 2nd of February, a test of a single OWC with second phase sea states showed sim-
ilar power output to the power output from each OWC in the same conditions. Fig. 7.18
shows the power outputs from each OWC during the double OWC tests, and the out-
puts from a single OWC during the verification tests. The results from the double OWC
tests appear to be very consistent, and match results from the single OWC(same OWC
which test are also matching with the 1st phase tests). This figure gives confidence in the
measurements of the double OWC during the 2nd phase of tests.
























Figure 7.18: Average power outputs from the OWCs, 2nd phase. A small offset along the x-axis
is introduced between each data series to ease the reading of the graph.
7.3.2 General observation
As it happens, conditions of the second phase do not allow a rigorous analysis. The correlation
between Ĥm0 and δ̂θM do not allow to investigate the influence of each parameters. However,
for both the double OWC and the Duck, observed power outputs and capture width are consis-
tent and unsurprising.
The sea states can be classified into two categories: sea states with δTE << 1 (sea states 1,2, 5
and 6 in Table 6.3 on page 137) and sea states with δTE > 0.12. Due to the difference in Hm0
levels between both phase of tests, only the capture width of the devices is used to compare the
results from both phases.
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7.3.3 Comments on first group of sea states
Concentrating on the first group, Fig. 7.19a shows the variability of CwD. In this figure, red
triangles are the observation from the second phase and blue circles represents the observations
from the first phase (only observations from JONSWAP spectra were used). A linear model
using T̂E and Ĥm0 as variables is fitted to the first phase data, represented with a black line.
The green points are the model prediction using T̂E and Ĥm0 values from the second phase
observations. The green dashed line is a representation of the model using T̂E and the mean
value of Ĥm0 values from the second phase observations.
The red triangles are significantly lower than the green points. It means that CwD for the
bi-modal sea states is significantly lower than what would have been predicted based only on
uni-modal sea states. Those results are outlying the effect of directionality on the duck perfor-
mances, effects that were not shown by the uni-modal tests only. It reinforce the interpretation
that generated uni-modal sea states were not broad enough to highlight directionality effects.
An ANCOVA analysis applied to a linear model including T̂E , Ĥm0 and Type and all second
order interactions suggests that it is mainly slopes in relation to T̂E that are different from uni-
modal to bi-modal spectra. The summary of the minimal adequate model is presented below:
minimal adequate model summary:
Call:
lm(formula = CwD ∼ Ĥm0 + T̂E + Type+ T̂E : Type)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-3.35569 -0.80290 0.08714 0.74353 5.20454
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(> |z|)
(Intercept) -26.49365 8.16845 -3.243 0.00189 **
Ĥm0 -315.27708 148.51659 -2.123 0.03770 *
T̂E 53.15672 2.94449 18.053 ¡ 2e-16 ***
Unimodal 0.09211 5.43120 0.017 0.98652
T̂E :Unimodal 14.53329 3.20774 4.531 2.68e-05 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 1.621 on 63 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9689, Adjusted R-squared: 0.967
F-statistic: 491.2 on 4 and 63 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
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model − 1st phase
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measures − 1st phase
measures − 2nd phase
(a) Duck capture width





















model − 1st phase
model applied to 2nd phase
measures − 1st phase
measures − 2nd phase
(b) Double OWC capture width
Figure 7.19: Comparison of capture width from the Duck and the double OWC for 1st phase
results (JONSWAP spectra) and sea states 3,4,7,8,9,10 of the 2nd phase.
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The same procedure is applied to the double OWC observations. Results are displayed in
Fig. 7.19b. The figure shows that the double OWC performed well in the bi-modal sea states,
with higher capture width than during the uni-modal sea states. The values observed are still
lower that what could be expected from the model fitted to 1st phase observations and applied
to T̂E , Ĥm0 from the 2nd phase. However, the range of variation of Ĥm0 in the 1st phase is
not sufficient to confidently characterise its influence, so applying this model to Ĥm0 values
from the 2nd phase is a large extrapolation. Results from this operation are consequently only
indicative.
Looking at Fig. 7.19a and Fig. 7.19b, it is clear that splitting the energy into two identical wave
systems with 30 ◦ difference in mean direction of propagation affects the performances of the
duck much more than it affects the performances of the double OWC.
Further tests are needed with comparable wave power level between uni-modal and bi-modal
sea states to improve the quality of the conclusion. At the present stage, it is not possible to
conclude confidently on the fact that OWCs performances are affected by this type of sea states.
Focusing on the bi-modal sea states of the first group, Fig. 7.20 provides an other point of view
on the WECs different behaviours. It gives a more detailed examination of the variation of
Cw as a function of T̂E by differentiating the sea states with a large and small estimated uni-
modality index µ̂. As a reminder from Section 6.1.2 on page 123, µ = 1 describes uni-modal
sea states, and µ decreases as the energy is spread into different wave systems.
It can be easily seen that µ̂ does not affect both device identically. The capture width of the
Duck is visibly higher for sea states with a higher uni-modality index whereas the capture width
of the double OWC do not seems to be influenced by it. This should be a good indication that
the capture width of the double OWC is not sensitive to the bi-modal nature of the sea states.
7.3.4 Comments on second group of sea states
The second group of sea states (δTE > 0) was intended to explore the influence of the δθM
and µ. A strong correlation appeared between δ̂TE and Ĥm0 which is probably due to the tank
calibration (see Section 6.2.2.2 on page 138). This will not allow to evaluate the effect of δθM
as Hm0 effect will be predominant.
An other correlation is problematic: µ̂ and T̂E . By varying µ̂, the balance between the wave
systems is shifted, resulting in a varying T̂E . It would have been very useful to be able to
shift TE,1 and TE,2 jointly in order to decouple the effects of µ̂ and T̂E . A difficulty lies into
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● µ̂ < 0.6
µ̂ > 0.6
(a) Duck capture width






















● µ̂ < 0.6
µ̂ > 0.6
(b) Double OWC capture width
Figure 7.20: Comparison of capture width from the Duck and the double OWC for sea states of
2nd phase results with deltaTE = 0.
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the range of frequencies available in wave tanks such as the Edinburgh Curved tank. By being
constrained into [0.4; 1.8] Hz, it is difficult to properly separate two wave systems with identical
main direction of propagation and to be able to shift jointly the energy periods of the systems.
All together, those tests are consistent: power outputs are increasing with the energy period and
the significant wave height, but they do not provide new insight into the way to predict WEC
performances in bi-modal sea states. It is interesting to see that Ĥm0 and T̂E are enough to give
a good estimate of the observed power outputs of both devices: a multi-linear regression using
those two parameters fitted to the data yield satisfactory models. Their mathematics expressions
are presented in Eq. 7.17 and Eq. 7.18.
PD = −(0.95± 0.10) + (10.24± 0.52) · Ĥm0 + (0.60± 0.10) · T̂E with R2 = 0.9714
(7.17)
P 2owc = −(0.51± 0.04) + (5.89± 0.19) · Ĥm0 + (0.36± 0.04) · T̂E with R2 = 0.9878
(7.18)
The limited number of tests does not allow to see any curvature in the data. The fact that only
the two omnidirectional parameters are enough to model the data is satisfying. However, these
findings are not confirmed by observations of resonant WEC at sea, which demonstrates the
limit of the tests.
7.3.5 Discussion: 2nd test phase
The second phase of test was not as successful as the first one. To the knowledge of the author,
this was one of the first attempt to characterise the behaviour of wave energy converters in bi-
modal sea states, and while the results are not as high as expected, many lessons can be learned
from those tests.
The first lessons is that good control of bimodal sea states in wave tank is harder than uni-modal
sea states. Inaccuracies on the tank calibration are emphasised as different part of the spectra
are energised simultaneously. In the current absence of practical method for tank calibration, it
means that every sea states generated should be carefully calibrated individually to match the
requirements of the test plan. Time lacked at the end of this work, and the test results were
consequently put in jeopardy.
The second lesson is that properly fixing the level of an important parameters such as Hm0 is a
wishful but impractical decision. It would have been better to force its variation in a controlled
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way instead of observing correlation between its unplanned variation and other parameters.
With all the limitations previously mentioned, some observations are still valuable. There is
strong evidences that the devices performed differently in bi-modal sea states. Using sea states
for which each wave systems had an identical energy period but their mean direction of propa-
gation was separated by 30 ◦, it was shown that the capture width of the OWCs was not reduced
while the capture width of the duck decreased significantly compared to uni-modal with sim-
ilar energy period. This is unsurprising for a directional device compared to omnidirectional
devices. The unimodality index µ introduced in Section 6 on page 122 proved to be a useful
indicator of the differences between the two devices. Further tests with different level of δΘM
are now needed to characterise this dependency of the duck towards this type of bi-modal sea






As stated in the introduction, the main objective of this project was to quantify the influence of
a set of key sea state parameters on the performances of wave energy converters. In essence,
the content of this work responds to the initial problem, but under a set of limitations.
The approach taken was to use the influence of the energy period as a benchmark to evaluate
other less used parameters. Three wave energy converter models were selected: a single om-
nidirectional OWC mounted rigidly on the bottom of the tank, a set of two of those OWCs
to act both as a weakly directional device and as the simplest form of WEC array and a de-
salination duck model. Sea states were divided between uni-modal and bi-modal sea states.
For the uni-modal sea states, parameters relative to the shape of the wave system were inves-
tigated. These include a frequency spreading parameter, an angular spreading parameter and
a measure of the mean direction of propagation variation with respect to the frequency. For
the bi-modal sea states, emphasis was given to the relative position of the wave systems in the
frequency-direction (f, θ) plan. The effect of the separation along the frequency and along the
direction axes was investigated. A uni-modality index was introduced in an attempt to evaluate
the influence of bi-modality directly.
The results presented are all issued from measurements in the Edinburgh curved tank. The
decision to use physical tests instead of numerical modelling results was driven by the necessity
not to overlook any physical phenomenon that may affect the device performances, such as
viscosity or the devices alignment with the waves. Also, long run times were required for each
test (1024 s at 16 Hz) in order to get directional spectra with the required control and resolution.
Generating large number of results with this run time with numerical model is still impractical
today.
For uni-modal sea states, parametric models of the performances of the devices could be de-
vised. The results presented show that the frequency spreading, and specially its interaction
with the energy period, has an influence on the power output of the devices, which is as impor-
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tant as the influence of the energy period alone. This conclusion is valid for the three devices
tested, which suggests that it might be the case for a large range of wave energy converters.
The results were further contrasted while looking at the capture width ratio of the three devices.
The influence of the frequency spreading could not be shown to be significant in the case of the
duck. Surprisingly, the influence of wave directionality could not be shown to be significant
during those test on any of the devices.
The validity of the parametric models is limited to the range of the parameters explored. For the
energy period especially, only a portion of the range that a full scale device would experience
in a real environment is covered in this work. Tests were not designed to evaluate the effect of
the significant wave height. It is likely that a more complex relation between power output and
the significant wave height could be observed than the linear relation exhibited by those tests.
Within the mentioned limitations, the fact that parametric models of WECs are strongly de-
pendant on the frequency spreading calls into question the common choice of energy period
and significant wave height as sole parameters for the electricity production estimation of wave
energy converters. Specifically, it suggests that the combination of power matrices and scatter
diagram might be an over simplistic method to estimate the power production of wave energy
converters. A novel method, based on piecewise parametric models covering the full range
of variation of the key parameters, may provide more reliable estimations for site with large
proportion of uni-modal spectra.
The tests in bi-modal sea states were a first attempt to characterise WEC performances in such
conditions. The observations reveal a drop of the duck performances for sea states with a mark
difference between the mean direction of propagation of wave systems. On the contrary, the
pair of OWCs do not seems sensitive to this parameter. During the course of this work, this was
the only evidence of different behaviour between directional and omnidirectional devices.
Overall, the bi-modal sea states tests did not produced much useful knowledge toward more
reliable production estimation in multi-modal conditions. However, taking an overview of the
work presented, it appears that a method combining the wave system isolation inside sea states,
the parametric models developed for uni-modal spectra and the uni-modality index could be
considered. It might be possible to estimate the performances of wave energy converters in
multi-modal sea states by summing the individual contribution of each isolated wave system.
Each individual contribution would be estimated with the parametric models. The results of
the summation could then be modulated by a parameter like the uni-modality index to accom-
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modate possible destructive interactions between wave systems. If this method of performance
estimation of wave energy converters proves to be practical, it will be entirely independent from
the controversial concept of power matrices. It will use only records of the relevant sea states
parameters and it would probably be easily transposable from one site to an other.
8.2 Reflection on the method
The initial experimental plan for the presented work was to treat the considered sea state param-
eters as categorical factors with two or three levels. Tests would then be conducted following
full factorial plans (if practical) and the parameters’ influence and interactions on the perfor-
mances of the devices would be assessed using analysis of variance. This initial course of action
had to be adapted after the results of the sea state tank estimations.
In the uni-modal case, the estimated values of each parameter varied around their target levels
more than expected. It was thought that this reflects real variations of the sea states. From those
observations, the parameters had to be considered as continuous variables and multi-regression
was used. Beside those forced adjustments, the method proved adequate and it allowed separa-
tion and analysis of the influence of most parameters. However, as it appears that considering
the parameters as categorical factors is not possible, it would have been more efficient to design
the test plan accordingly.
In the bi-modal case, observed correlations between key parameters were such that the initial
approach was abandoned altogether. The sea states had to be categorised and a mixed method
was used. Some parameters could be evaluated jointly, while the influence of the uni-modality
index was analysed separately and only with a subset of the sea states. This do not mean that
the initial approach is not possible, but it will require a much more careful calibration of the sea
states to avoid correlations between parameters.
For both uni-modal and bi-modal sea states, the initial plan was to fix the value of the significant
wave height. This proved to be impractical and resulted in uncontrolled variation of a highly
influential parameter. As it is now not believed that successful fixing of the level of energy in
the sea states is not achievable, future test plans should include controlled variations of all the
key parameters in order to ensure that no unwanted correlations appears.
This was not the only constraint associated with the use of physical model test. While providing




For the frequency aspect, it is difficult with today experimental facilities to replicate real cases
where the resonant frequency of a device is in a low energy area between the peak periods of
a bi-modal spectra. The range of energy period available is also limited and the behaviour of
resonant devices can only be evaluated around their natural frequencies. This clearly limit the
scope of the parametric models that can be devised by testing one device in one tank. The prob-
lem could be overcome by using either different tanks to cover different part of the frequency
range or by using several scales of model in one tank.
For the directional aspect, the range provided in the Edinburgh Curved tank limits the maximum
broadness of uni-modal spectra as waves can only be safely generated in a ±40 ◦ range. This
probably prevents the identification of thresholds from which the performances of directionally
sensitive devices would start to be affected. For bi-modal spectra, the range of direction limits
significantly the type of spectra that can be generated. However, the future generation of wave
tanks should offer a much wider range of direction, which will enable efficient research into the
influence of directionality.
8.3 Wave measurement conclusions
Wave tank tests required good directional spectral estimation of sea state generated with the
capability to isolate wave systems in multi-modal sea states. This led to the adaptation of
existing methods to the constraints of deterministically generated sea states in a reflective en-
vironment. The Maximum Likelihood Method (MLM) and one of its derivative, the Modified
Maximum Likelihood Method (MMLM) were modified to ensure that the discretization of
the (f, θ) utilised for spectral estimation was identical to the discretization employed by the
deterministic wave generation method based on single summation. By ensuring that spectral
estimates and wave generation were done for the same pairs of (fp, θq), stable and accurate
spectral estimate were obtained. Those estimates compared favourably with the industry stan-
dard, the BDM as implemented in WavelabTM.
A method to isolate wave systems was developed. It differs from previous spectrum partition-
ing tools as it does not aim to attribute every point of a spectrum to a wave system, but to isolate
wave systems from noise in the spectra. This method proved useful to analyse bi-modal sea-
states, but also uni-modal sea states as it allowed to compute accurate spectral parameters for
the unique wave system. The isolation method has only been tested on tank data or simulated
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waves, but there is no reason why it could not be applied to ocean data.
Simulated data were used to characterise the spectral estimation methods coupled with the
isolation routine and to gain understanding into the design of wave probe arrays. As for inves-
tigating the effect of sea state parameters, the approach taken was to generate a large number of
simulated wave elevation from randomised sea states and to use statistical methods to analyse
the results.
The principal findings are:
• Aliasing is not the most important phenomenon governing the design of probe arrays if
there is uncertainty in the knowledge of the array geometry. In such case, using larger
array subject to aliasing but less sensitive to the error in probe position reduces the risk
of overspreading narrow spectra.
• For the angular spreading, a threshold value of 12.8 ◦ was identified. For spectra narrower
than this threshold, the angular spreading is overestimated whereas it is well estimated
for broader spectra.
• Trying to choose the best method between the MLM and the MMLM, contrasting con-
clusions can be drawn from this work. Coupled with the isolation routine, the MLM
did perform equally or better than the MMLM for tests with simulated data. However,
bi-modal sea states measurements from the tank suggest that the MMLM may produce
sharper estimates.
Altogether, the methods developed for this work proved to be accurate enough. Some limita-
tion of the tank calibration could even be identified, which in itself demonstrates their good
performances.
8.4 Further work
Additionally to what has been presented in the previous section, several short and well-defined
projects could compliment the work done in this thesis and answer some specific questions:
• Further work should be conducted to investigated the link between individual wave am-
plitudes and the reflection coefficient for polychromatic waves. From the presented re-
sults, their influence could not be shown to be significant. This contrasts with previously
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published research in regular waves. It would be particularly interesting to be able to
relate the reflection coefficient to other parameters such as the significant wave height.
The work should also be extended to oblique waves.
• The PTPD method implemented to measure wave front directions of propagation could
be used as a base to develop a routine to estimate directional spectra of deterministically
generated waves. The methods utilised in this work would provide a good benchmark for
a comparison.
• The adaptation for deterministic waves applied to the MLM and MMLM proved success-
ful. It should consequently be experimented with the BDM which is accepted as more
efficient.
• Experimenting on the nature of waves, it would be interesting to use wavelet analysis
to monitor the evolution of the frequency spectrum of waves generated by deterministic
routines. Such research would provide inside knowledge into the differences between
deterministic and random waves.
• It is necessary to investigate if the MMLM is actually generating sharper spectral estimate
even for uni-modal spectra, as suggested by the measures of bi-modal spectra in the tank.
If it is the case, it would be necessary to explain why the tests with simulated data did not
show this difference. The hypothesis that it is due to interaction with the isolation routine
should be investigated.
• The shape and coefficients of the weighted window used to compute the gradient for
the isolation routine could be modified as a function of the node position relatively to
the wave system peak. An improvement in the tracking of wave system tails should be
achievable.
• At the current stage, the separation of wave system is not very sophisticated. An im-
proved version taking into account the low point between the two peaks could be imple-
mented. The direction of the line of separation between the wave systems should also be
made dependant to the relative position of the peaks.
• The first phase of test could be repeated with some modifications. δθM should be ignored
and a controlled variation of Hm0 should be introduced instead. A smaller version of the
Duck with a resonant frequency closer to 1 Hz should be used to provide better compar-
ison between the devices. The results of the single and double OWC were not different
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enough to justify the use of both devices. Instead, a third WEC such as a point absorber
with compliant moorings should be introduced.
• The current test plan should be put into context by scaling it to real seas. Beside using
well-known spectral shapes, those sea states were selected based on the tank possibilities
and were not scaled down version of realistic seas. It would be interesting to evaluate the
reality level of the sea states generated into the tank.
• A validation must be applied to the parametric models devised for each devices in the case
of uni-modal sea states. First, spectra with parameters inside the range of parameters used
to define the parametric models and with random spectral shape should be used. If the
parametric models are efficient to estimate the power absorbed by the devices in those
sea states, a second group of sea states could be used to explore the extent into which
the parametric models could be extrapolated to sea states with parameters outside the
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A.1 Ocean code exemples used for generating the sea states
This is the code used to generate the uni-modal wave 13 described in Table 6.2 on page 127:
(Note that a right arrow ( ) is used to indicate a line continuation.)





/* Setting up the spectrum contants */
print("setting up spectrum constants");
real rate = 32.0;
real freq = 1.0/32;
int angles = 32;
real tetaMin = D2R(-40);
real tetaMax = D2R(40);
int minCutOff = 12; /* generated spectrum will start at
 freq*minCutOff = 0.3750 Hz */
int maxCutOff = 56; /* generated spectrum will stop at
 freq*maxCutOff = 1.75 Hz */
int rNum = 15; /* rNum has to be changed according
 to rate and angles. rNum = 14 for angles=16 and rate = 32;
/* setting freqBandVect */
print("setting up freq vectors, freq = " ˆ string(freq));
real temp1 = minCutOff*freq+freq/2;
real temp2 = maxCutOff*freq+freq/2;
real freqBandVect[] = temp1 to temp2 step freq;
real pulseVect[] = minCutOff*freq to (maxCutOff+1)*freq-(freq/angles
 ) step freq/angles ;
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int lPulse = sizeof(pulseVect[]);
int lBand = sizeof(freqBandVect[]);
/* Setting the angleVector*/
real angleStep = (tetaMax - tetaMin) / (angles - 1);
real tetaVect[] = tetaMin to tetaMax-angleStep step angleStep;
print("angleStep = " ˆ string(R2D(angleStep)));
print("tetaVect(32) = " ˆ string(R2D(tetaVect[32])));
int lAngle = sizeof(tetaVect[]);
/* %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% */
/* Generating the ampVect*/
real Tz = 0.80; /*in [sec], peak period*/
real Hm0 = 0.06; /*im [m], significant wave height*/
real limTheta = D2R(10);
real stepTheta = 2*limTheta / (lBand-1);
real tetaMean[] = -limTheta to limTheta step stepTheta;
real spread = 100.0; /* keeping constant spread trough the
 spectrum -> no need of "realisitic" seas. small = 100, large =
 5*/
real B = (Tz/0.751)**(-4); /* Tucker book p101*/
real A = B * Hm0**2 / 4;
real spectrum[];
for i = 1 to lBand do
spectrum[i] = A * (freqBandVect[i]**(-5)) * 2.7183**( -B *
 freqBandVect[i]**(-4) );
end;
/* now, defining the speading function */
real normSpread = 0;
real spreading[];
spreading[lBand*lAngle] = 0;
for i = 1 to lBand do
for j = 1 to lAngle do
spreading[(i-1)*lAngle+j] = cos(tetaVect[j]+tetaMean[i])**(2*
 spread);
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for i = 1 to lBand*lAngle do
spreading[i] = spreading[i] * lBand / normSpread;
end;
/* Computing the amp vector*/
real ampVect[];
ampVect[lPulse] = 0;
for i = 1 to lBand do
for j = 1 to lAngle do
ampVect[(i-1)*lAngle+j] = ((2*freq*spectrum[i])




/* The wave itself*/
wave longCrested;
wave tempWave;
for i = 1 to lBand do
for j = 1 to lAngle do
tempWave = single(pulseVect[(i-1)*lAngle+j] ,
 ampVect[(i-1)*lAngle+j] , tetaVect[j]);
longCrested = tempWave + longCrested;
end;
end;
wave longCrested_1 = random(longCrested , 0);
wave longCrested_2 = random(longCrested , 1);
wave longCrested_3 = random(longCrested , 2);
wave longCrested_4 = random(longCrested , 3);
wave longCrested_5 = random(longCrested , 4);
/* %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% */
/* generating the << merged >> wave */
run "phase1_wave13_run1" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave longCrested_1 on 1;
end;
run "phase1_wave13_run2" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave longCrested_2 on 1;
end;
run "phase1_wave13_run3" with (rNum,256,50)
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makewave longCrested_3 on 1;
end;
run "phase1_wave13_run4" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave longCrested_4 on 1;
end;
run "phase1_wave13_run5" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave longCrested_5 on 1;
end;
end;
This is the code used to generate the bi-modal wave 1 described in Table 6.3 on page 137:





/* Setting up the spectrum contants */
print("setting up spectrum constants");
real rate = 32.0;
real freq = 1.0/32;
int angles = 32;
real tetaMin = D2R(-40);
real tetaMax = D2R(40);
int minCutOff = 12; /* generated spectrum will start at
 freq*minCutOff = 0.3750 Hz */
int maxCutOff = 60; /* generated spectrum will stop at
 freq*maxCutOff = 1.75 Hz */
int rNum = 15; /* rNum has to be changed according
 to rate and angles. rNum = 14 for angles=16 and rate = 32;
/* setting freqBandVect */
print("setting up freq vectors, freq = " ˆ string(freq));
real temp1 = minCutOff*freq+freq/2;
real temp2 = maxCutOff*freq+freq/2;
real freqBandVect[] = temp1 to temp2 step freq;
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real pulseVect[] = minCutOff*freq to (maxCutOff+1)*freq-(freq/angles
 ) step freq/angles ;
int lPulse = sizeof(pulseVect[]);
int lBand = sizeof(freqBandVect[]);
/* Setting the angleVector*/
real angleStep = (tetaMax - tetaMin) / (angles - 1);
real tetaVect[] = tetaMin to tetaMax-angleStep step angleStep;
print("angleStep = " ˆ string(R2D(angleStep)));
print("tetaVect(32) = " ˆ string(R2D(tetaVect[32])));




/* wave details - - line 41 */
real Tz1 = 1.05; /*in [sec], peak period*/
real Hm01 = 0.061; /*im [m], significant wave
 height*/
real tetaMean1 = D2R(0); /*in [deg], the mean wave direction
 */
real spread1 = 50.0; /* keeping constant spread trough
 the spectrum -> no need of "realisitic" seas. small = 100,
 large = 5*/
real Tz2 = 0.630; /*in [sec], peak period*/
real Hm02 = 0.041; /*im [m], significant wave
 height*/
real tetaMean2 = D2R(0); /*in [deg], the mean wave direction
 */
real spread2 = 50.0; /* keeping constant spread trough
 the spectrum -> no need of "realisitic" seas. small = 100,
 large = 5*/
/* Generating the ampVect1*/
real B1 = ( Tz1 / 0.751 )**(-4); /* Tucker book p101*/
real A1 = B1 * Hm01**2 / 4;
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real spectrum1[];
real gamma1 = 5;
real sigma1 = 0.08;
real G1;
for i = 1 to lBand do
G1 = gamma1 ** 2.718282**( -((1.286*Tz1*freqBandVect[i] - 1)
 **2) / (2*sigma1**2) );
print("G1 = " ˆ string(G1));
spectrum1[i] = G1*0.0749*Hm01**2*Tz1* (Tz1*freqBandVect[i])
 **(-5) * 2.718282**(-0.4567/((Tz1*freqBandVect[i])**4))
 ;
end;
/* now, defining the spreading function */
/* value was taken by looking at the spread value produced by
 double_summation_RP.m */
real normSpread1 = 0;
real spreading1[];
spreading1[lAngle] = 0;
for i = 1 to lAngle do




for i = 1 to lAngle do
spreading1[i] = spreading1[i] / normSpread1;
end;
/* Computing the amp vector*/
real ampVect1[];
ampVect1[lPulse] = 0;
for i = 1 to lBand do
for j = 1 to lAngle do
ampVect1[(i-1)*lAngle+j] = ((2*freq*spectrum1[i])
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/* Generating the ampVect2*/
real B2 = (Tz2/0.751)**(-4); /* Tucker book p101*/
real A2 = B2 * Hm02**2 / 4;
real spectrum2[];
real gamma2 = 5;
real sigma2 = 0.08;
real G2;
for i = 1 to lBand do
G2 = gamma2 ** 2.718282**( -((1.286*Tz2*freqBandVect[i] - 1)
 **2) / (2*sigma2**2) );
print("G2 = " ˆ string(G2));
spectrum2[i] = G2*0.0749*Hm02**2*Tz2* (Tz2*freqBandVect[i])
 **(-5) * 2.718282**(-0.4567/((Tz2*freqBandVect[i])**4))
 ;
end;
/* now, defining the speading function */
/* value was taken by looking at the spread value produced by
 double_summation_RP.m */
real normSpread2 = 0;
real spreading2[];
spreading2[lAngle] = 0;
for i = 1 to lAngle do




for i = 1 to lAngle do
spreading2[i] = spreading2[i] / normSpread2;
end;
/* Computing the amp vector*/
real ampVect2[];
ampVect2[lPulse] = 0;
for i = 1 to lBand do
for j = 1 to lAngle do
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ampVect2[(i-1)*lAngle+j] = ((2*freq*spectrum2[i])
 **(0.5)) * ((spreading2[j]*angleStep)**(0.5));
end;
end;
/* The wave itself*/
wave biModal;
wave tempWave;
for i = 1 to lBand do
for j = 1 to lAngle do
tempWave = single(pulseVect[(i-1)*lAngle+j] ,
 ampVect1[(i-1)*lAngle+j]+ampVect2[(i-1)*lAngle+
 j] , tetaVect[j]);
biModal = tempWave + biModal;
end;
end;
wave biModal_1 = random(biModal , 1);
wave biModal_2 = random(biModal , 2);
wave biModal_3 = random(biModal , 3);




/* generating the << merged>> wave */
run "phase2_wave1_run1" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave biModal_1 on 1;
end;
run "phase2_wave1_run2" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave biModal_2 on 1;
end;
run "phase2_wave1_run3" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave biModal_3 on 1;
end;
run "phase2_wave1_run4" with (rNum,256,50)
makewave biModal_4 on 1;
end;
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end;
A.2 Precision of the angle estimation method
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This document is used to explore the errors in the computation of  associated to the error in the probe 
position and the phase mesurement.
Solving the sytem
In this part, the a and b represents the cosinus and the sinus of the wave direction of propagation.
The values in the form X21 are the distance between the probes along the x and y axis as variables
The 
This system corresponds to the second stage 
Here, a and b are entered directly from the hand solving of the system. They are the expression that will be 
used for the rest of the computation.
In this part, a and b are defined from hand witten solving of the system:
dQ is the error in 
from as a sum of acos and asin
from computed as arcsin(b)
from computed as arccos(a).sgn(arcsin(b))
Values
The values entered here correponds to the final probe layout. The distance x.. and y..  are in meters and 
correponds to the probe coordinates as measured on the final frame.





This is the estimated value of the errors in the phase measurement and in the probe position
Error computed with the previous parameters:




For this angle, only the 
A bit of Programation
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A.3 Statistical analysis for the reflection analysis
Results of the ANOVA test for the beach reflection analysis
g <- lm( R_Coeff ˜ Amplitude + Position + Line + Frequency,D)
The null hypothesis is:
H0: µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = ...
The alternative hypothesis is:
H1: µ1 6= µ2 6= µ3 6= ...
for each factor.
Analysis of Variance Table
Response: R_Coeff
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Amplitude 2 0.002279 0.001139 2.9515 0.05712 .
Position 2 0.001221 0.000611 1.5817 0.21104
Line 1 0.000233 0.000233 0.6029 0.43944
Frequency 10 0.025725 0.002573 6.6640 9.629e-08 ***
Residuals 94 0.036287 0.000386
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 ’ ’ 1
Results of the ANOVA test for the wave angle assessment
g <- lm(error ˜ Day + Triangle*Angle,D)
The null hypothesis is:
H0: µ1 = µ2 = µ3 = ...
The alternative hypothesis is:
H1: µ1 6= µ2 6= µ3 6= ...
for each factor.
Analysis of Variance Table
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Response: error
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Day 1 0.0001606 0.0001606 0.0031 0.9559
Triangle 1 27.168 27.168 520.1794 <2e-16 ***
Angle 8 81.313 10.164 194.6113 <2e-16 ***
Triangle:Angle 8 19.240 2.405 46.0486 <2e-16 ***
Residuals 161 8.409 0.052
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1 ’ ’ 1
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Supporting derivation for the MMLM
method
B.1 The wave surface elevation
In this section, the discrete finite directional variance spectrum Sf,θ is defined for M frequencies
and N angles.
B.1.1 Elevation from the incident spectrum
Let’s define the elevation due to the incident discrete and finite directional variance spectrum










A + ϕpq) (B.1)
with
−→
kpq the wavenumber vector
−→
kpq = kp (cos θq




2 ∆f ∆θ SIfp,θq and ωp = 2πfp (B.2)
















2 ∆f ∆θ (B.4)
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B.1.2 Elevation from the reflected spectrum












· (aIf,θ)2 = r2f,θ · SIf,θ (B.6)
Defining AR(xr, yr) the reflected point of A relative to the wave reflector, the wave elevation

























with: rpq = rfp,θq
B.1.3 Total wave elevation
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B.2 Fourier Transform expression of the quantities
at a probe A, the recorded signal is called ζA(t). Discarding measurement noise, ζA(t) is a
periodic signal, of period T as the waves are deterministic.
The Fourier Transform of it gives:












Using complex notation, you get:






ζA(t) · e−i2πpt/Tdt (B.15)
Now, ζA(t) is considered as a discrete series ζA,u, u = 0, 1, .., (M − 1) with t = u∆ and

















Xp,A · e−i(2πpu/M) (B.18)
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note: the fft.m function in matlab return a set of coefficient X ′p,A = M ·Xp,A








G(A, fp) · e−i(2πpu/M) (B.20)







B.3 Spectral Estimate and Signal Spectrum










i(ωpt+ϕp) it’s complex notation. (B.23)






















apaq (cos [(ωp − ωq)t+ ϕp − ϕq] + cos [(ωp + ωq)t+ ϕp + ϕq])
(B.26)
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now, comparing with the average over time of the product of x(t) and it’s complex conjugate:






















· x(t) · x∗(t) (B.32)




















i( 2πupM ) with Xp = ap − ibp (B.34)





Eq. B.32 and Eq. B.35 can be generalised to the product of the function at different points.
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B.3.2 ‘cross-variance’ of ηu in 2 points
we have:
from Eq. B.32 ηA,u · ηB,u =
1
2
· ηA,u · ηB,u∗ (B.36)









so ηA,u · ηB,u∗ =
M−1∑
p=0
G(A, fp) ·G∗(B, fp) (B.38)
Expanding G(A, fp) and G∗(B, fp) leads to a rather long expression:









































































Considering averages over the previous equation, the random phase assumption implies that
terms including ei(ϕpq−ϕps) are null (= 0). In that case, Eq. B.40 can be reduce to:






























and finally, replacing c as in Eq. B.4 the ’cross-variance’ of ηu became:






























Similarly, using Eq. B.35, the measured ’cross-variance’ elevation can be computed as:
ζA,u · ζB,u =
M−1∑
p=0
2 ·Xp,A ·X∗p,B (B.43)
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B.4 Link between cross-spectra and the directional variance spec-
trum
Finally, the measured and theoretical cross-variance of the surface elevation can be equalised:
ζA,u · ζB,u = ηA,u · ηB,u. (B.44)


































Inserting Eq. B.46 into Eq. B.45, we obtain the formal formulation of the relation between the

































Data Analysis with R
Data analysis done during the course of this work were mostly performed using the statisti-
cal language R by R Development Core Team (2009). The method employed are principally
described in Crawley (2007). In most cases, models were fitted to the data using varying R
function depending on the nature of the data and the observed or anticipated structure of the
variance associated to those data. In such cases, R provides a set of tools to interpret the validity
of the model applied and a summary of the model. Without entering in the detail of each type
of model used, the following sections describe the main elements extracted from R.
All the model presented are either generalised linear models , anova or ancova. The purpose
of the models are to explain the observed data with a set of explanatory variables. The type of
analysis used is dependant of the nature of the explanatory variables. Generalised linear models
are used when only continuous explanatory variable are present, anova when all the variables
are factors with a finite number of levels, and ancova are used with a mix of continuous and
categorical explanatory variables.
The first objective of these analysis is to identify which of the explanatory variables are signifi-
cant. Then, when a adequate model for the data with only significant variables and interactions
is built (this defines the minimal adequate model), the coefficients attributed to each variables
can be retrieved and interpreted.
C.1 Pre-analysis plots
Before fitting one of the model to the observed data, several plots can be used to visualise the
data. For categorical explanatory variable (factors) with two or more levels, boxplots as in
Fig. 7.2 on page 146 are commonly used in this work.
The horizontal bold line of a boxplot (named box-and-whisker plot) shows the median of the
observations. The bottom and top of the box are located at the first and third quartiles. There
is effectively 50% of the data contained inside the box. The dashed lines outside of the box,
the whiskers, extend to the min and max of the data or to 1.5 times the interquartile range
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(roughly 2 standard deviation) if the later smaller. In the later case, observation falling outside
the whiskers are called outliers. Boxplot in effect give good visual information about the data,
its location and skewness. Outliers can be a sign of errors and should normally be investigated.
Comparing boxplots from different levels of a factor gives information about the significance
of the difference of mean between the levels. Principally, if the median value of a level falls
outside the box of an other level, it is a good indication that the difference of mean is significant.
An other useful plot is the so called interaction.plot (see Fig. 3.14 on page 39). They are used
to visualise interaction between two categorical variables or one categorical and one continuous
variable over the observed data. Interaction plots are 2D plots. The x-axis represent one of the
variable, normally the one with the most numerous levels. The y-axis represents the observed
quantity. A line is drawn for each level of the second variable. The values used to draw the
lines are the mean of the observations for the level represented by the line and the value of the
parameter in the x-axis. If the lines representing the different levels of the second parameter are
pseudo-parallel, it is the sign that interaction between the two parameters are low.
C.2 The model formulation
model <- glm(Obs ˜ C1 + F1 + C2 + I(C1ˆ2) + C1:F1,family = normal)
The type of model is defined by the function used, here a generalised linear model (glm).
The formula only includes the variable designation. In this case, the variable Obs is being
described by the continuous variable C1 and C2, the factor F1, the square of C1 considered as
a separate continuous variable I(C1ˆ2) and the interaction C1:F1 between those two variables.
Note the the Intercept is not mentioned in the formula. An optional family information is
passed to the formula, informing R over the expected structure of the variance. Depending on
it, transformation of the answer might be done, and different strategy such as the least square
method are used to fit the model to the data.
With the provided variables, the algorithms implemented in R will fit a different linear relation
between Obs and the continuous variable for each level of the discrete variables. In this case,
assuming f1 and f2 the two possible level for F1, R will estimate 6 coefficients (a1, .., a6) from
the data to formulate the model as shown in Eq. C.2
Obsf1 = a1 + a2 · C1 + a3 · C2 + a4 · C12 for F1 = f1 (C.1)
Obsf2 = a5 + a6 · C1 + a3 · C2 + a4 · C12 for F1 = f2 (C.2)
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A different intercept is evaluated for each value of the factor, as well as a different slope for
C1 as the interaction between C1 and F1 is included in the model. The slope coefficients for
C2 and I(C1ˆ2) are identical as no interaction between those variable and F1 are added to the
model.
An aletrnative formulation is presented below:
model <- glm(Obs ˜ (C1 + F1)ˆ2 + C2 + I(C1ˆ2),family = normal)
(C1 + F1)ˆ2 corresponds to C1 + F1 + C1:F1. Higher order interactions between variable can
be formulated in this way.
It is also possible to introduce interaction between continuous variables. In this case, an extra
coefficient is evaluated and the product of those two variables and the new coefficient are added
to the model.
C.3 The model summary
Independent of the type of analysis, R provides a model summary based on the same template.
This section describes the structure of this template and the meaning of its elements. A typical
model summary is shown below:
Call:
glm(formula = Obs ˜ C1 + F1 + C2 + I(C1ˆ2) + C1:F1,family = normal)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-2.0007 -0.4463 -0.0094 0.4201 3.8421
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 6.16306 0.19355 31.84 < 2e-16 ***
C1 0.27264 0.03443 7.92 2.5e-14 ***
F1f2 0.29737 0.06625 4.49 0.065 .
C2 0.16990 0.15682 1.08 0.279
I(C1ˆ2) 0.02261 0.00131 17.22 < 2e-16 ***
C1:F1f2 -0.02786 0.01083 -2.57 0.010 *
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.663 on 394 degrees of freedom
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Multiple R-squared: 0.985, Adjusted R-squared: 0.984
F-statistic: 5.05e+03 on 5 and 394 DF, p-value: <2e-16
The summary is divided into four parts: the Call which is a reminder of the model used, the
Residuals quantile repartition, the Coefficients which gives the significance of each variable and
the coefficient associated to it and a set of number describing the goodness of fit of the model.
The most important aspect of such a summary is the significance of the variables. For each
variable, R is evaluating the probability that the data could have been observed if this variable
was not significant. The probability is given in the Pr(> |t|) column. A low probability
signifies that this variable effect should be accepted as significant. In most cases and during
all this work, a value of 0.05 is accepted as a threshold of significance (it corresponds to a
95% confidence). In the summary above, the probability attributed to C2 equals 0.279. The
parameters should consequently be discarded and the model re-evaluated without it.
The 6 lines of the coefficients do not corresponds exactly to the (a1, .., a6) of Eq. C.2. Instead,
R provides (a1, .., a4) and the differences a5− a1 and a6− a2. Hence, the mathematical model
associated to this summary is:
Obsf1 = 6.16 + 0.27 · C1 + 0.17 · C2 + 0.02 · C12 for F1 = f1 (C.3)
Obsf2 = (6.16 + 0.30) + (0.27− 0.03) · C1 + 0.17 · C2 + 0.02 · C12 for F1 = f2 (C.4)
C.4 The diagnostic plots
It is nearly always possible to fit a model to the observed data. However, It is necessary to
verify if it is adequate for those data. It is done by investigating the repartition and the structure
of the resulting residuals. R provides a set of standard plots to help assessing the validity of the
model. Fig. C.1 shows an example of those plots. A description of the information that can be
retrieved from each plot is given below, and more details about their interpretation is available
Chapter 9 of Crawley (2007).
Residual Vs fitted and Scale-Location plots Those two plots inform the user over the repar-
tition of the residuals as a function of the fitted values of the model. The respect the common
assumption of the normality of errors with constant variance, those two plots should exhibit a
scatter of points without any recognizable pattern. A bend in the Residual Vs fitted plot can be
214









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C.1: check plots provided by R to evaluate the validity of a model.
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the sign of curvature in the data that has not been taken into account in the fitted model, and
increasing values on the Scale-Location plot is a sign of non-constance variance with the mean.
Normal Q-Q This plot gives a information about the structure of the residuals. Normal resid-
uals should result in a plot where the point a aligned along the identity lines. When the points
depart too much from the line, it is a sign of non-normality and a new model should be con-
sidered, either with a transformation of the response variable (log(), exp()) or by using a gener-
alised linear models with a different error structure specified.
std residuals Vs leverage The is a plot showing the relative influence of each point over
the coefficient of the model (the leverage). No points should be associated to a large leverage
a large residual. In such case, the point should be removed from the dataset and the model
refitted. In the case presented, the point 65 show a very large residual but it does not have a
strong influence on the model. There is no need to remove it form the dataset.
C.5 The R step function and model simplification
The function step is used in the R language to simplify a statistical model. It is based on
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). AIC is a measure of the fit of the model which penalises
superfluous parameters in the model. The step function uses the AIC to test each parameter in
the model, starting with the higher order interaction. The function compares the AIC of mod-
els with and without individual explanatory variables or interactions. If the AIC of the model
without the parameter is lower, the simpler model is considered a better model for the data. The
step function repeats this comparison until it cannot simplify the model any further.
As such, the step function is not based on the statistical significance of the parameters. How-
ever, Venables & Ripley (2002) reckon that step could be considered as providing a rather
liberal test of significance. In this work, step has been used as a first method to simplify the








The selection of criteria to estimate the performances of the array is not straightforward. As
mentioned in Section 4.5.2 on page 72, it is desirable that selected criteria offer a good sensitiv-
ity to the expected overspread of estimated spectra by the MLM, and a low sensitivity to noise
in the low energy area of the spectrum.
εn,Θ presented in Eq. 4.30 on page 74 is an obvious choice as it satisfies the two aspect men-
tioned above, but it was thought that a more generic criteria taking into account the full spectra
would be a welcome addition. Three candidate criteria were studied to decide which one was
the most relevant. They are defined in Eq. D.1 to Eq. D.2:
εT = 100 ·
∑
pq |Ŝfp,θq − Sfp,θq |∑
pq Sfp,θq
(D.1)
εw,T1 = 100 ·
∑





εw,T2 = 100 ·
∑





εT is directly the mean of the difference between target and estimated spectra. It is expected to
be quite sensitive to noise in the spectra. εw,T1 and εw,T2 are similar to εT but weighted either
by Ŝfp,θq or Sfp,θq . Weighting the difference by Sfp,θq automatically discard discards part of
the spectra where Sfp,θq = 0. It should however be robust to noise. εw,T1, by using Ŝfp,θq
should not discard any part of the spectra but should still be more robust to noise than εT .
Those three parameters are compared and studied on a particular case. A target spectra is
defined with the following parameters: Type = JONSWAP, Tz = 0.6730 s, Hm0 =
0.0586 m, s = 9.8022. Realistic noise and overspread are then added to this target spectra.
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First, overspread is modelled by re-generating the spectra with 6 lower values of s. The noise
is then added in two steps. A noisy matrix is generated as described in the code below.
noiseMat = smoothSpectrum(rand(m,n) * (j*noiseLevel/jmax) * hmo1,
 5, ’linear’ ,3);
noiseMat = ones(m,n) + noiseMat - mean(mean(noiseMat));
noiseLevel is the maximum level of noise added, in this case it is set to 20. jmax is the number
of steps used to reach noiseLevel starting from 0. This noisy matrix is then added to the over-
spread spectra (spectraSpread in the code below) by multiplying each spectral estimate by the
corresponding value:
spectra = spectraSpread .* noiseMat
This noise affects only the shape of the wave system as every points out of it is still equal to
0. Realistic noise is then added to the rest of the spectra. It is done by analysing the simulated
time series generated from the target spectra with the MLM, recording the noise outside of the
wave system (into noise1), and adding this noise into the noisy spectra. Before adding it, the
realistic noise is scaled according to the level of noise. Finally, the estimated spectra is scaled
down to ensure that the energy into each generated spectra is constant and equal to the energy
in the target spectra.
noise2 = noise1 * 1.7*j/jmax;
spectra = spectra + noise2;
spectra = spectra * energy / sum(sum(spectra));
Ŝfp,θq simulated with this method are realistics. The level of noise set at 20 and the 1.7 coeffi-
cient used to scale noise1 allows Ŝfp,θq to reach slightly higher level of noise than what could
be expected. Those values were set manually by visual examination of Ŝfp,θq . The level of
overspread for the lower value of s is also larger than the overspread expected from the MLM,
so ranges utilised are suitable to explore the evolution of the three criteria.
Fig. D.1 shows the sensitivity of εw,T1, εw,T2 and εT to noise in the spectra and overspread.
Each line corresponds to a different level of overspread. It is clear from this figure that εw,T1
is not a suitable criteria: when the noise increases to realistic level (∼ 12 to 16), there is very
little distinction between the different level of spread. As expected, εT has a good sensitivity
to overspread (the best of the 3 criteria for noise level =0) but it is sensitive to noise. εw,T2
has still a good sensitivity to the overspread, and is not as sensitive to noise as εT . This should
consequently be the criterion of choice. It will be named εw,T in any other section of this work.
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D.1.2 εn,Θ observations
A model is fitted to the observation of εn,Θ using Θ̂S and mL as a bi-level factor (small for
mL < 0.4 m, large for mL < 0.4 m). As it can be seen in Fig. 4.16 on page 76 the variance
of the observation is not constant with respect to Θ̂S so a direct regression is not valid. A log
transformation of the results provides a accpetable solution to this problem, as presented in
Fig. D.2: The model is consequently fiited to the log of εn,Θ. The summary is presented below:
Call:
lm(formula = log(firstSpreadDiff) ˜ ThetaS + I(ThetaSˆ2) + mLFactor +
ThetaS:mLFactor + I(ThetaSˆ2):mLFactor)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-3.36978 -0.21755 -0.02201 0.22716 1.91962
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 1.6468714 0.1226488 13.428 < 2e-16 ***
ThetaS -0.3158122 0.0216674 -14.575 < 2e-16 ***
I(ThetaSˆ2) 0.0063403 0.0008122 7.807 2.03e-14 ***
mLFactorlargeArray -0.4969387 0.1736687 -2.861 0.00434 **
ThetaS:mLFactorlargeArray -0.0706450 0.0304548 -2.320 0.02063 *
I(ThetaSˆ2):mLFactorlargeArray 0.0032951 0.0011447 2.879 0.00411 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.4075 on 733 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.8415, Adjusted R-squared: 0.8404
F-statistic: 778.2 on 5 and 733 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
All the terms are marked as significant. The fit of the model is assessed by the usual plots pro-
vided in Fig. D.3. None of the plots show a significant problem. Point 693 is clearly departing
from the model, but it is not marked as very influential on the coefficent of the model. There is
no indication that the model should not be accepted.
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s = 14.2781 s = 11.9781 s = 9.6781
s = 7.3781 s = 5.0781 s = 2.7781
Figure D.1: Compared sensitivity of εw,T1, εw,T2 and εT to noise in the spectra and overspread.
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Figure D.2: Log transformation of εn,Θ with respect to Θ̂S .















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure D.3: Test plot for the model fitted to the log of εn,Θ obsevations.
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D.2 Results with virtual waves
D.2.1 Models summary for the uni-modal case
Summary of the model fitted to the observed Θ̂S as a function of ΘS , including the square term
Θ2S to take into account the curvature in the data.
Call:
lm(formula = spreadFactor1 ˜ spreadFactor1Theo + method + type1 +
I(spreadFactor1Theoˆ2) + spreadFactor1Theo:type1)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-2.0007 -0.4463 -0.0094 0.4201 3.8421
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 6.16306 0.19355 31.84 < 2e-16 ***
spreadFactor1Theo 0.27264 0.03443 7.92 2.5e-14 ***
methodMMLM 0.29737 0.06625 4.49 9.4e-06 ***
type1PM 0.16990 0.15682 1.08 0.279
I(spreadFactor1Theoˆ2) 0.02261 0.00131 17.22 < 2e-16 ***
spreadFactor1Theo:type1PM -0.02786 0.01083 -2.57 0.010 *
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.663 on 394 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.985, Adjusted R-squared: 0.984
F-statistic: 5.05e+03 on 5 and 394 DF, p-value: <2e-16
Summary of the linear piecewise model used to analyse the observed Θ̂S from virtual data as
explained in Section 4.6.1.1 on page 80.
Call:
lm(formula = spreadFactor1 ˜ (spreadFactor1Theo < breakPointPM1) *
spreadFactor1Theo + (spreadFactor1Theo >= breakPointPM1) *
spreadFactor1Theo + method + type1 + spreadFactor1Theo:type1)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-2.0765 -0.4449 -0.0240 0.3943 3.9367
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Coefficients: (2 not defined because of singularities)
Estimate Std. Error
(Intercept) -1.0842 0.3724
spreadFactor1Theo < breakPointPM1TRUE 5.8278 0.3895
spreadFactor1Theo 1.0890 0.0199
spreadFactor1Theo >= breakPointPM1TRUE NA NA
methodMMLM 0.2974 0.0681
type1PM 0.1527 0.1613
spreadFactor1Theo < breakPointPM1TRUE:spreadFactor1Theo -0.4342 0.0270
spreadFactor1Theo:spreadFactor1Theo >= breakPointPM1TRUE NA NA
spreadFactor1Theo:type1PM -0.0257 0.0111
t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -2.91 0.0038 **
spreadFactor1Theo < breakPointPM1TRUE 14.96 < 2e-16
 ***
spreadFactor1Theo 54.73 < 2e-16
 ***




spreadFactor1Theo < breakPointPM1TRUE:spreadFactor1Theo -16.10 < 2e-16
 ***
spreadFactor1Theo:spreadFactor1Theo >= breakPointPM1TRUE NA NA
spreadFactor1Theo:type1PM -2.31 0.0214 *
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.681 on 393 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.984, Adjusted R-squared: 0.984
F-statistic: 3.97e+03 on 6 and 393 DF, p-value: <2e-16
The test plots provived by R in Fig. D.4 shows that the model is well adequate for the data.
Summary of the linear model used to analyse the observed f̂s from virtual data as explained in
Section 4.6.1.1 on page 80.
Call:
lm(formula = freqSpread1 ˜ method + freqSpread1theo + Tz1theo,
data = uniModal)
223









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure D.4: check plots provided by R to evaluate the validity of the linear piecewise model used
to analyse the observed Θ̂S .
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Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-0.02718 -0.00541 -0.00046 0.00503 0.02773
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -0.060434 0.004765 -12.7 <2e-16 ***
methodMMLM 0.001403 0.000823 1.7 0.09 .
freqSpread1theo 1.342207 0.016811 79.8 <2e-16 ***
Tz1theo -0.060365 0.004335 -13.9 <2e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.00823 on 396 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.945, Adjusted R-squared: 0.944
F-statistic: 2.26e+03 on 3 and 396 DF, p-value: <2e-16
The test plots provided by R in Fig. D.5 shows that the model not entirely adequate. The
scale-location plot shows that the variance do increase with the mean which conflict with the
underlying hypothesis of normal errors with constant variance. However, no better model was
found and the repetition of fs in two clusters (Bretschneider or JONSWAP spectra) is blamed
for this issue.
Summary of the minimal adequate model fitted to the observed Ĥm0 from virtual data as ex-
plained in Section 4.6.1.1 on page 80.
Call:
lm(formula = Hm01 ˜ method + spreadFactor1Theo + freqSpread1theo +
hmo1theo)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-3.238e-03 -7.284e-04 -4.284e-05 7.765e-04 4.143e-03
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -1.204e-02 7.121e-04 -16.91 <2e-16 ***
methodMMLM 1.324e-03 1.145e-04 11.56 <2e-16 ***
spreadFactor1Theo 1.861e-04 9.342e-06 19.92 <2e-16 ***
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Figure D.5: check plots provided by R to evaluate the validity of the linear model used to analyse
the observed f̂s.
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Figure D.6: check plots provided by R to evaluate the validity of the linear model used to analyse
the observed Ĥm0.
freqSpread1theo 4.609e-02 2.353e-03 19.59 <2e-16 ***
hmo1theo 7.777e-01 8.263e-03 94.12 <2e-16 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.001143 on 394 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9594, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9589
F-statistic: 2325 on 4 and 394 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
The test plots provided by R in Fig. D.6 shows that the model fit reasonably well the data.
D.2.2 Interference parameter of bi-modal sea state
The interference parameter was introduced in an attempt to characterise the success rate of the
isolation method in separating two spectra. It was thought that the level of interference between
227
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the two wave system could be a good indicator of it.
The Matlab code used to compute this parameter is presented below:












treshold1 = max(RStheo1) / 10;
treshold2 = max(RStheo2) / 10;
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n















inferenceFactor = interferenceArea / min(area1,area2);
end
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The interference is computed from the target wave spectra. The common footprint of the wave
systems on the f, θ) plan is identified and the interference is estimated as the ratio between this
common area and the smallest area of the two wave systems.
D.2.3 Bi-modal sea state: parameter investigation
Fig. D.7 presents a summary of the observations build with the pairs function of the R language.
The correlation between parameters can be investigated.
D.2.4 linear models for the sensitivity analysis
The R summary of the multi-linear piecewise model fitted to the observed εT during the sen-
sitivity analysis is provided below. Test plots provided by R shown in Fig. D.8 show that the
model is a decent fit for the observed data.
Call:
lm(formula = totalDifference ˜ (angleNoise + (reflection < breakPointPM3_tot
 ) +
reflection)ˆ2 + (angleNoise + (reflection >= breakPointPM3_tot) +
reflection)ˆ2)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-0.0576119 -0.0150625 -0.0006384 0.0139508 0.1182935
Coefficients: (3 not defined because of singularities)
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 0.451860 0.008269 54.646
angleNoise 0.073351 0.015176 4.833
reflection < breakPointPM3_totTRUE -0.224875 0.007952 -28.280
reflection 4.874334 0.110152 44.251
reflection >= breakPointPM3_totTRUE NA NA NA
angleNoise:reflection < breakPointPM3_totTRUE 0.014241 0.011753 1.212
angleNoise:reflection -0.881472 0.203772 -4.326
reflection < breakPointPM3_totTRUE:reflection 4.635314 0.132547 34.971
angleNoise:reflection >= breakPointPM3_totTRUE NA NA NA
reflection:reflection >= breakPointPM3_totTRUE NA NA NA
Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) < 2e-16 ***
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Figure D.7: Plots produced by the pairs function of the statistical language R. I gives a fast ieda
of the correlation between the variable of a dataset
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Figure D.8: test plots provided by R to validate the multi-linear piecewise model fitted to the
observed εT during the sensitivity analysis
angleNoise 1.71e-06 ***
reflection < breakPointPM3_totTRUE < 2e-16 ***
reflection < 2e-16 ***
reflection >= breakPointPM3_totTRUE NA
angleNoise:reflection < breakPointPM3_totTRUE 0.226
angleNoise:reflection 1.78e-05 ***
reflection < breakPointPM3_totTRUE:reflection < 2e-16 ***
angleNoise:reflection >= breakPointPM3_totTRUE NA
reflection:reflection >= breakPointPM3_totTRUE NA
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.02241 on 593 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.987, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9868
F-statistic: 7478 on 6 and 593 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
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The R summary of the multi-linear piecewise model fitted to the observed εn,Hm0 during the
sensitivity analysis is provided below. Test plots provided by R shown in Fig. D.9 show that the
model is a decent fit for the observed data.
Call:
lm(formula = Hm0Error ˜ (angleNoise + (reflection < breakPointPM4) +
reflection)ˆ2 + (angleNoise + (reflection >= breakPointPM4) +
reflection)ˆ2)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-2.67e-03 -4.22e-04 3.44e-05 4.51e-04 1.89e-03
Coefficients: (3 not defined because of singularities)
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) -0.003145 0.000341 -9.23
angleNoise -0.003807 0.000457 -8.34
reflection < breakPointPM4TRUE 0.004576 0.000324 14.14
reflection -0.091089 0.004188 -21.75
reflection >= breakPointPM4TRUE NA NA NA
angleNoise:reflection < breakPointPM4TRUE 0.001100 0.000318 3.46
angleNoise:reflection 0.045520 0.005577 8.16
reflection < breakPointPM4TRUE:reflection -0.087186 0.004157 -20.98
angleNoise:reflection >= breakPointPM4TRUE NA NA NA
reflection:reflection >= breakPointPM4TRUE NA NA NA
Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) < 2e-16 ***
angleNoise 5.3e-16 ***
reflection < breakPointPM4TRUE < 2e-16 ***
reflection < 2e-16 ***
reflection >= breakPointPM4TRUE NA
angleNoise:reflection < breakPointPM4TRUE 0.00058 ***
angleNoise:reflection 2.0e-15 ***
reflection < breakPointPM4TRUE:reflection < 2e-16 ***
angleNoise:reflection >= breakPointPM4TRUE NA
reflection:reflection >= breakPointPM4TRUE NA
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.000669 on 593 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.969, Adjusted R-squared: 0.968
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Figure D.9: test plots provided by R to validate the multi-linear piecewise model fitted to the
observed εHm0 during the sensitivity analysis
F-statistic: 3.06e+03 on 6 and 593 DF, p-value: <2e-16
The R summary of the gneralised linear model with poisson errors fitted to the observed εn,Θ
during the sensitivity analysis is provided below. Test plots provided by R shown in Fig. D.10
show that the model is a decent fit for the observed data.
Call:




Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-0.3937 -0.0945 -0.0240 0.0711 0.3919
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
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Figure D.10: test plots provided by R to validate the gneralised linear model with poisson errors
fitted to the observed εn,Θ during the sensitivity analysis
(Intercept) -4.603 0.895 -5.14 2.7e-07 ***
reflection 23.999 11.564 2.08 0.038 *
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
(Dispersion parameter for poisson family taken to be 1)
Null deviance: 10.4265 on 395 degrees of freedom
Residual deviance: 5.7279 on 394 degrees of freedom
AIC: Inf
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 6
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Appendix E
Summaries of the statistical models:
first phase results
E.1 The single OWC
Summary of the model fitted to the observed Pn of the single OWC during the first phase tests:
Call:
lm(formula = normSingleOWC ˜ I(Teˆ2) + Hm0 + Te + freqSpread +
spreadFactor + Te:freqSpread + Te:spreadFactor, data = singleOWC)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-0.045677 -0.015024 -0.002251 0.010293 0.101707
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -5.391442 0.219845 -24.524 < 2e-16 ***
I(Teˆ2) -3.698194 0.182272 -20.289 < 2e-16 ***
Hm0 15.114941 1.978046 7.641 8.56e-12 ***
Te 9.346944 0.402213 23.239 < 2e-16 ***
freqSpread 3.495217 0.632996 5.522 2.27e-07 ***
spreadFactor -0.013568 0.004184 -3.243 0.00157 **
Te:freqSpread -4.718087 0.595834 -7.918 2.08e-12 ***
Te:spreadFactor 0.011714 0.003736 3.135 0.00220 **
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.026 on 110 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9833, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9823
F-statistic: 926.2 on 7 and 110 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
Summary of the model fitted to the observed Cw of the single OWC during the first phase tests:
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Summaries of the statistical models: first phase results
Call:
lm(formula = captureWidthSingle ˜ I(Teˆ2) + Hm0 + Te + freqSpread +
Te:freqSpread, data = singleOWC)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-0.90575 -0.29436 -0.03307 0.25253 1.40303
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -85.229 3.806 -22.391 < 2e-16 ***
I(Teˆ2) -65.536 3.099 -21.146 < 2e-16 ***
Hm0 40.269 18.952 2.125 0.0358 *
Te 163.183 6.861 23.783 < 2e-16 ***
freqSpread 79.627 10.619 7.499 1.63e-11 ***
Te:freqSpread -90.730 9.895 -9.169 2.73e-15 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.4604 on 112 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9655, Adjusted R-squared: 0.964
F-statistic: 627.6 on 5 and 112 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
The test plots provided by R in Fig. E.1b shows that the model is adequate for the data. A few
points are singled out (1, 48 and 56) and could be discarded as they exhibit larger residuals than
expected for a normal distribution. However, according to the Residual Vs Leverage plot, they
do not have a strong influence on the estimated coefficients so the model was accepted as it is.
E.2 The double OWC
Summary of the model fitted to the observed Pn of the double OWC during the first phase tests:
Call:
lm(formula = normDoubleOWC ˜ I(Teˆ2) + Hm0 + Te + freqSpread +
Te:freqSpread, data = doubleOWC)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-0.0775683 -0.0149676 0.0004785 0.0150177 0.0465718
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(a) test plots for Pn model







































































































































































































































































































































































































































(b) test plots for Cw model
Figure E.1: Test plots provided by R to evaluate the validity of the minimal adequate models
fitted to the observed Pn and Cw of the single OWC during the 1st test phase.
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Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -5.3449 0.2419 -22.095 < 2e-16 ***
I(Teˆ2) -3.7054 0.1968 -18.832 < 2e-16 ***
Hm0 6.0045 1.2061 4.979 3.90e-06 ***
Te 9.6190 0.4383 21.948 < 2e-16 ***
freqSpread 3.1480 0.6705 4.695 1.16e-05 ***
Te:freqSpread -4.1852 0.6282 -6.662 3.77e-09 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.02433 on 76 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9876, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9868
F-statistic: 1214 on 5 and 76 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
The test plots provided by R in Fig. E.2a shows that the model is adequate for the data.
Summary of the model fitted to the observed Cw of the double OWC during the first phase
tests:
Call:
lm(formula = captureWidthDouble ˜ I(Teˆ2) + Hm0 + Te + freqSpread +
Te:freqSpread, data = doubleOWC)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-7.1751 -1.5167 -0.1237 1.2352 4.5174
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -312.49 21.24 -14.709 < 2e-16 ***
I(Teˆ2) -247.49 17.44 -14.195 < 2e-16 ***
Hm0 -331.07 103.07 -3.212 0.00192 **
Te 623.43 38.70 16.109 < 2e-16 ***
freqSpread 305.13 59.01 5.171 1.75e-06 ***
Te:freqSpread -336.15 55.43 -6.065 4.44e-08 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
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Residual standard error: 2.167 on 78 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9573, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9545
F-statistic: 349.4 on 5 and 78 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
The test plots provided by R in Fig. E.2b shows that the model is adequate for the data.
E.3 The Duck
Summary of the model fitted to the observed Pn of the duck during the first phase tests:
Call:
lm(formula = normDuck ˜ Hm0 + Te + freqSpread + spreadFactor +
Te:freqSpread, data = duckSet)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-0.199312 -0.040149 0.004363 0.027939 0.162102
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -2.161255 0.274701 -7.868 1.12e-11 ***
Hm0 12.381957 4.517664 2.741 0.00749 **
Te 2.231492 0.165973 13.445 < 2e-16 ***
freqSpread 3.462315 1.598813 2.166 0.03318 *
spreadFactor -0.007470 0.002239 -3.337 0.00126 **
Te:freqSpread -3.693548 1.501864 -2.459 0.01597 *
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 0.05798 on 84 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9586, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9562
F-statistic: 389.3 on 5 and 84 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
Tests plots are provided by R in Fig. E.3a to evaluate the validity of the model. The Normal
Q-Q plot is not as satisfactory as the similar plots for the OWC models, but nothing extremely
worrying is identified. The model is accepted as it is.
Summary of the model fitted to the observed Cw of the duck during the first phase tests:
Call:
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(a) test plots for Pn model





































































































































































































































































































































































(b) test plots for Cw model
Figure E.2: Test plots provided by R to evaluate the validity of the minimal adequate models
fitted to the observed Pn and Cw of the double OWC during the 1st test phase.
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lm(formula = captureWidthDuck ˜ Te + spreadFactor, data = duckSet)
Residuals:
Min 1Q Median 3Q Max
-7.14877 -1.16962 -0.05404 1.09160 5.74080
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) -34.06426 1.80922 -18.828 < 2e-16 ***
Te 51.21213 1.54757 33.092 < 2e-16 ***
spreadFactor -0.18192 0.04704 -3.868 0.000212 ***
---
Signif. codes: 0 *** 0.001 ** 0.01 * 0.05 . 0.1
 1
Residual standard error: 2.079 on 87 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9282, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9265
F-statistic: 562.3 on 2 and 87 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
Tests plots are provided by R in Fig. E.3b to evaluate the validity of the model.
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(a) test plots for Pn model



































































































































































































































































































































































(b) test plots for Cw model
Figure E.3: Test plots provided by R to evaluate the validity of the minimal adequate models
fitted to the observed Pn and Cw of the Duck during the 1st test phase.
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Appendix F
Second test phase: supplementary
material
A summary of the capture width observation of the Duck and of the double OWC for the second
phase of tests is presented in Fig. F.1 and Fig. F.2. The different behaviour of the devices with
respect to the type of sea state (1st and 2nd group) is well marked. From these graphs, it looks
like that best parameter to use would be directly the wave power Pw. However, it had been
shown that the power extracted by a WEC can vary dramatically for sea states with the same
energy period and significant wave height, which also mean identical wave power per meter of
crest length.
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Figure F.1: Duck average power output with respect to sea state parameters during the 2nd
phase. Results are differentiated between 1st group (δ̂TE < 0.2 s) represented by red triangles
and 2nd group (δ̂TE > 0.2 s) represented in blue circles.
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Figure F.2: Double OWC average power output with respect to sea state parameters during
the 2nd phase. Results are differentiated between 1st group (δ̂TE < 0.2 s) represented by red
triangles and 2nd group (δ̂TE > 0.2 s) represented in blue circles.
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